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ACDR 765 dual deck CD recorder

Personal CD player
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Mix your ife and make your own CDs with

the Philips ACDR 765 CD recorder-the first

dual -deck CD recorder from the inventors

of CD technology. Then play your CDs in

I I

five -speaker surround sound with the

Philips audio shelf system- a full-.
featured system with a three -

CD changer and direct hook-up to

HIFI VCR and TV For music on the move,

there's the big stereo sound of the Philips

CD radio cassette recorder and the Philips

personal CD player with 45 -second elec-

tronic skip protection, so your music stays

steady-even when you aren't.

I've got to admit it's getting better.

www.PhilipsUSA.com
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Digital recording is the way
to go at home as well as

in the recording studio! See

page 64 for details on the
Philips CDR 765, a dual -tray

CD recorder/player, and
page 33 for JVC's CD

changer/MiniDisc recorder.
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Chris Gould
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BOB ANKOSKO

Beyond Two -Channel
A FEW MONTHS AFTER Elliot Scheeler finished mixing a 5.1 -channel version
of the classic Steely Dan album Gaucho for the DTS label, he stopped in an audio
shop while his car was getting new tires at a garage next door. He was checking
out a multichannel amp when a salesman walked up and offered to play a CD. The
next thing he knew, Gaucho was playing and the salesman was yakking about how
he didn't really like the new version because the horns and vocals were coming
from the rear. "Well, I loved it that way," Scheiner said, recalling the chance en-
counter. "Donald [Fagen] and Walter [Becker] loved it that way, too. But this guy
hated it! I didn't tell him I mixed it - I was embarrassed."

That's just one of many great stories told at the historic 5.1 Multichannel Music
Mixing conference in New York City this past spring, sponsored by the Music Pro-
ducer's Guild of the Americas (MPGA). I say "historic" because it was the first time
top music producers and recording engineers got together to explore what MPGA
president Ed Cherney called "an emerging technical challenge." For many of the
250 attendees - mostly middle-aged guys steeped in the traditions of two -channel
stereo - the conference was a crash course in the art of multichannel recording,
with panel discussions and ongoing 5.1 -channel music demos at a nearby studio.

It was fascinating to hear music -industry legend Phil Ramone talk about the
"learning process" behind the making of his 5.1 -channel recording of Dave
Grusin's West Side Story, on the N2K label, and conclude that "we're headed for
an incredible change." It was also neat to hear big -shot producers critique record-
ings done by their colleagues. Frankly, I was surprised by the praise heaped on one
big -band cut that to my ears sounded remarkably sterile for a full-blown 5.1 -chan-
nel recording. Perhaps professional courtesy was at work.

The key theme that emerged at the conference was that "there are no rules" for
making a good multichannel recording, which represents an opportunity to create
a whole new listening experience. As Al Schmitt, who has worked with artists
ranging from Sinatra to Madonna, put it: "Some guys like a lot of things coming
from the back. I'm not particularly fond of that - I like to hear the orchestra in
front and have the ambience behind me." Alan Parsons, an accomplished artist and
producer/engineer, said he prefers recording with four channels and noted that
"horn parts and backing vocals really work well coming at you from behind."

A number of recording engineers also criticized the idea, put forth by the
DVD-Audio camp, that a disc can contain instructions enabling the player to auto-
matically "fold down" a 5.1 -channel mix to two -channel stereo. "I haven't done a
5.1 -channel recording in pop, classical, jazz, or anything else that will fold down
properly into two channels," said Telarc's Michael Bishop.

As the recording industry gears up for the brave new world of multichannel re-
cording, which clearly has the potential to take audio as we know it to the next
level, there are sure to be a lot of disagreements about the "right" way to do a mul-
tichannel mix. Let the producers argue. But I appeal to the manufacturers of con-
sumer audio hardware to avoid a format war at all costs. Let's not screw this up.

Bob Ankosko, Editor in Chief
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A/V Digest
The anti-Divx crowd should be
breathing a little easer now that
Fox has jumped on the DVD
bandwagon, leaving relative
newcomer Dream Works as the
lone Divx-only Hollywood
studio. Fox's commitment to the
format is still unclear, however.
Rather than release such block-
busters as Star Wars or Indepen-
dence Day, Fox announced a
curious collection of eight
DVD titles including Young
Frankenstein, Porky's, and
Home Alone 3 at relatively high
prices of $30 and $35.... The
French government has agreed
to sell as much as 30 percent of
state-owned Thomson Multi-
media - which owns the RCA,
GE. and ProScan AN brands in
the U.S. - to Microsoft.
DirecTV, NEC. and Alcatel....
IBM and NEC have agreed to
merge their digital -watermark
technologies in the hope that the
combined system will be chosen
for DVDs by the Copy Protec-
tion Technical Working group.
The companies boast about the
durability of IBM's watermark

Digi-Speak

TV Trivia
If you've seen the Discover card commercial with New York

Yankees shortstop/heartthrob Derek Jeter and wondered

about those tall, stylish speakers, here's the scoop. They're

the ReQuests, a pair of $4,495 -a -pair electrostatics from the

Kansas -based high -end manufacturer Martin -Logan. The

speakers were flown in for the shoot at the behest of the ad-

vertising agency, then flown right back to the manufacturer.

Whether Jeter actually owns a pair of Martin-Logans is any-

body's guess. - Michael Gaughn

and that NEC's technology
allows "re -marking" for one-
time copying.

Looking Back
At Lenny
Coinciding with observances of
the 80th anniversary of the birth
of Leonard Bernstein (1918-
1990), this month PBS will
broadcast a two-hour original
film biography of the great
conductor/composer in its presti-

Digital changes everything. Remember audio
before CD? Remember video before DVD?
Remember speakers before . . 000ps.
We're not there yet.

Just imagine what digital technology
could do if it were applied to speakers. The
concept might seem kind of hard to grasp -
after all, a speaker's gotta be analog, right?
Not according to Tony Hooley of 1 . . . Ltd.,
a start-up company in Cambridge, England,
that claims to be the first to develop a com-
pletely digital speaker. While there are so-
called digital speakers on the market, they're
merely traditional speakers with digital -to -
analog (D/A) converters and maybe some
digital signal processing (DSP) built in (and
usually amplifiers as well). Hooley's system
is a totally different animal.

The key to Hooley's digital speaker is
unary rather than binary encoding. In a bina-

A. Protective grille
B. Transducer array
C. "Infinite Baffle"

gious American Masters series.
Like George Gershwin, Bern-
stein succeeded as a composer
of both classical music and
Broadway shows, such as West
Side Story. Music director of the
New York Philharmonic from
1959 to 1969. Bernstein was
also a celebrated TV personality,
writer, and recording artist.
Through network shows in the
1950s and 1960s like the Young
People's Concerts, he introduced

C\

ry system, just eight transducers would be
required to provide. for example, an 8 -bit
resolution, which would result in 256 dis-
crete sound -amplitude levels. However, that
approach has proved to be impractical for

a generation of American TV
viewers to classical music.

The PBS bio features inter-
views with Bernstein's family
and such friends and colleagues
as Stephen Sondheim, Michael
Tilson Thomas. Isaac Stern, and
the choreographer Jerome
Robbins (who died in July).
Deutsche Grammophon plans to
release a soundtrack CD of the
documentary. Leonard Bern-
stein: Reaching for the Note is

speakers because of the transitions inherent
in binary systems.

In Hooley's proposed unary system, 256
individual, equally weighted transducers
would be used. Although that's equivalent to
only an 8 -bit resolution, he says that eight -
times oversampling and interpolation at
rates above the 44.1 -kHz CD sampling rate
would allow his system to have fidelity
matching the 16 -bit CD. "Essentially, instead
of delivering 16 bits every 22.7 microsec-
onds (ps), we deliver 8 bits every 5.7 or 2.8
ps, so we output more bits per second than
the original signal." He claims the system is
far more efficient than traditional speakers.

Hooley admits that his prototype - built
using 80 smoke -alarm transducers - sounds
terrible. But he's working on making, or find-
ing. better transducers and customizing
them for the job. His company has no plans
to build any speakers but is instead devel-
oping the technology for eventual license to
speaker manufacturers. - B.F.
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scheduled to air at 9 p.m. EST.
October 28.

Mixing Your Own
Discs
With stand-alone CD recorders
becoming more widely avail-
able, and even CD dubbing
recorders like the Philips CDR
765 (shown on this month's
cover), it's safe to say that
making your own compilation
CDs has never been easier.
But it can be kind of expensive
to go out and buy a bunch of
CDs just so you can legally copy
one or two tracks from each
one. And that opens up the
market to on -demand CD
publishers like Custom Revo-
lutions (www.customdisc.com)
and superSonic BOOM
(www.supersonicboom.com).

Visit either Web site, choose
the tracks you're interested in
from the songs listed on the site,
specify the order you want them
on the disc, supply your credit-
card information, and you'll
have a custom CD on its way to
you for a reasonable price -a
10 -track CustomDisc costs
$15.99 plus shipping. You get
the CD, the record company gets
its royalties (mostly from back -
catalog discs) the on -demand
publisher takes its cut, and
everyone is happy. It's just one
more example of how the
Internet is changing the way we
buy music.

Kind of Enhanced
What do you think of enhanced CDs? What?
You've never heard of 'em? I'm not surprised.
Record companies have been doing a terrible
job of marking - and marketing - enhanced
CDs, which are basically CDs containing extra
graphic content that can be accessed on a mul-
timedia computer. You might have several en-
hanced CDs in your collection and not even
know it because most aren't labeled as such.

Reba McEntire's current album, If You See
Him (MCA Nashville), is an enhanced CD done
right. Not only does it have compelling content
- behind -the -scenes tour footage (including
360 -degree IPIX views), a photo album, a
screen saver, and a Reba Browser, which helps
you find Reba -related content on the Internet -
but right there on the front cover is the en-
hanced -CD logo. The back cover lists the mini-
mum system requirements (basically Mac Sys-
tem 7.1 or Windows 95), and the back cover of
the booklet inside lists some of the content. If
you buy the CD, you know it's enhanced.

Sony is taking a different tack with the latest
reissue of Miles Davis's classic Kind of Blue.
Rather than putting extra content on the disc it-

DVD Regional
Codes Cracked
Videophiles sometimes grouse
about DVD regional coding,
which divides the world into six
regions and prevents coded discs
bought in one region from
working in a player bought in
another region. Here in the U.S.
it hasn't been too big of an

And the Winner Is...
In Rhino Records' second annual Musi-
cal Aptitude Test (RMAT), Peter Tomlin-
son, of New York City, has been de-
clared Ultimate Musical Trivia Expert
(a.k.a Geekus musicus maximus),
with a score of 260 out of a possible
305. The 1 -hour-long, 300 -question
exam was given at Tower Records stores
in seven major cities across the nation and
on the Internet. The valuable prizes include a jukebox, sneak-
ers, snowboards, and - best of all - a copy of every future
Rhino release during the winner's lifetime!

Tomlinson lives in Manhattan with his wife and a couple of
cats. He is an art archivist at Culver Pictures, an image bank.
"It was like taking the SATs all over again, all multiple choice,"
he said. "I did best on questions about classic rock and had
the most trouble with rap and other current styles." How did he
get so smart? In his youth Tomlinson was a freelance writer for
the rock journals of the day and, of course, at an early age he
became a reader of Stereo Review. - William Livingstone

self, Sony ConnecteD technology links the CD
to multimedia content on the Web. You can pop
the disc into your CD-ROM drive, access the
www.sonymusic/thelab/ConnecteD Web site,
and then, for example, read an analysis of
Miles's "So What" solo while the music plays
from the CD and the notes are displayed on
screen. The advantage of doing things this way
is that added content can be developed for old-
er recordings. To prove the point, Ozzy Os-
bourne's Blizzard of Oz, originally released (on
vinyl) in 1980, is one of the CDs for which Sony
has developed new Web -based multimedia
content. How are you supposed to find out
about all this? I guess you're supposed to read
about it in Stereo Review. Sony makes no men-
tion of it on the Miles Davis or Ozzy Osbourne
CDs or in their liner notes. - B.F.

issue, mainly because the
world's most popular
movies, which come from
Hollywood, are released
here first. In Europe,
however, videophiles are
apparently tired of waiting
months for movies to be
released over there - and
often at higher prices. A rather
large number of Web sites have
sprung up advertising DVD
players modified to play discs
from any region as well as
modification kits for machines
from Denon, JVC, Panasonic.
Pioneer, RCA, Sony, Yamaha.
and others.

Hot Off the Press
Due this month from Scribner's
is a biography of the Metropol-
itan Opera's artistic director.
Dialogues and Discoveries /
James Levine: His Life and His
Music ($27.50), by the noted
critic Robert C. Marsh. Also
scheduled is William Berger's
Wagner Without Fear (Vintage
Books. $15). "It's not Wagner
for dummies," Berger says,
"but Wagner for intelligent
people." The book is subtitled
Learning to Love - and
Even Enjoy - Opera's Most
Demanding Genius.

Shall We
Dance?
Sharyn Wolf is a
leading romance
expert and

the author
of Guerrilla
Dating Tac-

tics. In an article
about how to marry a rich
girl in the men's magazine
Maxim, she said, "You'll
definitely need to know
how to tango, so take
some lessons before you
start your dating."

A new how-to book
should help: Quickstart to
Tango by Jeff Allen (QOS
Publications, $19.95). For
music to practice with, try
the two -CD soundtrack of
the Broadway hit Forever
Tango (RCA Victor). For a
free catalog of tango CDs,
books, and instructional
videos, contact Bridge to
Tango, P.O. Box 560127,
West Medford, MA 02156;
phone, 617-666-8518; fax,
617-666-4316; Web,
www.tangobridge.com/
dtango7. Good luck, and
happy hunting! - W.L.
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"Definitive's New
Flagship BP3000rE

Bri s You the
Ultimate Listening

Fxnerience!"
Our revolutionary bipolar BP3000Ths, with dual built-in
1000 -watt powered 18" subwoofers, are the absolute

state-of-the-art for music and home theater perfection.
"Speaker of the Decade"

Reviewers and experts agree that
our extraordinary BP2000 Series bipolar
powered towers have set the industry
reference standard for superior music
and home theater performance. Now,
Definitive again literally redefines the
state-of-the-art with a brilliant new
achievement in sonic perfection.

The amazing new BP3001:1a is a true
technological masterpiece! Our engineers
have perfected a highly sophisticated
six -driver dual D'Appolito bipolar array
combined with an awe-inspiring built-in
1000 -watt powered 18" subwoofer.

The result is truly stunning sonic
performance beyond anything you've
ever heard. Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and vivid lifelike realism.
And the astounding high -resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact will
totally envelop you in sonic ecstacy. Definitive's new tcp-c f -the -line BP3000m comb'nes exquisite

designer styling wim pnformance beyond your wildest dreams:

See our dealer list on page 16

Your Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being a music lover's

dream, the BP3000ms are also the main
speakers in Definitive's perfectly
timbre -matched ultimate home theater.
This astonishing top -of -the -line system
recreates a thrilling "you are there"
virtual reality that will actually put you
into the soundspace of the original
performance or cinematic action.

Definitive's new flagship system
combines the BP3000ms ($2250 ea.)
with the remarkable new CLR3000 (an
amazing center channel with built-in
150 -watt powered 10" subwoofer: $999)
and your choice of Definitive bipolar
surrounds. Or go all the way with our
powered towers in the rear too, for the
Definitive ultimate listening experience!

nitive Tech
The Leader in High-Perforrnance Loudspeakers.

11433 Cron ridge Dr.  Suite KOwings Mills. MD 21117 .1410) 363-71441

Visit us at http://www.definitivetech.com



Before you buy stereo for
your home, get this catalog!

LETTERS

FREE
Stereo Catalog
Looking for the latest in
audio/video components?
The Crutchfield catalog brings you hundreds
of top, brand -name components and
makes it easy to compare
them feature for
feature. Infor-
mative articles,
helpful tips and
exclusive comparison
charts guide you through
the maze of buzzwords.
You'll find exactly
what you need without
paying for more than
you want!

New' See why DVD

means movies at home

will never be the same!

Discover the convenience of
shopping from home
Part catalog, pan shopper's guide, the
Crutchfield catalog makes it a pleasure to
shop from home. You can call our well-

informed sales
SIadvisors toll -free,
7 days a week with
any of your product
questions. Plus,
you'll get your order
in 2 days or less!

So what are you
waiting for? Get
your copy on its
way today!

Sony, Kenwood, Pioneer,

JVC. Bose. Harman Kardon,

Infinity, Technics. Polk,

Carver. Yamaha. and morel

Call now for your free copy!

1-800.955-9009
8 a m to MiOnignt lEastern times. 7 days a week

or visit our Web site at

http://www.crutchfield.com

CRUTCHFIELD

Divx Bashing
A big cheer to Corey Greenberg for his
excellent review in September of one of
the dumbest products to be introduced to
the audio/video market, the Zenith/Inteq
DVX2100 Divx/DVD player. He was right
on when he wrote, "I'm convinced now
more than ever that Divx will be the biggest
and most costly flop in the history of con-
sumer electronics. Your $500 is better spent
on a DVD player without Divx." The soon-
er Divx dies, the better!

An even bigger jeer to Ken C. Pohlmann
for his positive spin on Divx in the same re-
view. Until I read this review, I had a great
deal of respect for Mr. Pohlmann. I could
not believe that he wrote, "I like the Divx
concept. I think it is a harbinger of how
movies and music will be delivered in the
future." What the hell is he thinking! Does
this mean he wants pay -per -listen CDs, or
pay -per -read books or pay -per -use soft-
ware? The only logical explanation is that
the person who wrote this review is not real-
ly Ken C. Pohlmann but an evil robot twin!
He must be stopped! Eric R. Hamilton

Renton, WA

Let me see if I have this right: Core) Green-
berg, who admits to hating Divx, says it is a
terrible product, loaded with problems. Ken
Pohlmann, who has supported it, says he
had no trouble with his player and that we
should all consider buying one. Why do I
feel as if I'm listening to descriptions of
Monica Lewinsky by Bill Clinton and Ken
Starr? I think you owe it to your readers to
get at least a semi-detached evaluation of
the product. Clayton Curtiss

Orange, CT

Ken Pohlmann says that the Divx machine
does "everything a DVD player does and
more." He then lists a few features found on
DVD players that the Zenith/Inteq does not
include, and nowhere else in his review will
you find any features the Divx player has
that other DVD players don't except those
related to Divx's purchasing scheme. The
only new thing about Divx is how they
charge people, and how much.

Shane Buettrer
Denver, CO

Ken Pohlmann replies: Whether or not
Divx prospers, pay -per -listen and pay -per -
view are the future of the music and film
industries. Last time I checked, when you
see a movie at a movie theater, your tick-
et stub doesn't permit you to see the mov-
ie again and again anytime you want to.
The value of movie and music assets was
once considered to be fleeting but is now
recognized as long-lasting. The best way
to protect the asset's value is to charge

each time it is used. Movie theaters, res-
taurants, and almost all other businesses
operate on this principle, so why are peo-
ple so opposed when creative artists, or
those who market their work, do the same
thing? Regarding the Divx player per se,
I was clear in assessing its faults; its forte
is that it offers choice and diversity.

Contents Under Pressure
Concerning Ken Pohlmann's column on
copyright infringement, "Contents Under
Pressure" (August "Signals"), I have to dis-
agree with his statement that "when you
copy a CD you haven't paid for, you're
stealing." As a musician, I don't see things
in such pure black and white. I have copied
CDs that I did not own, but I later pur-
chased them if I found the material to be
exceptional. If people like an album, they'll
buy other albums the artist has released or
will release in the future. I consider a copy
passed on to a friend to be promotional.

Also, if a CD is copied onto digital audio
tape or a consumer CD-R/RW, a royalty has
already been assessed and paid by the user
(which is unfortunate for those of us who
record our own original music). If I'm al-
ready paying the royalty, that should make
it legal to copy whatever I want.

Since Mr. Pohlmann has indirectly called
me a thief, I'd like to ask if he has ever read
somebody else's newspaper or magazine?
Or photocopied anything except his original
work? Or recorded a TV show with his
VCR? Are those stealing? Greg Forgette

Franklin, TN

I am not in the bootlegging business, nor
am I a thief. If I want to tape a CD from my
own collection or one I borrow from a friend,
I see absolutely nothing wrong with it. The
disc has already been paid for, and I paid
dearly for my tape decks. What else would
Mr. Pohlmann suggest I do with them?

Steve Oromaner
St. Petersburg, FL

Ken Pohlmann is increasingly using his col-
umn as a soapbox for the music and movie
industries' paranoid, anti -consumer views.
He and his entertainment -industry cronies
won't settle for anything less than a total
end to all forms of consumer audio and vid-
eo recording. Phil Cohen

Bay Harbor, FL

Ken Pohlmann lamented the loss of artists'
revenue that occurs when people copy mu-
sic or other intellectual property. In the case
of music, you can lay much of the blame on
the record companies.

The tolerance of even fair-minded citi-
zens has limits, and mine are exceeded by
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Definitive's Bipolar
Superspeakers

Triumph in Tri le
STeaker-of-the Year
Grand Prix Victory!

`Just like our new flagship BP300077_, the award -winning BP2000,
BP2002 and BP2004 all combine our revolutionary bipolar technology
with built-in powered subs for extraordinary music and home theater!"

"I would choose these speakers
for myself' -Julian Him h. Sterei, Ret

If you're looking for the finest sounding
music and home theater speakers available,
listen and you'll agree that Definitive's
bipolar powered towers are clearly your
obvious choice. Our unprecedented triple
Grand Prix triumph absolutely confirms
what the world's top reviewers all know:
Definitive loudspeakers sound the best!

"Bipolar Superspeakers"
- Brent Buttetuy.wth. Mune Theater

Experts agree that bipolar loudspeakers are
sonically superior to all others for both music
and home theater. In fact, top expert Brent
Butterworth wrote, "Bipolar systems are as
close as we've come to finding the Holy Grail."

Unlike conventional loudspeakers, all of
Definitive's revolutionary bipolars have two
sets of precision drivers which radiate sound
front and rear in an omnidirectional pattern
exactly the way sound is produced naturally.

The sonic benefits are dramatic, recreating
a remarkable room -filling three-dimensional
soundfield which is the closest thing to being
there. In addition, the wide dispersion benefits
of bipolar technology assure every listener of
superb sound wherever they sit or stand.

Definitive's magnificent BP2000, BP -'002 and BP:iiof Home Theater
Systems will make the walls of your room seem to disappear so you
actually feel like you're right at the concert or literally part of the movie.

See our dealer list on page 16

"This slammin' system will probably
kill any others you've heard"

-Myra Buttenvorth Ihmu Metito
With their awesome built-in high powered

subwoofers, the BP2000 ($1499 ea. with 15"
sub and 300 watt amp), BP2002 ($999 ea.
with 12" sub and 125 watts) and BP2004
($749 ea. with 10" and 125 watts) will all
achieve a unique combination of delicate
musicality and thunderous power for music
and movie perfection in your home.

"Has given me that special thrill
that usually costs ten or more times
its price to obtain"

- Julian Ihrs, It Stereo Re( teu

In addition to their totally unsurpassed sonic
performance, Definitive's powered towers also
deliver absolutely unequalled value. And when
you combine them with our perfectly timbre -
matched center channels and surrounds, you
will have a Dolby Digital' and DTS' ready home
theater system which, to quote Video Magazine,
"will make you literally feel like you're part of
the movie." You must experience these Grand
Prix Award -winning superspeakers today!

nitive Tech
The Leader to Hgh-Performance Loudspeakers*

11433 Crutnidge Dr. Suite K Owings Mills, MD 21117.0101363-7148

Visit us at http://www.detinitivetech.com
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any record company that expects me to pay
$16 for one song. If a song is issued as a
single for radio airplay, it had better be
available as a CD single at a reasonable
price. Otherwise, people are going to bor-
row the album from a friend and copy the
one song they like, or buy the album, copy
the song, and resell the disc. Gavin Stokes

Chicago, IL

As an audiophile and a serious songwriter. I
find the idea of copying a CD rather than
buying it absurd. I buy albums to enjoy not
only the music but also the liner notes. the
cover art, and even the label on the LP or
CD. It's a package deal.

This is not to say that I haven't had audio
uses for my CD-RW computer drive. First
and most important is making back-up cop-
ies of out -of -print CDs. Second is making
compilation CDs for car and, occasionally,
home listening. Third, it's a form of theft -
proofing. Who wants to risk having favorite
CDs stolen out of a car? Not 1. Finally, I
plan to record my own music on CD, and I
don't want the hassle of using a consumer
audio CD recorder that automatically as-
signs copy -protection flags.

I am hardly against artists getting recog-
nition for the songs they write or perform.
But Mr. Pohlmann's numbers seem to clash
with reality in the case of wealthy artists
like Madonna. Royalties should help new
artists rather than the bigger names.

Daniel J. Fontes
Monticello, IN

Ken Pohlmann replies: These letters ad-
vance all the traditional reasons for mon-
keying around with the intellectual prop-
erty rights of others. I guess people will
invent all kinds of excuses so that they
can sleep at night. For example, one read-
er argues that since Madonna is rich, it's
okay to steal from her. I don't think so.
Each year billions of dollars are lost to
both professional and casual music copi-
ers. This isn't an imaginary loss but a
real one, and we all pay for it in the form
of higher CD prices. Moreover, it is de-
structive to artists and their industry.

In a decision between artists' rights
and listeners' rights, I'll always side with
the artists. Without artists, there would
be no listeners. That being said, let me
emphasize that I am not trying to negate
fair use as permitted under current copy-
right law. I am, however, calling for a re-
newed examination of how we can sup-
port fair copyright laws in the face of
powerful new copying technology.

Should You Buy DVD?
Your wonderful writers have convinced me
to buy a DVD player. This was a hard thing
to do, for I am - or, rather, was -a die-

hard laserdisc fan. But thus far the DVD
player has proven to be an incredible addi-
tion to my home theater.

I have one question: now that Paramount
has jumped onto the DVD bandwagon, will
it release Titanic on DVD? And if so, will
the studio be able to compress all 3 hours
and 20 minutes on one side of the disc?
Will it be encoded with Dolby Digital or
DTS surround sound? Or will it end up be-
ing released in that God -forsaken format
known as Divx? I'd love to know, because
this movie is truly a must -have. Olga Perez

Chicago, IL

Paramount recently released Titanic on
VHS tape. Whether it will also release
the epic on DVD - or Divx, for that mat-
ter - is anybody's guess. But if it does,
the movie's long running time will require
either a two-sided or dual -layer disc. The
dual -layer approach is preferable be-
cause the player automatically switches
to the second layer, which is way better
than having to turn the disc over. As for
DTS, no one knows when any DVDs will
come out with DTS encoding.

Despite being a quintessential "early adopt-
er," I have resisted the urge to embrace
DVD at this point because I don't believe it
is the format that will take best advantage
of digital TV (DTV), coming this Novem-
ber. DVD is a 525 -line, interlaced NTSC
format, and the obsolescence of that kind of
video has been mandated by the year 2006.

Therefore, I was suprised to see Bob An-
kosko recommending that everyone run out
and buy a DVD player. How can you, and al-
most everyone else in the AN press, en-
dorse a product with such a short lifespan?
It's like recommending that someone inter-
ested in a big -screen TV buy an NTSC set
right now, instead of waiting a few months
to get a DTV set! Craig Gassmann

Lancaster, PA

What you're forgetting is that if you want
to be the first on the block with DTV, the
price of admission is going to be $6,000
to $7,000 minimum. It will be years be-
fore prices reach mass -market levels.
There's no doubt that the picture quality
of high -definition TV (HDTV) program-
ming will be spectacular, but only a cou-
ple of dozen stations will actually broad-
cast in the high-def format in the begin-
ning. Furthermore, some networks have
said they will broadcast multiple "stand-
ard -definition" programs instead of one
or two high -definition programs.

So you can wait for a new high -defini-
tion DVD format to be developed, or you
can go out today and buy a DVD player
for less than $500 that delivers superb
5.1 -channel sound and picture quality
that, while not as sensational as HDTV,

1998 America Online, Inc
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"Definitive's PF15rn, is
Absolutely, Unequivocally

the Way to Go!"
-Jeff Cherun Home Theater Magaz ne

You must hear our new $699 PF 15m subwoofer with
a 325 -watt amp and 15'' woofer for earth -shaking
17 Hz response that will supercharge your system!

"There is ND BETTER VALUE
in a subwoofer." Holm, Theater

If you're lookirr far a new subwoofer,
Definitive's are a )solr tely tie oies to
buy. Take our PF.5TL; top aoCio expert
Jeff Cherun absolutely tell in love with it
and raved, "This ore's a no-brair er_there
is no better valu! Li a subwoole-."

"Best Performance/Price
Subwoofer on the Market."

...._ - Home Theater
Adranced techaokrff, superior engi-

neeriig and bete- build quality are the
reasons why Def nitive ubwoofers sound
the best. All six de iver superior transient
respcnse, vanist irly low dis-ortion and
high output ca)ability to achieve
unmatched muticality and t wnoerous
power for the ultirr ate io home theater.

Get Explosive Bass from $449
Six extraordir as), new Definitive AC -3'

and DTS* ready powered subs are now

4
ailable: the PF 800 ::500 watts, 18" at
99), PF 1811. (:25 watts, 18" at $999),

PF 150011. (325 watts, 15" al 6899), PF
15i1. (325 watts, 15' at $69.9 PF 12m
(125 watts RMS2, 12' at 5549) and
ProSub100 (125 watts, 10" at $449).
Discover their sm-m:ni. perfo-marice!

D(finititr?TechT
The leader an Hgn.Pert3nronce Lotrati.rakers-

I 1433 t'swiridge lk.tiutteK -ailtink-e. MD 21 17141 Sal -7134

Visit U. a tutp://v. W ss Ado mironoil

See ou- dealer list on Nt2e 16



is substantially better than what most of
us are used to.

Regarding Bob Ankosko's "Should You Go
DVD?" in August, I recently made the
plunge and am thrilled with the picture and
sound quality of my DVDs. My question is,
what will become of the DVDs I purchase
today when Digital TV (DTV) has fully
replaced analog? Will these DVDs be play-
able with good results on the DTV-compati-
ble DVD players of the future, which I real-
ize will have to use a completely new de-
sign in order to store the higher -resolution
DTV images? Or will my collection be ob-
solete in a few years? Dennis Tamburello

Loudonville, NY

It will be many, many years before DTV
fully replaces analog TV There's no rea-
son a next -generation "high -definition
DVD" format couldn't be compatible with
present-day DVDs, but there's no way of
predicting what manufacturers will ulti-
mately decide to do.

The reason I won't be buying a DVD player
anytime soon is easily stated: the dearth of
material. There's essentially nothing on
DVD except movies, and I'm not interested
in watching movies. I won't consider buy-
ing a player until my favorite music videos,
concerts, ballets, and operas are available
on DVD. And it's no use your telling me
about music on DVDs; Kenny Loggins and
Mary Poppins aren't on my list.

In the meantime, if I want to see a mov-
ie, there's always videotape, laserdisc, or
even (gasp!) a movie theater. And if I want
to read about DVD players, I'll pick up a
copy of Video. Allen Watson III

Sunnyvale, CA

Just a quick reminder that every DVD
player is also a CD player and that DVD
is as much about audio (5.1 -channel Do! -
by Digital surround sound is standard) as
video. Try watching a movie or concert
video with the sound turned off! As far as
available software, we think that 1,300 -
plus (mostly movie) titles in a year and a
half is pretty impressive - although
more music -oriented titles would be nice.

The Sound of Tomorrow
I read the panel discussion "The Sound of
Tomorrow" (August) with great skepticism.
All of the representatives of companies that
stand to benefit financially by a readily
marketable change in technology try to
make the case that higher sampling rates,
longer digital word lengths, and multiple
channels will move the consumer the same
way the CD did. The CD was a quantum
leap over the LP, and for many listeners the
improvements - much better sound, much
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less fragile discs, greater convenience -
were well worth the cost of replacing entire
collections. None of the proposed "replace-
ments" provides a leap of that magnitude.

Rick Minor
Greenwood, IN

I am concerned about the ludicrous excess-
es of some of the proposed new audio disc
formats. Perhaps a modest increase in digi-
tal word length and sampling rate would be
helpful, but some of the capabilities I've
read about could be appreciated only by
bats and dolphins. Wayne Erfling

Miramar, FL

If a new audio system that would make
classical music sound even more wonderful
requires an additional player, I can see buy-
ing one. However, if it is necessary to con-
vert from stereo to multiple -channel ampli-
fiers and buy three extra speakers to the
tune of several thousand dollars, I could not
make the switch for several years.

As far as combining it with DVD in a
video format, I have no interest in that. I
consider TV primarily a visual medium and
couldn't care less about the sound effects of
home theater. Erik Hvilsted

Portland, CR

If you think home theater is only about
delivering sound effects, then you really
need to get off your couch and experi-
ence a good home -theater demo.

Archival Storage
Being interested in archival storage of his-
torical recordings, I wonder if you can pro-
vide information (or speculation) about the
possible differences in durability of record-
ings on CD -Rs and CD-RWs, perhaps in
comparison to home recording on MDs or
even prerecorded CDs. Robert Beck

Waverly, IA

Technical Editor David Ranada replies:
Since MD employs a "lossy" data -compres-
sion system, 1 don't think any serious archi-
vist would want to use it unless the program
material itself were of substandard quality. I
haven't seen independent longevity data on
CDs, CD -Rs, or CD-RWs, but I'd bet that
when stored under suitable conditions (away
from heat and corrosive atmospheres), all
three types of CD will last several lifetimes.
A much bigger problem for future archivists
will be finding or maintaining playback
equipment for ancient CDs.

We welcome your letters. Please write to Edi-
tor, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York,
NY 10019; or e-mail to StereoEditeaol.com.
You should include your street address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.
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"If you want truly incredible
speakers at an unbelievable
price, run and get this system:'

 Rrgimerril Tratkmdtrit ry
Laboratorir, LicrnsiiN

-Jeff Cherun, Home Theater Magazine

Definitive:s remarkable $799 ProCinema
sub/sat syytem features:
 Absolute State -of -the -Art Performance

for Music and Home Theater Perfection
 125 -Watt Powered 10" Subwoofer
 Cast -Basket Drivers and Aluminum Tweeters
 Optional Timbre -Matched Center and Rears
 Dolby' AC -3` Ready
 In Black or White

Home Theater Magazine raves:

"Truly awesome...close to
perfection...clearly sets a new
standard for sub/sat systems"

See our dealer list on facing page

nitiveTechno
The Leaner in High -Performance Loudspeakers*

11105 Valley His. Dr.  Baltimore, MD 21117 1(410) 353-7146

Visit u> at la t p:// .deti nit i% ctech.co



001 THX Certified
002 10 -bit Video Digital to Analog Converter

003 Twin 96KHz, 24 -bit Digital to Analog Converters
004 Component Video Outputs

005 Component Frame Digital Noise Reduction
006 Twin Transformers

007 DTS Compatible Digital Output
008 ISO Chamber Construction

009 Y/C Timing Adjustment
010 Legato Link" Conversion S

011 Parallel Video Output
012 Improved DVD Video Board

FANATICALLY OVERENGINEERED. )0 ENOUGH TESTING AND REFINING, AND YOU GET A BETTER PRODUCT. AT LEAST THAT'S HOW IT WORKED

WITH THIS DVD PLAYER. BETTER CLARITY, CLEANER SOUND, UNMATCHED IMAGE DUALITY-BETTER EVERYTHING. COPPER WALLS ISOLATE ANALOG

AUDIO, DIGITAL AUDIO, DIGITAL VIDEO AND POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS. PLUS THE BOTTOM PLATE IS FOUR TIMES THICKER THAN IN CONVENTIONAL

COMPONENTS, SO ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE IS PRETTY MUCH ELIMINATED. AND IMAGES ARE VIRTUALLY NOISE -FREE WITH OUR EXCLUSIVE

COMPONENT FRAME DIGITAL NOISE REDUCTION-IT COMPARES TWO SUBSEQUENT FRAMES, DISTINGUISHES DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO AND

THEN MAKES THEM MATCH. THOMAS J. NORTON, OF STEREOPHILE GUIDE TO HOME THEATER, SAYS,"SIMPLY PUT, I HAVE NOT SEEN BETTER PICTURE

QUALITY FROM ANY DVD PLAYER, REGARDLESS OF COST." WE SET OUT TO RAISE THE STANDARD WITH THE DV -09. APPARENTLY,WE SUCCEEDED.

w w w pioneerelectronics.corn

ELITE
H Y PIONEER



NEW
PRODUCTS
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RCA Fashion -conscious music lovers can coordinate their
outfits with RCA's RP -2240 F ersonal CD player, which comes
with interchangeable translucent "swap top" lids in three col-
ors - standard gray, green. and purple. The portable player
features a 40 -second memory buffer for uninterrupted siock-
resistant playback as well as a bass -boost control and five -
track programming. Price: $E9. RCA, Thomson Consumer Electron-

ics, Dept. SR, 10330 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis, IN 46290; phone, 800-

776-7226; Web, www.rca-electronics.com

Lexicon For home-tl- eater enthusiasts who like i-. loud
and clear, Lexicon's NT -512 power amplifier houses five dis-
tinct amp modules on separate circuit boards, which also in-
clude individual low -noise transformers. Each is rated to deliv-
er 120 watts into 8 ohms. The modular construction is said to
make service easier and to reduce potential interference when
playing multichannel recordings. The THX-certified NT -512 has

unbalanced RCA and balanced XLR inputs and five -way bind-
ing -post outputs, all gold-plated. Weight is 65 pounds. Price:
$3,995. Lexicon, Dept. SR, 3 Oa; Park, Bedford, MA 01730; phone, 781-

280-0300; Web, www.lexicon.com

lesiva° 91

Mission Thin is in: rvission's x -Space speaker system
includes a pair of sate lites that feature sister company NXT's
patented -let-panel transducer technology. Each 81/2 x 12 -inch

satellite is only 1/2 inch thick in the center, tapering to 1/4 inch at

the edges. The single-criver NXT design has a bandwidth rated
from 200 Hz to 20 kHz. The system's bass module, which in-
cludes a 40 -watt amplifier .or the woofer and two 30 -watt
amps for the satellites, is also compact at 37/8 x 10 x 14 inch-
es. Both line- and speaker- evel inputs are provided. Price:
$899. Mission, distributed by Deron, Dept. SR, 222 New Rd., Parsippany,

NJ 07054; phone, 973-575-7910; Wen, www.mission.co.uk

Cerwin-Vega You can get good bass without
sacrificing your listening -room floor space with Cerwin-Vega's
three-way CVT-12 tower speaker, which features a side -mount-

ed 12 -inch woofer in its own subenclosure. The upper part has
a 1 -inch silk -dome tweeter End dual stacked 7 -inch midrange
drivers. Frequency response is given as 38 Hz to 20 kHz ±2.5
dB, sens tivity as 94 dB, and nominal impedance as 4 ohms.
The CVT-12 is 431/2 inches tell and finished in black woodgrain

vinyl. Price: $1,199 a pair. Cerwin-Vega, Dept. SR, 555 E. Easy St.,

Simi Vallel, CA 93065; phone, 805-584-9332; Web, www.cerwinvega.com
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AuraSound
Rush hour can be a breeze if you have a Mobile Reference car
amplifier from AuraSound. The series includes the MR 275
($299), MR 2150 ($399), MR 4750 ($499), MR 4150Q ($499),
and MR 675H (shown, $549). All five have a switchable bass
boost (up to 8 dB at 55 Hz), gold-plated speaker and power
connections, double -sided epoxy circuit boards, a modular in-
ternal design, and a high -efficiency heat sink. The top -of -the -
line MR 675H is rated to deliver 50 watts x 6 or 150 watts x 3,
both into 4 ohms. Five- and four -channel configurations are
also possible. AuraSound, Dept. SR, 2335 Alaska Ave., El Segundo, CA

90245; phone, 800-909-2872; Web, www.aurasystems.com

Denon Dorm rooms and vacation homes can sound a

lot better with the D -M7 minicomponent system, which in-
cludes a three -disc CD changer, an autoreverse cassette deck,

and an AM/FM tuner. The cassette deck features Dolby B and
C noise reduction and Dolby HX Pro headroom extension,
while the tuner has 40 station presets and Radio Data System
(RDS) capability. The D-M7's built-in amplifier is rated to deliv-
er 30 watts per channel, and the supplied Mission 731i two-
way speakers have 51/4 -inch woofers and 11/8 -inch silk -dome

tweeters. Price: $999. Denon, Dept. SR, 222 New Rd., Parsippany, NJ

07054; phone, 973-575-7810; Web, www.denon.com

NOTE All prices and product information are supplied by the
manufacturers. Dealer prices may vary.

4

PSB A new Bronze
Age is being ushered in by
PBS with its Stratus Bronze

speaker, a "two -and -a -half-

way" design. One of its
two 61/2 -inch woofers

crosses over to the 1 -inch

aluminum -dome tweeter

at 2 kHz, the other at

200 Hz. Its height is 363/4

inches, and it is finished

in dark cherry or black ash

vinyl. Price: $1,099 each.
PSB, Dept. SR, 633 Granite Ct.,

Pickering, Ontario L1W 3K1;

phone, 800-263-4641;

Web, www.psbspeakers.com

-.11111119"

Godar Forget tne rabbit ears and tin foil: Godar's Super
Antenrc Model II is cesigned to improve low -band reception
for all -1s, VCRs, ant FM tuners. In addition to local VHF and
UHF sicnals, it is sad to pull in FM stations from up to 120
miles away. The Mod N I is 52 inches long and just 1 inch thick
for eas,' placement of top of big -screen TVs and home -theater

wall units. Price: $70 Coder Electronics, Dept. SR, 339 N. Gilbert Rd.,

Gilbert, AZ 85234; phone, 602-892-8207

NAD To mark its. 25th anniversary, NAD has released the
Silver Series of components, which includes the S200 stereo
power rnplifier. It's ra-.ed to deliver 225 watts per channel into
8 ohms, or 470 watt:, per channel into 4 ohms, and it can be
bridgec to a single -channel configuration that is said to be ca-
pable cf delivering mxe than 1,000 watts into 4 ohms. Its fin-
ish is textured silver, aid its unbalanced RCA and balanced
XLR jacks are cold-plred. Price: $1,799. NAD Electronics, Dept.
SR, 6 Merchant St., Slann, MA 02067; phone, 800-263-4641; Web,

www.nac a lectronics.com
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When was the last time your
speakers made you look twice?

INTRODUCING

Gekko Flat Speakers, a visual
revolution in sound technology.

Gekko" Flat Speakers deliver the most
advanced sound wave technology in a
revolutionary design that will make you

look (and listen) twice.

Gekko Flat Speakers are remarkably
thin (less than two inches thick) and
ideal for wall mounting. This means

GEKKO

that music is carried at ear level, not
foot level. Plus, patented Sweet Space"
technology spreads sound out to every
space in the room. Whether for home
theater, or music enthusiasts, Gekko
Flat Speakers disperse sound waves
evenly so everyone everywhere can
appreciate superior sound.

And, Gekko Flat Speakers don't only
sound great, they also look great. The
ArtGeldw" Collection provides top-
quality art prints and specialty frames
that cover your speaker. Now your
musical taste and artistic vision are
blended in one speaker that offers a
truly multi -sensory experience.

Call our toll -free number to learn about Gekko Flat Speakers, or look us up on the

web at www. gekkoaudio.com.

1-800-278-3526
THE NEW VISION IN SOUND TECHNOt or 



Adcom Adcom's GDD-1 Dolby Digital decoder is de-
signed to upgrade Dolby Pro Logic home theaters to 5.1 -chan-
nel digital surround sound. It provides a phantom center -chan-
nel mode and features both a digital bass -management system

and a dynamic -range control that can be set for 100, 75, 50, or
25 percent of the maximum available range. The GDD-1 con-
tains a Toslink optical input, two coaxial SPDIF inputs, and an
RF digital input that can also be used as a third coaxial input.
For maximum flexibility, it has six -channel analog inputs as
well as outputs. Price: $800. Adcom, Dept. SR, 10 Timber Lane, Marl-

boro, NJ 07746; phone, 732-683-2356; Web, www.adcom.com

Jensen
Jensen's MCD9424 marine
head unit promises to

rock the boat. It has a CD

section and an AM/FM
tuner with 30 station

presets and weather -band

coverage. Two preamp

outputs make it easy to
add external amplifiers. A
custom -fitted clear silicon
cover allows for full
operation of the front
switches while maintaining
a watertight seal around the
unit. All chassis components

are rustproof, and a special

clear coating protects
internal circuitry from high
humidity. Price: $399.

Jensen, Dept. SR, 2950 Lake

Emma Rd., Lake Mary, FL 32746;

phone, 800-223-6009; Web,

www.jensenaudio.com
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maxell

MiniDisc
LENS CLEANER

As.

so..

Maxell
Practice proper aural
hygiene with Maxell's

MD -CL MiniDisc laser -lens

cleaner, which uses voice

instructions to lead you
through speaker setup and

a full system audio check.

Insert the disc into the
player like a normal MD,

and its four brushes will
remove dust and fiber

particles that can degrade
performance. Price: $20.
Maxell, Dept. SR, 22-08 Route 208,

Fair Lawn, NJ 07410, phone, 201-

794-5900; Web, www.maxell.com
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Kenwood That's entertainment! The SYS-2700
home-entertainnent system from Kenwood includes the DV-

S700 DVD player, the CV -500 Dolby Digital tuner/preamplifier,

the MA -300 six -channel power amplifier, and a speaker system

comprising two S -F700 towers with side -firing subwoofers, an

S -C700 center speaker, and a pair of S-SR700 dipole tower
surrounds. The :uner/preamp provides five digital signal proc-
essing modes, Bach as Arena, Jazz Club, and Stadium, and the
DVD player uses 24 -bit digital -to -analog (D/A) converters. The

supplied remote control has a large display screen and com-
bines a graphical user interface with a joystick. Price: $2,700.
Kenwood, Dept. SF , P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach, CA 90801; phone, 800-

556-9663; Web, wwv.kenwoodusa.com

Revel Reel's Ultima Embrace surround speaker is de-
signed to be as adaptable as possible to the various room po-
sitions and acoJstical interactions typically found in homes.
For example, it features a user -selectable control for dipolar,
bipolar, or "dual drive" operation. Further, its timbre -correcting
design is said tc compensate for the effect of wall mounting to
make a proper match with Revel's front speakers. The Em-
brace's drivers are said to be perfectly pistonic even during the

most demanding musical passages thanks to their large voice
coils (ranging from 1 to 2 inches) and crossover networks with
slopes of 24 dB per octave. The Embrace measures 233/4 x
113/8 x 95/8 inches and is available painted in white, matte
black, or high -gloss colors. Price: $5,000 a pair. Revel, Dept. SR,

15748 Dearborn SL, Chatsworth, CA, 91311; phone, 818-717-0770; Web,

www.revelspeakers corn
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RECOMMENDED NEW TITLES AND CLASSIC REISSUES BY RAO BENNETT

THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS
Just in time for Halloween comes the
psychopathic, cannibalistic terror of the

Best Picture of 1991, which also won hon-
ors for Best Actor Anthony Hopkins and
Best Actress Jodie Foster (shown) as well
as Best Director Jonathan Demme. But what
may truly scare you into bolting your door
on October 31 is the DVD's Voices of Death
supplement, which reproduces the printed
remarks of real serial killers, whose com-
ments on life, sex, murder, and death are
nasty, horrifying, and without remorse. As
for The Silence of the Lambs itself, other
video editions (including Criterion's own
deluxe laserdisc set) have looked good, but

the DVD triumphs with crystal-clear, prop-
erly contrasted images and full-bodied two -
channel matrix surround sound. Although
there are no subtitles or dubbed languages,
you do get many extras besides Voices of
Death, including deleted scenes, a compari-
son between storyboards and the finished
film, and screen -specific commentary by
Hopkins, Foster, Demme, screenwriter Ted
Tally, and FBI agent John Douglas.
One-sided dual -layer; Dolby Digital two -channel

matrix surround; letterbox (1.85:1); 118 min

(feature). Criterion, $39.98.

PSYCHO
Er he granddaddy of all modern movies
I about psychopaths. Alfred Hitchcock's

1960 masterpiece confounded the censors
and truly shocked moviegoers used to such

previous Hitchcock fare as To Catch a
Thief, Vertigo, and North by Northwest. The
gruesome stabbing in the shower scene was
implied so graphically that people who saw
it swore that the blood was red. But Psycho
is thoroughly black -and -white. and this
DVD is so precise in its proper letterbox
edition that you can step through each and
every frame to prove that the knife never
enters the double's body. A long (if some-
what padded) documentary includes com-
ments by actress Janet Leigh. Hitchcock's
daughter, and, most important, screenwriter
Joseph Stefano. There are also still frames
galore and Hitchcock's wry trailer in which
he gives a tour of the Bates Motel.
One-sided dual -layer; English and French, Dolby

Digital two -channel mono; closed -captioned;

English and Spanish subtitles; letterbox (1.85:1);

109 min (feature). Universal Home Video, $34.98.

INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS
(1956 and 1978)

Don Siegel's 1956 classic, with Kevin
McCarthy and Dana Wynter (shown)

trying to outwit and outrun aliens who take
over human identity by assimilation, re-
mains one of the scariest movies ever made.
Philip Kaufman's 1978 version, starring
Donald Sutherland, Leonard Nimoy, and
Jeff Goldblum, is more intellectual but high-
ly successful nevertheless, featuring plenty
of frightening moments and some great spe-
cial effects. Siegel's 2:1 SuperScope pic-
ture has been cropped a bit on DVD (com-
ing in on my monitor at 1.9:1), but it's a
lot more authentic than the 2.35:1 claimed
as "original" by Republic on the DVD
packaging. The black -and -white visuals are
generally crisp but have occasional traces
of graininess and a few digital artifacts. The
transfer of Kaufman's film, on the other
hand, could scarcely be better, offering rich
color, eye -popping detail, and two -channel
matrix surround sound that faithfully con-
veys the singularly eerie score. According-
ly, Kaufman's film is the hotter DVD, al-
though Siegel's original is the better movie
by a pod.
1956: Two-sided; English, Spanish, and Italian,

Dolby Digital two -channel mono; closed -

captioned; English, French, and Spanish sub-

titles; letterbox (approx. 2:1) and pan -and -scan;

80 min (feature). Republic, $24.99.

1978: Two-sided; English, Dolby Digital two -chan-

nel matrix surround; French, Dolby Digital mono;

closed -captioned; English, French, and Spanish

subtitles; letterbox (1.85:1) and pan -and -scan; 117

min (feature). MGM Home Entertainment, $24.98.

STARSHIP TROOPERS
Earth versus giant, scary. intelligent bugs:
a dazzling special -effects show or a

condemnation of war, the military, and vio-
lence, with overt references to Nazis and
brainwashed "Hitler youth"? Director Paul
Verhoeven and screenwriter Ed Neumeier
make it clear in this DVD's commentary
track that the latter interpretation is accu-
rate and that Starship Troopers is anti -Fas-
cist rather than neo- or pro -Fascist. Which-
ever way you see it, you'll be blown away
by the DVD transfer. Even to jaded eyes.
the effects are downright amazing, aided
here by the razor-sharp DVD image. The
Dolby Digital 5.1 -channel mix is entirely
complementary to the picture, with dynam-
ics that will really put your home theater to
the test. In addition to the commentary, you
get screen tests, behind -the -scenes footage,
deleted scenes, and more.
Two-sided; English, Dolby Digital 5.1; English and
French, Dolby Digital two -channel matrix

surround; closed -captioned; English, French, and

Spanish subtitles; letterbox (1.85:1); 130 min

(feature). Columbia TriStar Home Video, $29.98.

C
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NOW PREMIERING: THE WORLD'S FIRST FIVE -DISC DVD/CD CHANGER

The new Sony DVP-C600D lets you enjoy Sony
"reference standard" performance for movies and music.

The DMP-C600D has the same 10 -bit video D/A converter, Dual Digcrete
optical Dick -up and Smooth Scan picture search found in our fines:
DVD players. It also features component video output and built-in
Dolby Digital decoding with exclusive Digital Cinema Sound processing.
And for even more versatility, the DVP-C600D allows you to control
a Sony Megastorage" CD changer!

Once again, Sony is changing the home entertainment experience.
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AUDIO Q&A
IAN G. MASTERS

Recording in a Pinch
r% 1 use my portable MiniDisc recorder
Vigs to capture live performances. At a re-
cent event, I found I'd forgotten to bring my
microphone. In a pinch, a friend suggested
I insert the plug for my headphones into the
microphone input. I thought it was crazy,
but I did it, and I really couldn't tell the dif-
ference in sound between a recording using
my headphones and one made with my
$250 mike. How can that be? Kevin Lloyd

Jamaica, NY

ADetails aside, there's no fundamental
E difference between a dynamic micro-

phone and a headphone. Both consist of a
diaphragm attached to a coil of wire that
can move back and forth in a magnetic
field. Like all electric motors, both can ei-
ther turn electricity into motion, creating
sound, or use externally applied motion to
generate electricity. It works with speakers,
too, which is why most wireless intercoms
use the same transducer whether you're
talking or listening. You could plug your

B & K's AVP4O9O Home Theater

Preamp/Processor features today's
most advanced surround sound sys-
tems including Dolby Pro Logic',
Dolby Digital® (AC -3') and Digital
Theater Systems® (DTS).

If and when new systems are
developed, it can be upgraded at the
factory at a nominal cost. So your
choice of buying the right home
theater component is quite simple.
B & K. Great today. Upgradable
tomorrow. It's that simple.

MIN
B & K Components, Ltd.

2100 Old Union Rd., Buffalo, NY 14227

1-800-543-5252  FAX: 716-656-1291

Web Site: http://www.bkcomp.com

Dolby Pro Logic', Dolby Digital' and AC -3' are trademarks
of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. DTS' is a
registered trademark of Digital Theater Systems. L L C

mike into the headphone output and listen
to sound as well (as long as you're ab-
solutely sure it's a dynamic microphone;
other types might be damaged).

But although it's not surprising that you
were able to record something, it is surpris-
ing that it was a good recording. Micro-
phone designers go to a lot of trouble to get
the diaphragm, coil, and enclosure just right
for flat -response recording. Headphones
have a whole different set of requirements;
if it happened to work in your case, that's
probably a fluke. And I'm very surprised
you weren't plagued by hum. Microphones
use shielded cables to prevent hum, but
headphones rarely do.

Karaoke Woes
ri% enjoy singing to karaoke tapes and
%AN recording the result. My problem is
that many of the tapes are not recorded in
my key, and while my recorder has a pitch
control that lets me slow down the tape
slightly, which does lower the pitch, the

sound becomes too draggy. I've heard that
there are electronic devices that let you
change the pitch of a recording without
slowing it down. Do they really exist?

Fred Ramondetta
Holyoke, MA

A Yes, but they may not be practical forA you. Recording studios have gear that
will do what you want, but you'd have to
shell out megabucks for it. Some audio re-
cording programs for computers do this as
well, but you'd have to set yourself up for
PC recording, dub your source tapes to the
computer, adjust them, and dub them back
to cassette while you sing along. That might
not be worth the effort.

At least a couple top -of -the -line karaoke
laserdisc players, like the Pioneer CLD-
V870 and CLD-V760, let you alter pitch
without changing tempo, but you would
have to invest in both the machine and a li-
brary of special laserdiscs - a costly
proposition. The ]VC XU -30I (see test re-
port on page 33) is a combination CD



changer and MiniDisc recorder that seems
designed for karaoke - there's a pitch con-
trol and a microphone input - but again
you'd have to replace your tapes, this time
with karaoke CDs.

The only consumer tape machine I've
encountered that would do what you want
- although with what sort of fidelity I'm
not sure - is a cassette deck that Lexicon
sold in the early 1970s called the Vari-
speech II. It let you increase the speed of a
tape up to 250 percent (or cut it by 50 per-
cent) without affecting pitch; it also let you
alter pitch without changing speed. Because
it was mainly meant for talking books (peo-
ple can comprehend speech at much faster
rates than most people talk), I'm not sure
how it would handle music. But if you ever
run across one in a secondhand shop, it
might be worth finding out.

Cable Stereo
r% The audio outputs of my cable -TV
%AG box yield almost mono sound, but I
find I can get great stereo separation if I
take the audio from my VCR's tuner. Is
there an alternative connection I can use so
that / don't have to keep my VCR runninq
whenever I watch television?

George Nussbaum
Casselberry, FL

AIt works, so why mess with it? The
 ability of cable equipment to extract

decent audio quality varies widely, but your
VCR is obviously doing fine, so I'd suggest
you just keep doing what you're doing.
Lots of people use the tuner in a VCR for
all their viewing, and it rarely causes a
problem.

If it concerns you, however, there may be
an alternative, depending on what features
your TV set offers. If it's a stereo (MTS) set
with audio line outputs, you might try feed-
ing your audio system from those. That
way, the TV's tuner would do the stereo de-
coding, rather than the cable box. But be-
fore you wire this up permanently, give it a
trial run to see if the sound is as good as
you are now getting through your VCR.
Most video machines have decent stereo
decoders, but not all televisions and cable
boxes do.

If you have a question about audio, write
to Q&A, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway,
New York, NY 10019; e-mail, StereoEdit
@aol.com. Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

"WOW, I can't
believe you have

that CD!"
EveryCD is a wholesale music club. Members receive an 850 page
catalog offering virtually every cd in print. All CD's are sold at wholesale,
which is about S5.00 per CD less than list price and is guaranteed to be
the lowest cost you can find. We do not send unsolicited CD's, and
there is never any minimum required to order. Whatever CD's you
want, we'll have them for less than anyone else. We'll also have the
items you've been wanting to buy but coulcn't find. Call today or search
our catalog online at www.everycd.com. Be sure to ask for your 30 day
FREE trial to better evaluate our service. Good music selection is hard
to find. EveryCD makes it easy. Call now,

PO -EVERY -CD
ww.everyccl.corn

4e6

music for the serious collector rMNe International customers please call (203) 363-0519

Computer speakers or
Personal Desktop Audio'"?
You be the judge.
Visit www.bostondirect.com
Ordinary computer speakers just can't
compare to Personal Desktop Audio from
Boston Acoustics. These compact, powered

speaker systems are engineered to create
a personal sound envelope so real it
enhances the listening enjoyment of
anything, including PC software, music
CD's CD ROM's video games and DVD's.

Order now. Factory Direct.
Money -Back Guarantee On Product And Shipping.

1-877-333-4001
Visit our Web store and enter to win great prizes.

www.bostondirect.com



HOME THEATER
DAVID RANADA

Comparing DVD Players
LIKE AUDIOPHILES, videophiles ap-
preciate comparative testing. That has
been the core of my work here recently
on three DVD players (see "Triple Play,"
page 68). In my viewing comparisons,
my main concerns have been insuring
fairness and maximizing the visible dif-
ferences among the players. You might
like to know how I reached the conclu-
sions in my report.

The basic criterion for fairness is sim-
ple - match everything in the signal
paths from each player's output all the
way to the TV. Doing so poses several re-
quirements, ranging from the trivially
easy to the costly or impractical at home.

 Compare only two players at a time.
Multiple comparisons get complicated,
confusing, and costly.

 Set up both players for identical out-
put. For example, if either has an "ex-
panded black level" setting, turn it off or
back to normal. Set any player video con-
trols (contrast, etc.) to neutral.

 Compare only identical outputs
(composite -video with composite -video,
S -video with S -video, component -video
with component -video). If possible, use
S -video outputs or better, as the deficien-
cies of composite -video signals can mask
differences in player performance.

 Connect each player's output to an
identical input, whether it be an A/V in-
put of an amplifier or receiver or, better
still, the input of a video monitor. If the
monitor has only one external -video in-
put, do the switching elsewhere, such as
in the A/V amp/receiver. Don't pull the
common trick of using one player, then
unplugging it and plugging in the other.
Also, don't send one player's signal
through your A/V system and the other's
directly to the monitor. Never send a DVD
signal through a VCR during testing.

 Use identical cables of the same
length. Mismatched cable lengths can
create slight differences in the images, as
can grossly mismatched cable impedance
characteristics.

 Synchronize playback between the
players using two copies of the same
DVD. (This is where things can start get-
ting costly.) The match should be as close
as possible, preferably to the nearest frame
(1/243 of a second). A disc's image quality
can change rapidly, and even slight asyn-

chrony can give the impression that a
player is misbehaving. Do not alternate a
single disc between players.

 To minimize any visible gaps when
changing players, the switching between
them must be instantaneous. Video as
well as audio comparisons are most sensi-
tive when the switching is rapid. You can
get around this switching requirement by
using two identical video monitors, each
set up to produce identical images. But a
perfect matched -monitor setup is difficult
to achieve even with video test signals
and instruments.

 Try to avoid any picture rolling or
blanking when switching between play-
ers. This creates enough visual confusion
to significantly reduce your sensitivity
to differences. I use a semiprofessional
video switcher/mixer (Panasonic's WJ-
AVE55) to do the switching. It contains a

Why such extreme measures as split-
screen playback? Because the visible dif-
ferences among nearly all DVD players in
any price category range from the very
subtle to the nonexistent with normal pro-
gram material played at normal speed. (I
wish the same could be said about the dif-
ferences in feature sets and ease of opera-
tion.) With frame- and waveform -syn-
chronized split-screen viewing of test pat-
terns there are times when I can't see
where one player leaves off and the other
begins. With test patterns, I do sometimes
see the same slight differences in resolu-
tion that show up in our video frequency -
response measurements. But these are
hard to see with movies because very lit-
tle program material having such fine de-
tail also stays still long enough for a cou-
ple of back -and -forth switches and a
judgment call. The eye's own resolution
capabilities decrease dramatically as an
image moves. That's why there are static
test patterns.

Sometimes I see slight differences in
black level (contrast) or white level

The basic criterior for fairness
is simple - match everything from each
player's output all the way to the TV monitor.

time -base corrector circuit that exactly
synchronizes the waveforms on each of
its inputs, preventing rolling or blanking.
It also enables, among other things, a
split-screen display, the most sensitive
video comparison of all. Any differences
in player performance are instantly visi-
ble along the dividing line. However, al-
though it is a generally fine and extremely
useful device, the WJ-AVE55 does pro-
duce some subtle video degradations that
must be allowed for in any comparisons.
Doing substantially better would cost
much, much more.

Having gotten this far, it almost goes
without saying that the monitor used for
comparison must be of high quality, with
enough horizontal luminance resolution
to display the theoretical performance
limit of a DVD player (540 lines). Using
a test DVD like Swelltone's Video Essen-
tials (www.videoessentials.com), its vid-
eo controls (brightness, contrast, color,
tint) should be set to approach the perfor-
mance of a professional video monitor.

(brightness), but usually only in frame -
synchronized or split-screen comparisons.
The typical picture roll you get without
using time -base -corrected switching is
enough to completely throw the eye off
such subtle differences. Small variations
in color performance have also been bare-
ly visible in split-screen comparisons. All
have been so tiny that without access to
the DVD's original master, it's difficult to
tell which player is more accurate.

Nearly all of the visible DVD player
differences I've found are too small to
give me confidence in labeling them the
results of a design decision. Normal pro-
duction variations could easily change the
nature of the differences with the next
units off the production lines. Unless a
player is truly deficient in one or more
areas - and we have mentioned these in
our test reports - you can expect to get
at least 98 percent of what the filmmaker
intended you to see with almost any DVD
player on the market. Not bad considering
the youth of the medium.
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DIGITAL HORIZONS
KEN C. PHLMANN

Work in Progress
THE COMPACT DISC has been the
high-fidelity leader for 14 years. It pro-
vides excellent fidelity, and early critics,
who focused their meanest venom on the
new format, have been forced to admit
that the principal limitation of the CD is
not the format but the reproducing hard-
ware - primarily the digital -to -analog
(D/A) converters. As the converters im-
proved, so did "CD sound quality." Today,
the antidigital paranoia has subsided as
the binary revolution has reinvented virtu-
ally all aspects of the entertainment in-
dustry for the 21st century.

However, just as the CD reached its ze-
nith, and the very phrase "CD quality"
became the audio gold standard, the CD's
doom was made manifest in the DVD-
Video disc. It is ironic, and a little sad,
that a disc designed to set a new con-
sumer digital video standard would also,
as a casual byproduct, set a new digital
audio standard. Nevertheless, DVD-Vid-
eo's ability to encode audio with specifi-
cations reaching up to a 96 -kHz sampling
rate and a 24 -bit digital word length made
it superior to the CD. Videophiles every-
where gloated that their DVDs could
sound better than the best CDs.

As in any good drama, though, the au-
dio world was secretly preparing its re-
venge. The DVD-Audio format will deci-
sively regain audio supremacy and insure
that the best sound quality belongs to an
audio disc. The documents that define the
DVD-Audio format are nearing comple-
tion, and normally that would signal a
race to the marketplace. But the recording
industry is gravely concerned about copy
protection, and its desire to encrypt the
DVD-Audio bitstream (as the video bit -
stream of DVD-Video is already encrypt-
ed) will push the product launch into the
future. Nevertheless, most of the details
about DVD-Audio are now available, and
audiophiles are filled with anticipation.

Anyone who was ever bothered by CD
sound quality will be pleased to hear that
DVD-Audio allows coding at 192 kHz
and 24 bits, providing a high -frequency
response limit of 96 kHz and a -144 -dB
noise floor. Those are theoretical limits,
because we lack the technology to build
speakers that are flat out to that frequency
or electronics that are so quiet. However,
most DVD-Audio discs will not use those

coding parameters. The format allows six
different sampling rates (from 44.1 to 192
kHz) and three word lengths (16, 20, and
24 bits). In this way, content providers
can tailor the specifications to the appli-
cation. A DVD-Audio disc can contain
from one to six channels in a variety of
permutations. Such attributes as sampling
frequency, word length, and channel as-
signment can differ for each track. More-
over, tracks can be encoded in more than
one way; for example, one song might
have both a PCM multichannel mix and a
Dolby Digital mix. Because of a bit -race
limit of 9.6 million bits per second
(Mbps), tracks encoded at the highest
sampling frequency and longest word
length will be two -channel stereo.

For many applications, multichannel
playback is not feasible. For example,
portable playback through headphones

material like concert footage. There will
be some confusion as to which player
plays which disc because there will be
three types of DVD players. DVD-V (vid-
eo) players will play DVD-Video discs,
the video contents of A&V DVD-Audio
discs, and yet another type of disc called
Video Audio Navigation (VAN) featuring
extra content and on -screen navigation
aids. DVD-A (audio) players will have
audio capability only. DVD-U (universal)
players will have full audio and video ca-
pability and will play all DVD-Audio and
DVD-Video discs. Unfortunately, as the
standard is currently written, today's
DVD-Video players will not play any
DVD-Audio discs. (A Dolby Digital track
may be included for compatibility.)

These player/disc confusions will be
trivial compared with the chaos created by
the Sony/Philips Super Audio Compact
Disc, a variant of DVD-Audio that uses 1 -
bit Direct Stream Digital (DSD) coding
and places a redundant Red Book CD lay-
er on the disc. Although I greatly respect
Sony and Philips (among other reasons,

Just as the CD reached its zenith,
and "CD quality" became the audio gold
standard, the CD's doom was made manifest.

dictates stereo. The DVD-Audio specifi-
cation thus contains a provision for down -
mixing multichannel audio to two -chan-
nel stereo. Each track can have 16 coeffi-
cient tables specifying the absolute phase,
relative gain (from 0 to -60 dB), and pan
position of each channel. The player
reads that information and then mixes the
multiple channels down to two. Because
the coefficient tables are encoded by the
content provider, the mix can be artist -ap-
proved. A benefit of this approach is that
disc space doesn't have to be wasted on a
redundant stereo mix. Other DVD-Audio
options include a dynamic -range -com-
pression control, pre -emphasis (as in the
CD format), and the ability to use alterna-
tive coding methods such as lossless cod-
ing, I -bit coding, and Dolby Digital.

There are two kinds of DVD-Audio
discs. Audio -only discs mainly emphasize
audio content, but they can also contain
one still picture per track, text informa-
tion, and a visual menu. The Audio with
Video (A&V) discs contain DVD-Video

for the invention of the CD), and I under-
stand their argument that this layer will
make Super Audio discs playable on ex-
isting CD players, it seems to me that the
real reason for their proposal is to make
money off their 1 -bit and CD patents. I
can't argue with their profit motive, but
I'm not sold on the need for DSD coding,
and it would be a tragedy to saddle this
awesome new format with an old-fash-
ioned Red Book layer. If Sony and Philips
had played this patent game when they in-
vented the CD, would we have wound up
with a CD encoded with ATRAC (the
coding system used for the MiniDisc for-
mat) and an LP layer on one side?

Just as the CD annihilated the vinyl LP,
and DVD-Video annihilated the laserdisc,
DVD-Audio is destined to annihilate the
CD. It will legitimize home theater and
multichannel music as the wave of the fu-
ture of high fidelity, and it will render
Red Book stereo obsolete. Let's shed a
tear for the CD, and then warmly em-
brace its worthy successor.
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Create your own musical
oasis outdoors or in. Oasis
All -Weather Speakers from
Mirage. Featuring a
contoured cabinet design
in a black or white finish,
these high-performance.
all-weather speakers
install discreetly under
eaves or in tight corners.

Unique indoor -outdoor
equalization switch for
the increased bass impact
necessary for an open-air
setting

Weather -resistant
1/2" (13 mm) dome tweeter
faithfully reproduces extended
high frequency sounds

Injection -molded 5-1/4"
(13.3 cm) woofer, also weather -
resistant, for impeccable accuracy
in mid and deep bass frequencies

Aluminum and brass hardware
combined with a rugged, weather -
resistant enclosure makes for
trouble -free outdoor use in conditio
ranging from -50F to 200F.

Rugged, stainless steel mounting
bracket for horizontal or vertical wall
installations, or optional swivel mount

Oasis. Performance that's guaranteed
rain or shine, year in and year out.

New Oasis
All -Weather
Speakers

that can stand up
to a cold shower
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THISTHIS SPORTY LITTLE COMPACT IS LOADED.

After decodesdecodes of creating the world's finest sound systems, JBL

introduces on exceptional, multi -function system on one snazzy

little chassis for less than $400. Introducing Harmony' by JBL.

CD player, AM/FM tuner and 40 powerful watts that con fill any
room with rich, full JBL audio. (Oh, and it's got cual alarms
and snooze bar.) At just 12" x 10" x 8", it sounds better than

stereos three times its size by re-creating music ocross
uniquely wide sound stage with exceptional stereo separation.

For literoture/dealer locations: 1-800-336-4JBL

in is one of the great brands of Harman International



testreport

JVC XU -301 CD Changer/
MiniDisc Recorder
KEN C. POHLMANN

Because of the high price of
CDs and perhaps a bit loos-
er attitude toward copyright
issues, CD -to -MD dubbing

machines are quite popular in Japan. To
introduce Americans to the copying
conveniences provided by such compo-
nents, JVC has brought over the unique
XU -301, which combines a three -disc
CD changer and an MD recorder in one
standard -size chassis. Some of its fea-
tures are decidedly Japanese, but others
will appeal to anyone who wants to
make compilation MDs.

The first glance tells you that this is a
formidable machine. Its front panel
positively bristles with controls -
some 38 in all! - including an unusual
jog dial for track search/skip and other
functions. But its most interesting fea-
ture is one you can't see: the internal
digital connection between the CD sec-
tion's output and the MD recorder,
which makes CD -to -MD dubbing a
cinch. No more stringing cables from
one component to another. With this
baby, you simply pop a CD in one side
and an MD in the other, and hit the re-
cord button.

A complete inventory of every one of
the XU -301's controls would take far
too much space, so here's a quick over-
view. There are two small mode but-
tons, labeled CD and MD, that allow
one set of transport controls (play/
pause, stop, and search/skip) to do dou-

FAST FACTS
KEY FEAT JRES

 One -touch CD -to -MD dubbing
 Can intermix tracks from three C Ds

and one MD for playback

 Can mix .3D output, line input, and
microphcne input for recording lo MD

 Three independent CD drawers
 Optical d gital input and output
 Titles for CDs and MDs can be i -iput

with keyt oard on remote or jog Jial
DIMENSICNS 171/4 inches wide,

5 inches high, 121/2 inches deep

PRICE $550

WEIGHT 131/4 pounds

MANUFACTURER JVC, Dept. SR.

41 Slater Cr., Elmwood Park,

NJ 07407; phone, 800-252-5722;
Web, www jvc.com

ble-duty. Each of the three CD disc
drawers operates autonomously, with
its own select and eject buttons. As
with most CD changers, you can pro-
gram the discs to play sequentially. An
unusual feature is a pair of buttons that
let you change the playback pitch of
any CD up to ±12 percent; another but-
ton returns it to normal pitch.

A titling feature lets you input album
and artist names, or whatever other in-
formation you want, for up to 200 CDs.
The titles are stored in memory and au-
tomatically recalled whenever the discs
are loaded. Conveniently, when you
make a CD -to -MD dub, the titles are
automatically transferred to the MD. A
timer/clock button lets you program
CD playback and recording sessions on
a one-time or daily basis. Interestingly.
there's a disc -lock feature, presumably
to prevent kids from putting in or re-
moving CDs. I guess that could be use-
ful if you don't want them listening to
"adult' CDs.

The MiniDisc part of the XU -301
has only one slot. MD playback shares
all of the CD section's functions, in-
cluding track titling, plus all sorts of
editing perks such as erasing, joining.
moving, or dividing tracks. You can
even program playback sequences that
intermix tracks from an MD with those
from any of the loaded CDs.

Of course, the XU -301's real attrac-
tion is recording. Four buttons allow
you to select the source: either the CD
section, the optical digital input, the an-
alog line input, or the microphone in -
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testreport
HIGH POINT
Easy, convenient playback

and recording.
Capable of mixing CD and MD playback.

Outstanding CD defect tracking.

_OW POINT
Slow CD loadina and track access.

put. A sampling -rate converter changes
incoming 32- or 48 -kHz digital signals
to 44.1 kHz for recording. In addition,
the CD, line, and mic inputs can be
mixed to create CD+line, CD+mic, or
line+mic signals; you can even adjust
the relative balance of the sources.

Some of the XU -301's features may
seem strange to Americans. For exam-
ple, why would you need to change CD
pitch or mix a microphone signal into a
dub of a CD? The reason, of course, is
karaoke, that great Japanese sing -along
tradition that has only modestly infil-
trated our own national psyche. Clearly,
the XU -301 is a karaoker's delight, al-
though most Americans will probably
overlook those features and focus more
on its playback and copying functions.

There are three modes of so-called
CD-synchro recording: 1) one -button
CD -to -MD recording, 2) First Track,
which records only the first track on
each of the three CDs in the changer,
and 3) Listening Edit, which records a
programmed track sequence. The signal
is conveyed digitally in direct CD -to -
MD recordings made at normal pitch,
but when you change the CD pitch, or
mix line or mic signals with a CD, the
connection is analog. Recording level is
set automatically during digital record-
ing, and there's a record -level knob for
use with analog signals. CD track num-
bers are automatically transferred to
MD when you're recording digitally.
They must be entered manually during
analog recording unless you select the
mode that senses silences between
tracks and enters track numbers at those
points (this may not be foolproof with
some recordings).

In addition to 1/4 -inch jacks for a mi-
crophone and headphones, the front
panel has a large blue -fluorescent dis-
play, which provides a complete visual
summary of what's happening. When
the XU -301 is powered down, the time
is displayed (thanks, JVC, but I don't
need another clock in my house).

The remote control's 45 visible but-
tons duplicate most of the front -panel
controls and add a few miscellaneous

features like track and disc repeat. Flip
up the handset's lid, and you see a set
of 70 alphanumeric and function but-
tons for editing, which you have to hold
the remote sideways to use. A sensor
detects the lid position and changes the
functions of buttons "shared" with the
regular controls on top of the lid. With
the lid open, many of the buttons form
a tiny keyboard for entering CD and
MD titles. This is actually pretty nifty,
and the remote emits infrared beams
from both the top and side. Cool.

The XU -301's rear panel has optical
connectors for digital input and output,
RCA jacks for stereo analog line in/out.
In addition, there are pin connectors for
connecting it to JVC's Text Compu and
Compu Link integrated system controls
and switches for assigning master/slave
status and display mode. These connec-
tions are mainly useful for displaying
MD and CD text on a TV screen (via a
properly equipped JVC receiver) or
when synchro recording from an exter-
nal source.

The XU -301 fared well on the test
bench. Measurements showed that its
CD playback was on par with that of
other, similar -price CD players, and
well within the tight circle that defines
contemporary CD performance. One
notable exception was the outstanding
defect tracking. The changer had no
trouble handling the largest defect on
the Pierre Verany test disc. As CD col-
lections age, this will be appreciated.

MiniDisc playback was also quite
good, as was MD recording. The only
notable weakness was a relatively high
noise floor on the analog line -level in-
put. Of course, the numbers do not ful-
ly illuminate the quality of the current
version of the MD format's ATRAC da-
ta -reduction algorithm, which is what
makes it possible to get 74 minutes of
music on the tiny, 21/2 -inch disc. The
ear is the best arbiter for that.

I started the hands-on part of my
evaluation with the Romantic sounds of
Wagner. I listened to a variety of CDs,
including Gerard Schwarz's third col -

IN THE LAB
RECORD/PLAYBACK PERFORMANCE,
DIGITAL INPUT
Unless otherwise noted, all input signals
were from the built-in CD player using
the internal connections. All were dithered
and at 44.1 -kHz sampling rate with
16 -bit data. All measurements taken at the
recorder's analog output.

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.35 dB, -0.10 dB

Noise (A-wtd, re -20 dBFS*) 71.5 dB

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)
at 0 dBFS 0.026%
at -20 dBFS 0.26%

Linearity error (at -90 dBFS) -0.2 dB

Excess noise (without/with signal)
16 -bit (EN 16) +2.31+2.4 dB
quasi -20 -bit (EN 20) +18.7/+19.3 dB

RECORD/PLAYBACK PERFORMANCE,
ANALOG INPUT
All input signals were from an external
source, and all measurements were taken
at the recorder's analog output.

Sensitivity (with record volume full up)
0 dBFS" obtained with a 1.1 -volt Input

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.30, -0.50 dB

Noise (A-wtd, re -20 dBFS) 59.3 dB

Distortion (1 kHz, THD+N)
at 0 dBFS 0.03%
at -20 dBFS 0.29%

Unearity error (at -90 dBFS) +2.4 dB

 decibels referred to digital full-scale

CD PLAYBACK PERFORMANCE
Except for defect tracking, all tests used
dithered, two -channel stereo signals from
Stereo Review's test CD -R. Dithering
limits measured performance for noise
level and distortion. Measurements made
at the analog output.

Maximum output 2.2 volts

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.5 dB

Noise (A-wtd, re -20 dBFS') 71.4 dB

Excess noise (without/with signal)
16 -bit (EN 16) +1.8/+2.5 dB
quasi -20 -bit (EN 20) +18.3/+18.2 dB

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)
at 0 dBFS 0.026%
at -20 dBFS 0.25%

Linearity error (at -90 dBFS) -1.6 dB

Defect tracking
(Pierre Verany test disc) 4,000 pm

MD PLAYBACK PERFORMANCE
Test signals, from Sony's TGYS1 test MD,
were undithered and produce anomalous
results for noise, distortion, and linearity.
Measurements made at the analog output.

Maximum output level 2.13 volts

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.35 dB, -0.10 dB

Noise (A-wtd. re -20 dBFS*) 73.6 dB

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)
at 0 dBFS 0.026%
at -20 dBFS 0.25%

Linearity error (at -90 dBFS) -2.1 dB
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Compact Refer re Series Lynnfield VR"' Series

r mally: huge, impressive,
monumental bass

11/111.US the huge, impressive,
monumental subwoofer.

A subwoofer adds dramatic impact to music and video. Problem is, it subtracts several cubic feet

of space from your space. But not if you own a pair of sleek VR970 floorstanding speakers with
built-in powered subwoofers. Check them out along with our equally impressive VR960 and VR950

systems at your local Boston dealer.

BostonAcoustics
300 Jubilee Drive Peabody. MA 01960 (978) 538-5000 www.bostonacoustics.com

NOT JUST ANOTHER
POWERED TOWER

The Clark Kent of the

loudspeaker world.

Beneath the VR970's

handsome, mild-

mannered exterio- is a

100 -watt, high -current

amplifier able to leap
massive crescendos in

a single bound. Cne

in each cabinet.

Filter fresh. The
Lynnfield VR tweeter

uses our patented

AMD, a sophisticated
acoustic filter that
produces ruler flat
response.

4.6dB

OdB

1001tz 1kHz

Unlike ordinary powered

towers, the VR970

features our exclusive

Active Bass Contour`"

control. It lets you adjust
deep bass without ruin-
ing midbass balance.

So Betty White doesn't

end up sounding like
Barry White.

Or
In the driver's seat.
Unlike most companies,
we actually design and
manufacture our own
tweeters, midrarges,
and woofers right here
(to ildB, the industry's
tightest tolerance).
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Sound You Can

Almost See
Designed For Your Choices
In Home Entertainment

Make your home theater system rock
to the sounds of music, movies, sports
and more with Phase Technology, your
speaker solution.

Introducing the Premier Collection
Model PC -500s. They offer dramatic
new styling, high performance and
built-in powered subwoofers.

With bold color choices and a
space -saving footprint, these
speakers eliminate the need for
a separate sub.

1993 Phase Technology Corp.

See the Model PC-SOOs at your
Phase Technology dealer to audition
sound so real, you almost see it.

TECHNOLOGY
Complete Speaker Scioto na

1 -888 -PHASE TK

www.phasetech.com

HEAR THE RADIO THAT WOKE UP
AN ENTIRE INDUS I RY.

The sound of
most tabletop
radios leaves much

to be desired. But

now the rich -sounding Bose®

Wave® radio changes all that.

We think it's the best -sounding radio

you can buy, and audio critics agree. Like

Popular Science, which gave it their "Best

of What's New" award. And Radio World,

which called the sound "simply amazing:'

The Wave radio includes a credit

card -sized remote

control, six AM
and six FM station
presets, and more. It

fits almost anywhere and is

available directly from Bose

for $349. Call today to learn

more about our six-month, interest -free

payment plan, 100% satisfaction guar-

antee, and in -home trial.

And hear for yourself what Wired called

the "clean, sweet sound"of the Wave radio.

Call today, 1-800-681-BOSE, ext. R8646.
For information on all our products: www.bose.com/r8646

Please specify color choice:  Imperial White El Graphite Gray

Mr/Mrs/Ms.
Name (Please Print)

I I

Daytime Telephone Evening Telephone

Address City State lip
Mail to Bow. Corporation, Dept. CDDA)1646, The Slountain. Framingham. MA 111-01-9l61.

For free shipping,
order by

November 30, 1998.

_1747gE7
Better sound through research n

01998 Bose Corporation. Covered by patent rights issued and/or pending. Installment payment plan and free outbound shipping offer not to
be combined with any other offer. Installment payment plan available on credit card orders only. Price does not include applicable sales tax.

Price and/or payment plan suhtect to change without notice. Frank Beacham. Radio Worfd. 12/93. Wired. 6/94.

lection of excerpts from the operas with
the Seattle Symphony, Wagner3 (Delos
DE 3120), soprano scenes with Jessye
Norman (London 49759), and conduc-
tor Lorin Maazel's Tannhauser Without
Words (Sony 47178). Although three
disc drawers are not enough to load
most complete Wagner operas, they did
provide about 4 hours of nonstop mu-
sic. Like nearly all contemporary CD
players, the XU -301's CD section de-
livered the goods with minimal degra-
dation. Even when I listened intently,
I was unable to detect any significant
faults.

I also spent a little time running
through the various CD features. The
player supports the CD -Text format.
When I popped in Aerosmith's Nine
Lives (Columbia), for example, the al-
bum name and track titles appeared in
the display. Conveniently, you can use
the jog wheel to scroll through song ti-
tles and hit the play button when you
find the one you're looking for. The
process of loading and unloading CDs
and accessing tracks was slower than
with most stand-alone players and
changers I've used.

Switching to MD playback, I audi-
tioned other contemporary music on
prerecorded MDs, Bonnie Raitt's Nick
of Time (Capitol) and Eric Clapton's
Unplugged (Reprise). Overall, I appre-
ciated the sonic quality of the MD play-
back. The ATRAC coding system has
improved steadily over the years (I
have a demo recording using a pre-
production version of ATRAC that is
spine-tinglingly bad). Still, at similar
bit rates, ATRAC is not always as trans-
parent as other perceptual coders, such
as MPEG Layer III, and it could even
be argued that Dolby Digital (AC -3)
generates fewer artifacts. In particular,
there was some coloration in the highs,
around 12 kHz, and the extreme high
end (above 16 kHz) sometimes disap-
peared in complex musical passages,
which momentarily drain the bit pool.
For most listeners, these anomalies
would be apparent only under critical
listening comparisons with an uncom-
pressed music source. The bottom line:
The JVC XU -301's MD sound quality
was certainly comparable to that of oth-
er MD players and only a notch or two
below that of CD.

Next I turned my attention to the but-
tons with the red "record" labels. As a
copyright holder myself, for my books
and other writing, I am quite sensitive
about observing copyright law. This re-
corder complies with the Audio Home



Recording Act and encodes digitally
transmitted data with the Serial Copy
Management System (SCMS) flag.
While it is legal to make a digital copy
for personal use, SCMS will prevent a
subsequent digital copy of the copy.

To put the XU -301 to the test, I made
a variety of MD recordings from the
digital input, the analog input, the CD
section, and even the microphone input.
Provided you haven't engaged the disc
lock, dubbing a CD from the built-in
player is literally child's play: load the
CD and a blank MiniDisc, and press
the CD Rec button. That's all you have
to do to make a basic recording. More
selective recording jobs are almost as
easy. In the Listening Edit mode, you
build your own play list by simply hit-
ting either the Listening Edit or Skip
button as a CD track plays; the XU -30l
calculates how much time your selec-
tions will leave on the MD. Recording
starts automatically once the MD's time
limit or a total of 32 tracks is reached.
As you might expect, MD recordings
from CD sounded quite good. Minor
ATRAC artifacts intruded slightly, but
my home recordings sounded every
bit as good as the prerecorded MDs I
auditioned. Recordings from external
digital and analog sources were also
quite clean.

All of the MD editing and titling
functions worked flawlessly. If you
need a fast and easy (and high -quality)
way to boost your MD collection, this
recorder will fill the bill. As for the mi-
crophone input, I tried a few takes of
my own singing. These came out quite
well - in fact, the FBI has requested
copies of them for use in hostage situa-
tions where they set up a PA system to
make the kidnapper surrender as quick-
ly as possible.

The XU -301 is a karaoket 's dream
machine. The ability to sing along with
a CD and immortalize your mix to MD
will make at least a few people very.
very happy. For others, the XU -301's
multifaceted playback strengths will be
their delight; it's cool to be able to pro-
gram a mix of CD and MD tunes. But
for most people, the XU -301's record-
ing capabilities are its most valuable
feature. Whether you are using the ana-
log or digital input, it makes light work
of copying. Record companies may not
be amused by how easy this machine
makes it to copy their products, but if
used within legal limits, observing le-
gitimate copyrights, the XU -301 will
add to your enjoyment as well as to
your collection of personal MDs.

Lel Us Enieriain You!
ILa professional association

of Eudicilyideo specialty stores.

PARA sets the standards for

high quality retail shopping.

Member dealers know quality,

service. and most of all. they

loco/ music and home theater.

PARA Home Theater Specialists

PARA stores will take the time to ask about what you already own
and suggest home theater r,ompoients that will integrate into your
current system.

 PARA home entertainment professionals Ere educated to explain
the newest technologies in clear, f-iendly language, helping you get
the best value for your money.

 Let us help you cioose the system that's jest right for you.

CALL 1-8014-PARA 94 to find the PARA dealer nearest foul Professional AudioVideo Retailers Hs

Stereo Review
PRESENTS

THE BASIC REPERTORY
ON COMPACT DISC

A cRmok NscoGRAPputr

Noted critic Richard Freed's revised and updated choices of the best
current CDs of the most often performed music in the classical or-
chestral repertory. Hundreds of recommended recordings of sym-
phonic works from Bach to Wagner!

To receive your copy of this handy pamphlet, send a self-
addressed business -size (#10) envelope, stamped with 550 postage,
and a check or money order for $3 payable to Stereo Review
(no cash, please), to The Basic Repertory, Stereo Review.
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Orders from
outside the U.S.A. must be accompanied by a
self-addressed envelope and $4 (payable in

U.S. funds).
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M&K LCR-55/11-75 Mark II
Home Theater System
KEN C. POHLMANN

AsI recall, it was the venera-
ble law firm of Miller &
Kreisel that handled my sis-
ter's fifth divorce. I hear

they did a splendid job. Oh, wait. That's
not right. Miller & Kreisel is that steak-
house in Manhattan where I met Bruce
Willis and had a terrific porterhouse,
medium -rare with baked potato.

Wait, that's not right, either. Now I
remember: M&K is a loudspeaker man-
ufacturer, initially specializing in sub -
woofers and now branching out to other
types. While D. Jonas Miller and Ken
Kreisel have been perfecting their craft
for almost 25 years, M&K is perhaps
not as well known as some other brands.
But it's gaining popularity, primarily at
higher price points, and in some circles
M&K is the "hot" name in speakers. To
test the worthiness of its lower -priced
home -theater offerings, we rounded up
five LCR-55 satellites and one V-75
Mark II powered subwoofer.

With its sealed wooden cabinet and
removable perforated -metal grille, the
LCR-55 looks like any other satellite
speaker. You can't tell much about a

FAST FACTS
TWEETER LCR-55, 1 -inch soft dome
WOOFER LCR-55, 51/4 -inch cone; V-75

Mark II subwoofer, 12 -inch cone

ENCLOSURES both sealed
SIZE (HxWxD): LCR-55, 101/2 x 7 x 81/2

inches; V-75. 18i/2 x 153/8 x 20'/4 inches

WEIGHT LCR-55, 11 pounds each;
V-75. 42 pounds

FINISH LCR-55, black ash or white;
V-75, black ash

PRICE $1,750 (LCR-55, $225 each;

V-75. $625)

MANUFACTURER Miller & Kreisel,
Dept. SR, 10391 Jefferson Blvd., Culver
City, CA 90232: phone, 310-204-2854;

Web, www.mksound.com

speaker by looking at the cabinet, but
the appearance of the drivers them-
selves says a lot, and the "build quali-
ty" here is evident. These drivers are
clearly a cut above the quasi -generic
ones you see in many small speakers.
And the LCR-55's price - $225 each
- also puts it in a class above most of
the competition. The metal grille (pos-
sibly a legacy from M&K's profession-
al products) is quite handsome and un-
doubtedly protects the drivers against
damage better than a cloth one.

The LCR-55's binding posts, which
accept single or double banana plugs,
spade lugs, or bare wires, are recessed
so that the speaker can be mounted on a
wall using two recessed threaded holes.
The small cabinet, made of 3/4 -inch -
thick wood, is quite rigid. Of course,
the speaker is magnetically shielded. It
is rated for 10 to 150 watts input power.
Nominal impedance is 4 ohms. Fre-
quency response is rated as 85 Hz to 20
kHz ±2 dB.

At 42 pounds, the V-75 Mark II is a
bruiser that's much larger than your
typical subwoofer, though much small-
er than some other M&K subs. The
front -firing 12 -inch driver is covered by
a removable grille cloth. Unlike the
LCR-55's protective grille, this one is
strictly cosmetic - a careless poke
with a sharp instrument would spell
disaster. A protective cover would be a
welcome improvement. The power be-
hind the woofer is provided by a built-
in amplifier rated at 75 watts. The sub -
woofer's rated frequency response is 20
to 125 Hz ±3 dB.

A metal plate on the rear of the sub's
sealed -box cabinet accommodates con-
nections and controls. There are four
spring -loaded clips for speaker -level
stereo inputs from the system amplifier
and four more as outputs for speaker -
level high -pass -filtered (80 Hz) signals
to the satellite speakers. One control
knob varies the bass level from fully at-
tenuated to 9 dB above a nominal refer-
ence. Another knob sets the low-pass
filter anywhere between 50 and 125
Hz; the rolloff is 18 dB per octave up to
125 Hz, then 36 dB per octave. The
steeper slope keeps unwanted higher
frequencies from reaching the sub -
woofer. A toggle switch selects normal
or inverted phase.

An LED lights when the V-75 Mark
II is powered by its hard -wired AC
cord. Unlike many other subwoofers, it
does not automatically turn on when it
senses an audio signal. Rather, the
manufacturer recommends that you al -
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Matched -timbre satellites.
Subwoofer delivers loud, deep bass. I

is -1\A/ trl I PkI "I"

Audible gap between subwoofer and
satellites with some music.

ways leave it powered. Alternatively,
you could plug it into a switched outlet
that is powered when the rest of the
system comes on. The sub is not mag-
netically shielded, so be sure to keep it
away from your TV.

After a good deal of experimentation
positioning the speakers, I spent some
quality time with my receiver's pink -
noise source, normalizing the satellite
levels and dialing in a reasonable
amount of bass. The former calibration
was done using a sound -level meter, but
I always handle the latter by ear. Total
installation time for this speaker sys-
tem: 45 minutes.

Although the Lucasfilm/THX folks
prefer dipole surround speakers, and
Dolby recommends conventional (di-
rect -radiating) "monopole" speakers,
I've found that both types can deliver
good results in my room, with dipoles
providing a better sense of envelopment
and monopoles somewhat better sur-
round imaging. With five identical di-
rect -radiating satellites, I expected to
get excellent imaging as well as precise
timbral matching. Moreover, because
the center speaker is identical to the
left/right front speakers, I expected ab-
solute continuity across the front.

Romping through a number of DVD
movies, including one of my current
test favorites, LA. Confidential, I dis-
covered that the M&K system met my
expectations and confirmed my prefer-
ence for home -theater satellite speakers
that are not only "matched" but identi-
cal. Kim Basinger's whispers and the
rest of the dialogue sounded realistical-
ly articulate no matter how it was
panned across the front. Sounds that
moved from side to side or from front
to back never wavered in timbral quali-
ty. Yes, the ambience was less diffuse
than some people may like it, but the
localization was accurate.

The system also provided a realistic
(but not hyped) sense of panorama and
depth. Moreover, the satellites sounded
neutral, with little coloration. Although
their presence was a tad overbearing
with some movie music, on the whole I
was quite happy with them for movies.

The center speaker's dispersion suf-
fered when it was placed on its side, so
I had to position it sticking straight up
on top of the TV cabinet. It looked
weird, but I'd rather have a good -sound-
ing speaker than an inconspicuous one.

My pleasure with the satellites was
exceeded only by my satisfaction with
the subwoofer. Because subwoofers are
M&K's specialty, I was not surprised
that the V-75 Mark II delivered in
spades. Whether it was the fiery explo-
sions in Terminator 2, the earthshaking
tornadoes in Twister, or the mechanical
maelstroms in Das Boot, this sub really
kicked out the jams - especially in the
deep bass, below 50 Hz. Moreover, it
seemed to play loud effortlessly, to the
point where I worried that the neigh-
bors might complain. Combining the V-
75 Mark II subwoofer with the LCR-55
satellites made for a near -ideal home -
theater setup.

But man does not live by movies
alone, so I turned to a number of my
critical -listening music CDs. I audi-
tioned a wide variety of tunes, each
with its particular sonic demands. Dire
Straits' On Every Street (Warner Bros.)
is an excellent recording (its high -fre-
quency response extends all the way to
22.05 kHz on some tracks). The LCR-
55s handled Mark Knopfler's smooth
vocals in "Calling Elvis" but added a
presence that made some lines sound a
bit hard. Also, I clearly heard a gap be-
tween the satellites' low end and the
sub's high end. For example, although
percussion was reproduced with vigor,
some of the punch of the tom-toms, ap-
pearing around 150 Hz, fell through the
cracks. Raising the cutoff frequency on
the subwoofer helped, but I still missed
some of what I know is in the record-
ing. The same problem occurred in "Bird
on a Wire" from Famous Blue Raincoat
by Jennifer Warnes (Cypress). With oth-
er excellent recordings, such as Further
Adventures of Flim & the BBs (DMP),
my sense of a gap between the satellites
and sub was less pronounced.

The tweeters in the LCR-55s sound-
ed crisper than I prefer, but they did
have good high -frequency extension
and were not as harsh as some satellite
tweeters. The combined system, and
particularly the sub, was very kind to
Madonna (who needs all the sonic kind-
ness she can get) - her Ray of Light
(Warner Bros.) is filled with very low
bass samples, and the subwoofer pound-
ed them out with authority.

My classical -music listening includ-
ed a wide -range recording of the Shos-

takovich Symphony No. 8 by Bernard
Haitink and the Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra (London). The second move-
ment is a speaker's worst nightmare,
but the M&K system handled it with
ease. The piercing brass and strings did
not sound too shrill, the dynamics were
solid, and the orchestral sheen was
bright but not harsh. The massive or-
chestral tuttis that punctuate the move-
ment were convincing; the deep bass in
particular was superb. I still detected
that midbass gap between the satellites
and the sub, however, which subtracted
needed midbass support and made the
soundstage seem smaller than it should
be. Even so, if my speakers had to do
double -duty for home theater and mu-
sic, I could enjoy this M&K set.

I have been concerned that the prolif-
eration of home -theater speaker pack-
ages for around $1,000 might desensi-
tize listeners to the benefits of better
speakers. These M&K speakers reaf-
firm my belief that a just a few hundred
dollars more can buy demonstrably bet-
ter performance.

TECH NOTES
Our averaged "listening window" quasi-
anechoic frequency -response meas-
urements of the LCR-55 satellites
showed them to be rather flat: ±3 dB
from 1 kHz to 20 kHz. The crucial range
between 1 kHz and 10 kHz was even
flatter (±2 dB), and response smoothly
rolled off in off -axis measurements.
However, they couldn't cleanly handle
any of our bass tone bursts at a drive
level equivalent to a 100 -dB sound -
pressure level (SPL). This probably
won't be as apparent with most
program material as it was with our test
tones, which are extremely revealing.

The subwoofer handled with aplomb
all the low bass we fed it, down to 16
Hz at 90 dB SPL and down to 25 Hz at
100 dB SPL. But from its maximum
output at 63 Hz its response was down
by 3 dB at 36 Hz (which is fine) and at
109 Hz, even with the crossover
frequency dialed full -up. The 109 -Hz
cutoff will create a response gap with
satellites, such as the LCR-55s, that
can't comfortably reach that frequency.

- David Ranada

SENSITIVITY (SPL at 1 meter, 2.83
volts input, 1 kHz)
LCR-55 satellite 87 dB
V-75 Mark II subwoofer n/a

IMPEDANCE (minimum/nominal)
LCR-55 3.9/4 ohms
V-75 n/a

BASS OVERLOAD FREQUENCY
(at 90/100 dB SPL)
LCR-55 63/200 Hz
V-75 16/25 Hz (see note above)
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Sherwood Newcastle
AVP-9080R Preamp/Tuner
and AM -9080 Power Amp
DANIEL KUMIN

Sherwood was first to bring out
an A/V receiver with both
Dolby Digital (DD) and DTS
surround -sound decoding on

board. Now it's first with a relatively
affordable (for this pricey category)
preamplifier/tuner that also features
both DD and DTS processing. What's
more, the $1,200 Newcastle AVP-
9080R has a set of discrete six -channel
input jacks that allow you to add an ex-
ternal decoder should still another digi-
tal surround -sound format appear in the
future - and these days, who knows?

Built on a tall, wide chassis, the
AVP-9080R looks more like an A/V re-
ceiver than a preamp/tuner. Its titani-
um -gray finish is very handsome, but
the color scheme makes the tiny, white
lettering all but unreadable even in full

daylight. One front -panel continuous -
rotation knob serves up digital -domain
master volume control; the other is for
input selection. The six big pushbuttons
are for turning on the power and select-
ing surround modes. The remaining
controls are concealed behind a drop -
down door along the front panel's bot-
tom edge. Small keys are set into the
door's inside surface, making it a flat,
horizontal control panel when open -
pretty slick. (Happily, the inside of the
door panel is jet black with relatively
readable bright -white lettering.)

The AVP-9080R's rear has an exten-
sive collection of connectors, including
a phono input, two audio tape loops,
and the six -channel external -decoder
input. There are six A/V inputs: two re-
cord loops and four playback -only in -

FAST FACTS
RATED POWER (AM -9080): 120 W x 5

into 8 ohms, all channels driven, from
20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than

0.05% THD; 170 W x 5 into 4 ohms,

with no more than 0.09% THD
KEY FEATURES (AVP-9080R)

 DTS and Dolby Digital/Pro Logic
surround decoding

 Component -video DVD input/output
 One coaxial, one optical, and one

dedicated AC-3/RF (laserdisc) digital
input

 Six NV inputs, including two record
loops

 Five audio inputs, including phono
and two audio tape loops

 Preprogrammed multicomponent
remote controller

DIMENSIONS AVP-9080R, 173/8 x

51/2 x 15 inches; AM -9080, 173/8 x 71/8

x 173/4 inches

WEIGHT AVP-9080R, 36 pounds;
AM -9080, 68 pounds

PRICES AVP-9080R, $1.200;

AM -9080, $1,200

MANUFACTURER Sherwood USA,

Dept. SR, 14830 Alondra Blvd.,
La Mirada, CA 90638; phone, 714-521-
6100; Web, www.sherwoodusa.com
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Outstanding Dolby Digital and
DTS performance.

Impressive power levels.
Stores channel -level settings

by surround mode.

LOW POINTS
Only two multipurpose digital inputs.

Remote control can be confusing.
Merely average radio performance.

Merely average, or worse,
DSP ambience modes.

puts (one of these is a front conve-
nience set behind the drop -down door).
All of the video inputs and outputs
have both composite- and S -video con-
nections. A loop -through circuit lets
you connect a DVD player and a high -
end TV set using a component -video
output and input - the highest -quality
video signal pathway - while retain-
ing the convenience of centralized AN
control. This is the first A/V preamp or
receiver I've seen with component -vid-
eo jacks.

The Sherwood's three digital ports
include one optical and two coaxial
ports - one of the latter reserved for
an AC-3/RF signal from a Dolby Digi-
tal laserdisc player. Just two multipur-
pose digital inputs aren't nearly enough
for a preamp/processor in this price
range. Plug in a DVD player and a digi-
tal satellite TV receiver - or, in the
near future, a DTV set -top box - and
you're already out of inputs. If you then
want to take advantage of the AVP-
9080R's DTS compatibility by hooking
up a CD player or the DTS output from
a laserdisc player - or a MiniDisc re-
corder, a DAT deck, a digital cam-
corder, or some other digital audio
source component yet to appear -
well, you can't. We're all going to need
more digital inputs in the near future,
and I would expect to see them appear-
ing on higher -end gear like this first.

I also question the wisdom of squan-
dering a dedicated input on built-in AC-
3/RF demodulating. You don't need it
for DTS laserdiscs, and however much
we might mourn it, laserdisc is a dead
format. (I'm certainly not spending my
money on new laserdiscs, whether Dol-
by Digital- or DTS-encoded. Stereo Re-
view's coin is another matter.)

The companion AM -9080 power
amp is far simpler: five channels of 120
watts each, five gold-plated RCA in-
puts, five heavy-duty, banana-plug-corn-

patible speaker outputs, one Digi-Link
RCA jack, and one thick power cord,
all in a simple, titanium -gray case. The
faceplate has a power button, the Sher-
wood Newcastle logo, and a "Totally
Discrete Power Amplifier" label -
that's it. (It's, like, totally discrete, dude
- totally.) Connect the Digi-Link jack
to its twin on the AVP-9080R, and the
two will power up and down in lock-
step. Neat work, guys.

Inside, the AM -9080 looked gratify-
ingly solid, with five fully independent
modules each with its own duet of big
power -supply capacitors and - dare I
say it? - totally discrete driver stages
and output transistors. This amp has
not one but two very large and heavy
transformers. It weighs a sumo -like 68
pounds and appears to have been engi-
neered as two almost entirely separate
power amps on the same chassis - a
two -channel and a three -channel job -
that share little beyond the power cord.
The AM -9080 is no pseudo -high -end
impostor but a genuine separate -com-
ponent power amplifier.

The preamp/tuner is as tidily built as

the amp, though much more spacious
inside. Parts quality was very good, in-
cluding high-grade circuit boards and
an all -Motorola 56000 -series digital
signal processing (DSP) chip set. The
AVP-9080R appears to be built on the
same metal chassis as Sherwood's New-
castle AN receivers, with at least simi-
lar -looking power -supply and input-
output layouts. The layout of its con-
trols is completely different, though the
functions and on -screen menus are vir-
tually identical.

I set up the Sherwood components
much like an AN receiver, with the
AM -9080 amp driving my usual five -
speaker home -theater suite. To stress
the amplifier thoroughly I ran the large,
main left/right towers full -range most
of the time. I also used my 12 -inch
powered subwoofer for a while to
check crossover operations.

The AM -9080 provided clean, quiet.
dynamic output and drove my speakers
to the highest levels I desired, and then
some, with most program material. It
handled the DTS version of the Allman
Brothers' Live at the Fillmore CD -

IN THE LAB
COMBINED AVP-9080R/AM-9080
DOLBY DIGITAL (AC -3) PERFORMANCE
All data obtained from Dolby Labs' AC -3
test DVD using dithered test signals, which
set limits on measured distortion and
noise. All channel -level controls and LFE
attenuation set to 0. All speakers set to
"large." Reference input level is -20 dBFS*
unless otherwise stated; reference output
level is 2.83 volts into 8 ohms. All are
worst -case figures.

Output at clipping (1 kHz, 8/4 ohms)
one channel driven (front) 132/194 W
one channel driven (surround) 129/195 W
five channels driven (8 ohms) 108 W

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)
8 and 4 ohms 0.01%

Noise (A-wtd)
left surround -72.5 dB

Excess noise (with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +2.5 dB

Frequency response (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
left surround +0.1, -0.9 dB

Channel imbalance (individual channels
set at 0 -dB gain) 0.6 -dB spread

Subwoofer output frequency response
about 18 dB/octave rolloff above 115 Hz

High-pass filter frequency response
12 dB/octave rolloff below 108 Hz

Max. unclipped subwoofer output
9.3 volts

Subwoofer distortion (master volume at
-3, sub trim at -3 dB)" 30%

AVP-9080R, DTS PERFORMANCE
All test signals obtained from DTS
demo/test CD. The signals originated in
the analog domain and may contain
inherent distortion and noise. Volume
control setting was the same as for Dolby
Digital. Reference output level is 4 dB
higher. Figures are worst -case.

Frequency response (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
right surround +0.07, -0.83 dB

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)
center 0.03%

AVP-9080R, STEREO PERFORMANCE,
DIGITAL INPUTS
Reference volume setting for noise is the
same as for Dolby Digital; subwoofer off.

Linearity error (at -90 dBFS*) +1.3 dB

Noise (A-wtd) -72.5 dB

Excess noise (with/without signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +1.15/+3.5 dB

Tone -control range
100 Hz ±9 dB
10 kHz +10, -9 dB

Frequency response (in Tone Direct mode,
20 Hz to 20 kHz) +0.2, -0.4 dB

* dBFS = decibels referred to digital
full-scale

All six channels driven by 30 Hz at
0 dBFS. The subwoofer output clipped
at -14 master volume setting, with
the sub trim at 0 dB.
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my high -output 5.1 -channel touchstone
- with aplomb. And on the test bench
the AM -9080 maintained almost its full
output with all five channels driven to
clipping, losing less than 1 dB relative
to single -channel clipping despite mod-
erately sagging AC line voltage. It per-
formed better in this regard than most
of the A/V receivers and several of the
multichannel amplifiers that I've tested.
Big power transformers and separate
storage caps are apparently worthwhile.
(Whoever recommended buying power
amps by the pound was on to some-
thing.)

The performance of the Sherwood
components together was just about as
exemplary as that of the power amp
alone. Surround -sound reproduction
from Dolby Digital and DTS record-
ings was superb. I've never heard the
DTS Toy Story laserdisc sound better,
with ultra -high definition and full dy-
namic clarity in the subtle Foley work
in which this soundtrack abounds. With
the Dolby Digital soundtrack on the
Seven Years in Tibet DVD, the endless
variety of temple drums, gongs, chants,
and highly atmospheric effects com-
bined with the sumptuous John Wil-
liams score to be nothing short of hyp-
notic - even with the picture turned
off. (Anyone who still doubts the value
of 5.1 -channel digital surround sound
should audition the Dalai Lama audi-
ence scene "blind," first in Pro Logic
and then in Dolby Digital.) I became
engrossed in what, after all, isn't a very
good movie simply because it sounded
(and looked!) so fabulous.

Stereo Review has been experiment-
ing with some tests, devised by techni-
cal editor David Ranada, of the audibil-
ity of noise and distortion generated by
the digital -to -analog (D/A)IDSP plat-
forms used in all 5.1 -channel digital au-
dio electronics. The results with the
AVP-9080 were reassuring. It's too ear-
ly in this research project to draw firm
conclusions, but the D/A converters for
the five main channels appear to be ex-
cellent performers.

Sherwood was kind enough to lend
me a prerelease reference CD -R of a
DTS multichannel mix of the Mozart
Symphonies Nos. 35 and 36 (orchestra
and conductor unidentified). While this
recording was balanced a bit on the
bright side (with a somewhat energetic
surround mix to boot), it still sounded
terrific. The dynamic contrasts in the
scherzo of the Symphony No. 35 in
particular showed how discrete multi-
channel recording can dramatically en-
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hance every aspect of well -recorded
music - not just the spatial cues.

The AVP-9080R's radio performance
was strictly average, with decent hi-fi
sound on strong local FM signals. Med-
iocre to poor reception of weak or dis-
tant signals made serious listening to
them impossible, however, and AM
performance was no better.

The additional surround modes (The-
ater, Hall, Stadium, and Church) are
four -channel programs with lots of re -
verb in the front and surround chan-
nels. Because all four modes induced
significant timbral shifts - especially
Church. a "boingy" setting with a par-
ticularly long decay - they are not
musically useful.

I had a mixed response to the func-
tionality and ergonomics of the Sher-
wood Newcastle 9080 duo. For one
thing, the preamp/tuner does not auto-
matically select the appropriate sur-
round mode for an incoming digital
signal, which can have unfortunate con-
sequences. If you play a DTS-encoded
CD or laserdisc after listening to a ste-
reo disc with standard PCM audio and
forget to select the DTS mode manual-
ly, you will hear full -output noise - a
disturbing experience, and potentially a
destructive one depending on where
you left the master volume.

As of midsummer, I have still not
seen a DTS-encoded DVD, so I cannot
report on the AVP-9080R's effective-
ness with this so -far mythical creature.
So what's the deal, anyway? The few
dozen DTS laserdiscs I have are almost
uniformly superb, but as I noted earlier,
the laserdisc is dead - long live the
DVD. Of the two dozen or so DTS CDs
I've auditioned, only four or five con-
tain programming that any musically
sensitive person would want to listen to
all the way through, much less more
than once. Yet manufacturers are fairly
falling over themselves to get DTS-
equipped components on the shelves -
Sherwood was merely the first. Mean-
while, I've not heard a conclusive com-
parison that reveals an audible differ-
ence between DTS and DD. (For more
on the DTS saga, see "Random Play"
in September, page 8 -Ed.)

End of rant: back to the AVP-9080R's
surround -mode selection. If you play a
stereo CD using your DVD player (there
is no real reason to use separate ma-
chines for CD and DVD playback) and
afterward load a 5.1 -channel Dolby
Digital DVD, it will play in down -con-
verted two -channel mode instead of
5.1 -channel surround until you specifi-

THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH-PERFORMANCE SOUND
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Technics SF-DX6 Digital
Surround-Sound Package
KEN C. POHLMANN

It's amazing. Frankly, I don't see
how manufacturers make any mon-
ey in this business. The gear keeps
getting more and more sophisticat-

ed, and the prices continue to drop. I'm

glad I'm only reviewing (and enjoying)
the stuff, and not making it. Consider
the SF-DX6, a surround-sound package

that pairs two different stand-alone
components. When you open the single

big box, you discover a Technics SA-
AX6 receiver and SH-AC500D sur-
round processor. This duo marries a
Dolby Pro Logic (DPL) AN receiver
with a processor featuring both Dolby
Digital (DD) and DTS decoding. More-

over, it provides all this at the amazing-
ly low price of $600 - about $100 less

than if you'd bought the receiver ($400)

and processor ($300) separately.
Although the two units look similar,

their styling is not matched. In addi-
tion, each comes with its own remote
control, and the manuals do not refer to
each other, suggesting that while this
marriage is completely workable, it

FAST FACTS
RATED POWER 100 W x 6 into 6

ohms, all channels driven, 20 Hz to 23

kHz with no more than 0.9% THD+N

KEY FEATURES
 Dolby Digital and DTS decoding

 Choice of line -level or amplified

output to subwoofer
 Two coaxial, two optical digital inputs

on processor
 Three AN inputs (two with S -video,

one tape loop) on receiver

 CD and phono inputs, one tape loop

DIMENSIONS SA-AX6 receiver, 12 x

61/4 x 15 inches; SH-AC500D
processor, 17 x 23/4 x 111/4 inches

WEIGHT SA -AX -6, 241/2 pounds;

SH-AC500D, 53/4 pounds

PRICES $600 total (SA-AX6 alone,

$400; SH-AC500D alone, $300)
MANUFACTURER Technics, Dept. SR,

One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,

NJ 07094; phone, 800-222-4213;

Web, www panasonic.com

wasn't a love match. Because the SH-
AC500D is a self-contained DD/DTS
processor, it could be married to any re-
ceiver with a six -channel input that
lacks DD (or DTS) decoding. And, of
course, the receiver's six -channel ana-
log input could be fed by any DVD
player with a built-in Dolby Digital
processor. If you eschew DD and DTS
altogether, the SA-AX6 works fine on

its own as a Pro Logic receiver.
Still, they make an impressive cou-

ple. The SA-AX6 is particularly strik-
ing with its large central volume knob
(which has a silky but slightly wobbly
feel), strips of blue lighting, and a tint-
ed panel that swings forward to reveal
additional controls. Hands -down it's
the best -looking AN receiver I've seen

at its price.
Appearance aside, there are some

nifty features, too. Instead of the usual
input -selector buttons (usually with il-
legible labels), the SA-AX6 has a se-
lector knob that clicks across eight dif-
ferent inputs, each flashing its own
LED when picked. A nearby button in-

stantly bypasses the input selector in fa-

vor of the six -channel input from the
processor. Very nice. Another cool knob

is the subwoofer-level control. This is
one of the most important controls on
any A/V receiver, and I absolutely hate
receivers that bury it. The SA-AX6
makes it prominent so that you can dial

in more bass for movies, less for music,
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When The Master Tellstu
He's Made The Best Sounding Radio

In The World, You Listen'.

Model 88. Designed By Audio Hall of Fame Member
and Emmy Award Winner Henry Kloss.

Henry boss

In 1963 Henry Kloss changed how the

world listened to music when he intro-

duced the first high-fidelity FM table radio

- the KLH Model Eight. The new Mode! 88

by Henry Kloss ' once again redefines how

we listen to music.

Model 88 combines a remarkab e FM

tuner, advanced electronic design,

component -quality amplifiers and a

speaker system that includes a built-in powered subwoofer. It's

designed to play music and make it

sound like music...natural and

lifelike, including great

bass. It is, we

believe, the best

sounding table

radio in the world.

Model 88

includes a slim,

easy -to -use remote

control. It is backed

by our 30 -Day

Total Satisfaction

Guarantee. And best of all, it

sells for only $199.

The Performance And Flexibility Of A
Component Audio System.

Model 88 is the first table radio that sounds like a good

component audio system. That's because it uses high-performance

speakers and amplifiers - including a powered subwoofer! Two-

thirds of Model 88's cabinet serves as the enclosure for a four -inch

long -throw subwoofer. It reproduces bass with remarkable accuracy

and impact.

Model 88 also uses techniques like biamplification and

electronic contouring (a technique pioneered by Henry Noss) to

create a natural, accurate octave -to -octave tonal balance over the

entire range of music. And its FM tuner outperforms even "high -

end" receivers.

We think Model 88 sounds better than many, many compo-

nent stereo systems. It even includes two sets of stereo inputs, so

you can connect it to a CD player, tape deck, TV or computer.

Continuing A Tradition Of Performance.

Henry <Joss created a new

category of audio product -

the FM table radio - when he

introduced the KLH Mocel

Eight in 1963. He further

refined the concept with the

Advent Model 400 FM radio in 1974. Both the KLH and Advent

radios became classics. If you'd like to hear the next classic from

Henry Kloss, call our toll -free number

or visit our

website. We

invite you to

audition it in

your own home,

listening to your

music, for 30

days. If you

don't fall in love with it, return it for

a full refund.

Thanks for reading.

For a 30 -Day Home Audition, call...

1-800-FOR-HIA
(1-800-367-4434) Or visit www.hifi.com
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SOUNDWORKS

Top -Rated Audio Products...Direct From Our Factories.
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or anything in between. The dial is cali-
brated with hash marks, which help you
remember just where that sweet level
was last time. Nearby is an adaptive
subwoofer control that can boost the
bass level for listening at a low volume.
The receiver's six channels are identi-
cally rated for 100 watts into 6 ohms,
and the sixth channel means that you're
not limited to using a powered sub.

Flip down the tinted panel and you'll
find more goodies. Most important are
three knobs for adjusting bass (±10 dB
at 50 Hz), treble (±10 dB at 20 kHz),
and balance. Call me old-fashioned, but
I prefer knobs over some kind of menu -

driven deal. There is also a knob for ad-
justing the subwoofer low-pass filter
continuously from 50 to 200 Hz. but
it's not active when the six -channel in-
put is selected, as this must be handled
upstream at the decoder.

Other controls behind the tinted pan-
el include selector buttons for sound -

field processing (Hall, Club, Theater,
and so on) and two buttons for receiver
tuning. Is the relative obscurity of these
buttons a comment on the declining im-
portance of radio in our home theaters?
Maybe not, because up to 30 stations
can be preset for random access from
the front panel. Although there are oth-
er buttons for engaging Pro Logic, ad-
justing delay time, and so on, in prac-
tice they're not used - the SH-AC500D
processor does the honors upstream.
The dot-matrix display is highly legible
and more informative than most, ex-
plaining as it scrolls, for example. that
you've made an error and that a feature
you've selected is not possible in the
current mode.

Like most receivers, the SA-AX6
features a plethora of connectors on its
rear panel. There are banana -plug -com-
patible binding posts for six speakers as
well as a secondary set of posts for a
"B" pair of remote speakers (these can
also be used for biamping a front
speaker). Three RCA jacks provide a
convenient front -panel A/V input. There
are also plenty of rear RCA jacks: CD
and phono inputs, audio and video tape
loops, and two additional A/V inputs,
plus the all-important six -channel audio
input. There are two S -video inputs and
one S -video output. A cooling fan helps
keep temperatures below the boiling
point.

The SA-AX6's remote control dupli-
cates some front -panel controls and
adds a few of its own, including a nu-
meric keypad. The remote's volume
control turns the receiver's motorized

IN THE LAB
SH-AC500D DECODER, DOLBY DIGITAL
(AC -3) PERFORMANCE
All data obtained from Dolby Labs' AC -3
test DVD using dithered test signals, which
set limits on measured distortion and
noise. Channel -level gain controls set to 0.
All speakers set to large" except for
high-pass and low-pass measurements.
Reference input level is -20 dBFS";
reference output level is 2.83 volts into 8
ohms. All are worst -case figures.

Frequency response
surround ...20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.17 -0.07 dB

Channel imbalance <0.52 dB spread

Distortion (1 kHz, THD+N)
at -20 dBFS 0.03%

Noise (A-wtd) -75.6 dB

Excess noise (with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +3.1 dB

Subwoofer output frequency response
20 dB/octave rolloff above 100 Hz

High-pass filter frequency response
12 dB/octave rolloff below 100 Hz

Maximum unclipped subwoofer output
7 volts

Subwoofer distortion 12%

SH-AC500D, DTS PERFORMANCE
All data obtained with DTS demo/setup
CD. The test signals originated in the
analog domain and may contain inherent
distortion and noise. Reference output
level is 4 dB higher than for Dolby Digital.
Figures are worst -case.

Distortion (1 kHz, THD+N)
at -16 dBFS' 0.018%

Frequency response
surround ....20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.03, -0.1 dB

SH-AC500D, STEREO PERFORMANCE,
DIGITAL INPUTS
Reference volume setting for noise is the
same as for Dolby Digital; subwoofer off.

Linearity error (at -90 dBFS") -0.2 dB

Noise (A-wtd) -73.5 dB

Excess noise (with/without signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +2/+2 dB

Tone -control range
100 Hz +8.4, -8.2 dB
n kHz +8.9, -10 dB

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.01, -0.08 dB

SA-AX6 RECEIVER, MULTICHANNEL
OPERATION, DVD INPUT

Output at clipping (1 kHz, 8/4 ohms)
one channel driven 102/152 watts
five channels driven (8 ohms) 80 watts

knob. (I first saw that feature 20 years
ago. and you know what? I still think
it's pretty neat.) The remote is pro-
grammed to control certain CD players,

Distortion (THD+N. 1 kHz)
8 and 4 ohms 0.084%

Noise (A-wtd, re 200 -mV input) -68 dB

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.44 dB

SA-AX6, STEREO OPERATION,
ANALOG INPUTS
All measurements worst case. Reference
output level is 1 watt. Both channels
driven.

Output at clipping
(1 kHz, 8/4 ohms) 106/140 watts

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)
8 and 4 ohms 0.018%

Noise (A-wtd, re 200 -mV input) ....-79.7 dB

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.34, -0.37 dB

RIAA de -emphasis error
(20 Hz to 20 kHz) +0.35, -1.68 dB

Line -level subwoofer output
frequency response
12 dB/octave rolloff above turnover
frequency variable between 57 and 230 Hz

SA-AX6, TUNER SECTION
All figures are for FM only.

Sensitivity (50 -dB quieting)
mono 21.2 dBf
stereo 36.1 dBf

Capture ratio (at 65 dBf) 1.8 dB

AM rejection 72.7 dB

Selectivity
alternate -channel 60.5 dB
adjacent -channel 7.7 dB

- decibels referred to digital full-scale
** at 30 Hz. all six channels driven to 0
dBFS, all speakers set to "small"

TECH NOTES
Nearly all of the data point to fine perfor-
mance except the noise levels of the
receiver's multichannel DVD input. As our
level -playing -field measurements allow you
to see, the center and surround channels
are substantially noisier at -68 dB than the
outputs of the surround decoder at -75.6
dB. Only noise results lower than -70 dB in
these measurements can be expected to
be generally inaudible at normal playback
volumes. The SA-AX6 receiver's perfor-
mance is marginal in this respect.

I'm told by the developers of the DTS
system that the two test signals issued so
far originated in the analog domain and
may be contaminated by noise and distor-
tion, so take our DTS distortion measure-
ment with a grain of salt. - David Ranada

cassette decks, DVD players, VCRs,
and TVs - but not the companion
processor.

The SH-AC500D processor is some-
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what more utilitarian -looking than its
mate. Its front panel is dominated by a
single large knob (with a silky -smooth
feel) that continuously adjusts volume.
Three buttons select a digital input,
and another provides a line -level pass -
through. The display is concise but in-
formative: a diagram shows you which
speakers are active, and labels light up
to confirm the selected surround -proc-
essing mode.

The rear panel of the SH-AC500D
has the six -channel decoded output as
well as a six -channel pass -through in-
put for some other six -channel source,
such as a digital -TV set -top box, and
two optical and two coaxial digital in-
puts. It's worth noting that this proces-
sor cannot handle digital input signals
that are sampled at 96 kHz, MPEG-en-
coded, or that use other nonvanilla for-
mats. The SH-AC500D's remote is pret-
ty basic, but the processor is also fairly

set the appropriate delay for each chan-
nel. No problem.

I started my audition with a DVD of
Eraser (Warner). Okay, it's not great
cinema, but things fly around a lot and
blow up real good. The Dolby Digital
soundtrack on this release is quite
clean, and I listened for any decoding
artifacts such as slurred transients or
strange localization. I did not hear any
problems. I suspect that this Technics
processor contains the same DD chip
sets as many other decoders, and thus
delivers the same results.

I do not have any DVD movies cod-
ed with DTS soundtracks - nor does
anyone else, I suppose - but I have a
big pile of music CDs encoded with
DTS, including Boys II Men II, the Ea-
gles' Hell Freezes Over, and Steely
Dan's Gaucho, all on DTS's own label.
These are excellent recordings (Gaucho
is a classic in that respect), and they

The Technics duo had no
Dolby Digital problems, and the DTS-encoded
CDs that I played all sounded excellent.

simple, and its remote can handle
everything the front panel can.

On the test bench, nearly all the re-
sults were fine (see "In the Lab" on
page 52), but the proof is in the pud-
ding, or in this case the listening. I
dropped the SF-DX6 duo into my lis-
tening room (total weight about 30
pounds) and hooked up everything. I
connected a DVD player to the proces-
sor with an optical cable (supplied) and
connected six analog lines from the
processor to the receiver. From the re-
ceiver, I ran a video cable to my moni-
tor, five speaker cables, and a line -level
output to my powered subwoofer.

After a quick smoke test (negative), I
began the setup procedure. As noted,
each of these components comes with
its own remote. I'm sorry, but I don't
need another remote. I know full well
that the audio industry has made a dev-
ilish pact with the battery industry to
insure that we spend at least half of our
pretax income on batteries, but please,
give me a break! Anyway, working
with the processor's remote, I selected
the appropriate bass -management op-
tions for my speakers, then used the
processor's internal test tone and a
sound meter to adjust levels. Finally, I

sound even better in DTS surround
mode. Yes, you can quibble about the
engineers' surround placement of rap,
backup vocals, percussion, and other
elements, but the effect is overwhelm-
ingly more exciting than any two -chan-
nel stereo playback.

The DTS decoding itself was excel-
lent. I have listened to these CDs with a
variety of DTS decoders, and the one in
the SH-AC500D was as good as any of
them. I immediately heard clean chan-
nels with distinct localization and a su-
perb low end. I was entirely pleased
with this decoding, which did not seem
inferior in any audible way to the out-
put from higher -price processors I've
auditioned (they may have used the
same decoding chip set as this one).

One concern that emerged from the
test -bench data was the noise levels of
the receiver's six -channel inputs. In the
listening room, I focused my ears on
the center and surround channels and
came away fairly satisfied. Yes, with
soft program material and boosted lev-
els, I could hear the noise. Will this
ruin the sonics in normal use? No. For
most people, I think the noise level is
acceptable, but if you have a low toler-
ance for noise, shop elsewhere.

POINTS
Great value.

Front -panel subwoofer-level control.
Six 100 -watt channels.

LOW POINTS
Styling of processor and receiver

doesn't match.
Two separate remote controls.

Noisy multichannel output.

I spent some time verifying the fea-
tures in the SA-AX6 and found no de-
fects in the review sample. I especially
liked the knob for input selection (a
growing trend in many receivers). I also
enthusiastically enjoyed being able to
adjust subwoofer level with a front -
panel knob (though I would have liked
to do it with the remote, too). The
sound -field processing was adequate
but certainly not the best I have heard.
The various modes were not especially
realistic - in fact, the processing
sounded distinctly artificial, as is the
case with the ambience modes offered
on most reasonably priced receivers.
Still, if used in moderation, the SA-
AX6's ambience modes will get you
through the night. Regarding the host
of other features, I didn't find any
omissions. For example, you can even
change the impedance of the output
amplifiers, and if you have an irrational
fear of blue lights, you can turn off the
lighted blue bars on the front panel.
What more do you want?

Finally, to conclude my audition, I
cranked up the volume level to stress
the receiver's amplifiers. The receiver
uses the Technics Class H+ power -amp
design in which two power rails supply
voltage to the output devices as needed.
This decreases the continuous power
draw, leading to cooler, more efficient
operation. However, during transients,
the circuits must ramp up quickly to de-
liver more power as needed. I'm not
sure that Class H+ is miles better than
more conventional amp designs, but it
did deliver sound that was quite clean,
with good transients. The SA-AX6's
six 100 -watt channels should fill most
listening rooms with no sweat.

Together, this electronics duo proves
that amazing things can come in low-
cost packages. Once upon a time, sur-
round sound was an expensive proposi-
tion. Now, with packages like the SF-
DX6 and many of today's A/V receiv-
ers, it is within reach of most movie
and music lovers.
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delivers accurate, wide -range sound with

precision and dynamics comparable to speakers selling for
thousands more. Audio called it an "uncommon value."

Choose from beautiful black ash or walnut real -wood veneers.
$1,499.99 pr. direct from our factory to you.

CAMBRIDGE
OUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed Audio Products...Direct To You From Our Factories.

To order, for a free catalog or for the store nearest you, call. .

1-800-FOR-HIFI
Or visit www.hifi.com

"Selling direct allows
Cambridge Soundworks to price

speakers hundreds of dollars
below their competition." - Inc.

t VISA

Retai. Stores it, ban f rarteisco Esd, England. 311 Needham Street, Suite 102, Newton, MA 02464 Id: 1-800-367-4434 Far. 617-5273194 Canada: 1-800-525-44,- _;., _ ck.-a: 617-332-5936
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the scar
You can hear - and feel - the action with
BSG Labs' Intensor chair

The Intensor from BSG Labs will never
replace a home -theater speaker system,
but that doesn't mean it can't be fiat. The
Intensor is no ordinary chair - and not
only because it has purple "comfort
pads" on its gray plastic body. It's the
four speakers built into the seat and back
that first caught my attention.

The fully loaded Intensor is a three-
piece system for $600 that includes the
chair, an amplifier with a total power out-
put of 80 watts, and a bass module with
its own built-in 40 -watt amp. Sitting in
the chair, you have a 2 -inch midrange
driver outside each of your thighs. At the
front of the seat, right between your
knees, is a 51/4 -inch wide -range driver.
On top of the chair's back, facing straight
up, is a 2 -inch tweeter. The separate bass
module has two 51/4 -inch woofers in a
tuned -port enclosure, and the amp is de-
signed to sit neatly on top of it. The In -
tensor throws in an extra kick: an ad-
justable tactile transducer (actually a fifth
driver sealed in the chair's back and con-
figured for maximum tactile power) that
lets you feel what's going on even if you
mute the chair's other speakers by plug-
ging in a set of headphones.

So who's the Intensor for? It's really
for heavy gamers, those who know every
weapon available in Quake and solved

every bonus round in Crash Bandicoot
on the first try. But it can also work with
any line -level stereo audio source.

The Intensor is also available without
the bass module and chair base for $299.
Without the base, it becomes portable,
folding in half clamshell style. But unless
you're comfortable sitting on the floor,
get the base.

The Intensor's audio and tactile perfor-

mance was pretty good when I was play-
ing games but fell short for critical music
listening. I found it difficult to adjust the
volume and crossover controls on the
bass module so that it couldn't be local-
ized. I also found that the tactile feed-
back didn't add much to music; it wasn't
subtle enough. But blowing up an enemy
in Quake was all the more satisfying, and
passing another car in the driving game
Gran Turismo was, well, more intense.

- Brian Fenton

BSG Laboratories, Inc., Dept. SR,

638 Harrison Ave., 3rd Floor, Panama City,

FL 32401; phone, 800-274-5227; Web,

www.intensor.com

Wircloss
RF-Link Digital Audio Sender
Do you know how to use an electrician's
fish tape to snake speaker wires from
your AN receiver to an-
other room? I've gotten
pretty proficient at it -
adding a couple of pairs
of in -wall speakers to a
whole -house audio system
was a good education - but I
still wish there was an easier way.

It turns out there is: the Digital
Audio Sender ($250) from RF-Link Tech-
nology, which consists of a transmitter
and a receiver. Each small unit measures
about 41/2 x 6 x 2 inches and is powered
by a "wall -wart" AC adapter. The trans-
mitter has a line -level stereo audio input,
and the receiver has a line -level stereo
output. Each unit also has a small (about
23/4 -inch -square) antenna that flips up
from the base and rotates for aiming.

The system operates at the rather high
frequency of 2.4 GHz, so it's immune
from interference from such 900 -MHz
sources as cordless phones and baby
monitors. It is, however, susceptible to
interference from microwave ovens -
their magnetrons run near the same fre-
quency. The system can operate on one
of four frequencies between 2.4 and
2.4835 GHz, selectable by four -position
slide switches.

The Digital Audio Sender
has many potential uses. For
instance, in a home theater it

provides an elegant and easy
way to get an audio signal

from a receiver to a pow-
ered subwoofer.

However, I used it to
shuttle signals from FM

and satellite broadcasts out
to my home office, which is in a de-

tached garage about 55 feet behind my
house. The receiver I have out there is
not hooked up to a rooftop antenna, and
it just doesn't deliver the performance I
want. The Digital Audio Sender worked
perfectly, without introducing any arti-
facts of its own into the audio - except
when I fired up the microwave to reheat
the dinner I missed earlier in the evening!
It sounded no different from a hard -wired
connection. The system is rated to have a
clear, line -of -sight range of 100 feet, but
I found it to be somewhat less, topping
out at about 60 feet in my installation.

All in all, however, RF-Link's Digital
Audio Sender is the perfect solution when
wires just won't do. - B.F.

RF-Link Technology, Dept. SR, 411 Amapola

Ave., Torrance, CA 90501; phone,

888-273-5465; Web, www.rflinktech.com
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MovieWorks" 5.1 is a no-comoromise
surround sound speaker combinat on
that is ideal for both music and home
theater systems. Designed by Audio Hall
of Fame member and Emmy Award
Winner Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH

& Advent), it includes high-performance
main speakers, a wide -range center speaker, MultiPole' sur-
round speakers (switchable from dipole to bipole operaticni
and our awesome Powered Subwoofer.

We've packaged MovieWorks 5.1 with a Harman Kardon
Dolby Digital (AC -3) receiver to create a remarkable music/
home theater sound system. Reg. $2,399. Now
$1,999.99 direct from our factory to you. You save $400.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed Audio Product ;...Direct To You From Our Factories.

To order, for a free catalog or for the store nearest you. call...

1-800-FOR-HIFI
Or visit www.hifi.com

"MovieWorks 5.1 definitely delivers
the goods." Stereo Review

Two -Way Shielded
Main Speakers

Advanced Dolby Digital 5.1
Receiver By Harman Hardon

Cambridge SoundWorks' Powered Subwoofer
is... "an aural atomic bomb...nothing short of
phenomenal." -Boot

"The Surround 5.1 is the world's best budget
surround speaker." -Home Theater

Wide -Range High -Output

Center Speaker

Retail Stores in San Francisco Bay Area & New England. 311 Needham Street, Suite 102, Newton, MA 02464 Tet 1-800-367.4434 Fax: 617-527-3194 Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936



TDK CD -TWIN

recordable CDs spin perfect

riginals every time. CD copies that are

identical twins of your origins sources such

as, CC, DAT, LP, or cassette. The key is TDK's new

ultra-refi ied Mr cyanine recording layer that delivers

the lowest error rate in the industr-. TDK CD -TWIN -R

and CD-TWIN-RW discs are fully compatible with all

home ardio recorders, including 24 recording on the

new Fhilips dual -well CDR -765. TDK CD -TWIN -R

and CD-TWIN-RW discs are royally -paid

media in compliance with the Audio

Home Recording Ad of

1992

.':TDK
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SHOPPING MADE SIMPLE
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Will it be recordable CD or MiniDisc?

Even though we all wear Levi's and were simultane-
ously disappointed by the last Seinfeld episode, we
Americans are rugged individualists. Or at least
that's how we like to think of ourselves. The Marl-

boro Man is a mass-produced icon of individuality, and many

of us aspire to an independent cowboy lifestyle, but the point
of the advertisement is to persuade people to smoke the same
brand of cigarettes. Similarly, Burger King produces billions
of essentially identical hamburgers while advertising, "Have it

your way." It's a sociological paradox.
The same paradox of mass consumption tinged with indi-

viduality applies to music. A relatively small handful of al-
bums form the core music libraries of millions of Americans.
Yet within that commonality, we each have our own prefer-

rs

ences. While you like Tracks 1, 3, and 5 on Natalie Imbrug-
lia's CD, I prefer Tracks 2, 4, and 6 - especially when
played in reverse order. Yon may like to mix rap tunes with
surf music, but I like alternating between country and west-
ern. The point is that even though we listen to a lot of the
same music, we like to experience it in different ways.

Enter digital audio recorders. They provide a way to assem-

ble your own musical compilations with consistently out-
standing sonic quality, creating entirely new soundscapes to
enjoy at home, in the car, or on the beach. And if you're a true
cultural rebel, you can even make professional -sounding re-
cordings of your own musical creations.

The downside? Compared with the tried-and-true analog
cassette deck, digital recorders - and the blank discs they use

by Ken C. Pohlmann
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- cost more. Then there's the time it
takes to organize and record your own
personal mix: depending on how ambi-
tious or fussy you are, it can easily con-
sume many hours.

For many folks, though, the upside far
outweighs the downside because home
recording is their passion. And much to
their delight, there are two basic types of
digital recording technology to choose
from: recordable CD and MiniDisc (MD).
Both kinds of recorders are relatively af-
fordable and almost universally equipped
with stereo analog and digital inputs and
outputs (coaxial, optical, or both) so that
they'll work with a variety of equipment.
All MD recorders and consumer CD au-
dio recorders also contain the Serial Copy
Management System (SCMS), which al-
lows you to make a digital copy of an
original recording (legally only for your
own use), but not a copy of the copy.

Like analog cassette decks, most digi-
tal recorders have bar -graph recording -
level meters. With an analog input, you
adjust the recording -level control for a
nice healthy level that's just shy of clip-
ping. When recording from a digital in-
put, you don't have to worry about setting
levels - a digital bitstream's level

fixed. (Some MD recorders have digital
recording -level control, mostly for auto
fade-ins and fade-outs.)

As you can see from the accompanying
tables, today's digital machines offer sev-
eral recording modes. Some models offer
"CD-synchro" recording, which makes
recording from a CD player a simple one -
or two -button affair. After you've started
a recording, most recorders will automati-
cally assign track numbers as the record-
ing progresses. Some will even carry
along CD -Text data from the source to
the copy. When recording from a cassette
deck, turntable, or other analog source,
most digital recorders can listen for peri-
ods of silence between tracks and auto-
matically number them. However, be-
cause the circuitry can be "fooled" by
long periods of silence in some recorded
works, most recorders let you turn auto-
matic track marking off. The bottom line:
With a little practice, you'll have no prob-
lems making compilation copies from
LPs, tapes, and CDs.

Recording on CD There are two kinds
of recordable CD. The first, called CD -R
(recordable), is a nonerasable, "write -
once" format that was introduced in 1992.

What About DAT
When the DAT (digital audio tape) standard was finalized in

1986, it was optimistically expected that the small digital cas-
sette would join the already successful CD on its journey into

the bright all -digital future. Its inventors hoped that, at best, DAT would
equal the CD's mushrooming sales figures, or, at worst, take a bite out of
analog cassette sales. But by the time DAT was launched in 1987, it was
already in big trouble. Even though DAT offered exactly what many con-
sumers wanted (high -quality consumer digital recording), it also offered
exactly what record labels did not want (high -quality consumer digital
recording).

To appease the recording industry, the first DAT decks were crippled
so that they could record CDs only via an analog connection. Although
the Audio Home Recording Act and the Serial Copy Management System
(SCMS) later provided a very reasonable compromise, the confusion and
controversy surrounding the launch, coupled by the gear's high price,
doomed DAT as a consumer format. In the end, DAT dramatically under-
performed even the worst -case sales projections.

Still, DAT's ability to make bit -for -bit digital "clones" was exactly what
audio professionals and semi -pros were looking for. Their interest re-
vived the format, consumer DAT decks were hastily retooled for pro use,
and DAT found a new home in recording studios large and small. Over
the years, DAT has evolved into a solidly established niche format, espe-
cially in the guise of "pro" recorders without SCMS limitations. Although
it never entirely lost its consumer limitations and is often criticized for its
sometimes iffy reliability, DAT lives on, perhaps dreaming, deep in its sili-
con heart, of what might have been. - K. P.

Compact
Disc
Recorders
Manufacturer Model

MARANTZ
440 Medmah Rd.
Roselle, IL 60172
630-307-3100
www.marantzamenca.com

DR -700

PHILIPS MAGNAVOX CDR 765
64 Perimeter Center E.
Atlanta, GA 30346 CDR 880
800-531-0039
www,philipsmagnavox.com CDR 760

PIONEER
2265 E. 220th St.
Long Beach, CA 90801
800-746-6337
www.pioneerelectronics.com

Elite PDR-99

PDR-05

PDR-555RW

A 74 -minute CD -R blank costs about $5.
which is several bucks more than blank
computer CD -Rs (which won't work in
a consumer CD -R audio recorder). You
can record tracks one at a time on a CD -R
and play them back at any time on the
same or, perhaps, another CD recorder.
However, you cannot play a partially re-
corded CD -R on a conventional CD play-
er until the disc has been "finalized" -
an automated 2- to 4 -minute process that
converts the CD -R's temporary table of
contents (TOC) into a permanent one that
can be read by all CD players.

Once a CD -R's TOC is finalized, you
cannot record any additional tracks on
that disc. You can, however, do some sim-
ple editing before you finalize the TOC. If
you missed the start of a song, for exam-
ple, you could delete that track from the
table of contents so that the player will
skip over it. Most regular CD players and
CD recorders will recognize the "dele-
tion" and skip over that track.

Erasable CD A more flexible version of
recordable CD, known as CD-RW, be-
came available late last year. The RW
stands for "rewritable," which means that
the entire disc (or part of it) can be erased
and rerecorded. This increased flexibility
comes at a price. however: one 74 -minute
CD-RW blank disc costs about $18 to
$29 on the street, or more than five times
the cost of a CD -R! And, as with CD -R,
you can only use CD-RWs designated for
consumer audio, which are considerably
more expensive than computer CD-RWs.
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Price'

Use

$650

$650

$550

$2,000

$1.699

$699

1

0 0

0 1 0 1

1

1

Special Features

CD-R/RW recorder.

Dual -tray CD player + CD-R/RW recorder. Bit -accurate recording. Double -speed dubbing.

- CD-R/RW recorder. 3it-accurate reco-ding.

- - CD-R/RW recorder. Sit -accurate reco-ding.

CD -R recorder. Bit -accurate recording. One-tcuch synchro recording.

CD -R recorder. Bit -accurate recording. Digital synchro recording.

- - CD-R/RW recorder. Sit -accurate reco-ding. Digital noise reduction on analog inputs.

' Manufacturers' quoted prices.

Fortunately, CD-RW machines also ac-
cept the cheaper CD -Rs, so you can make
"write -once" recordings as well.

Like CD -Rs, a CD-RW recording must
be "finalized" before it can be played in a
CD-RW-compatible player. Once a CD-
RW is finalized, the entire disc has to be
erased before you can do any further re-
cording (single tracks can only be erased
before the disc is finalized). Whereas CD -
Rs can be played in most conventional
CD players, CD-RWs cannot because
they have a different (lower) reflectivity
characteristic. However, "multiread" play-
ers that can handle CD-RWs are expected
to be common in the future.

MiniDisc Introduced by Sony in 1992,
MiniDisc (MD) is an erasable format that
uses a 21/2 -inch disc housed in a protec-
tive caddy that resembles a downsized
31/2 -inch computer diskette. Whereas CD-
R and CD-RW recorders store digitized
music in linear PCM fashion (like regular
CDs), the MD format uses a data -com-
pression system to squeeze 74 minutes of
stereo music onto the small discs, which
sell for $5 to $7. Known as ATRAC, the
system employs a psychoacoustic model
to eliminate portions of the music that are
masked by other portions or otherwise
deemed inaudible. This is a radical con-
cept, but psychoacoustic data compres-
sion is widely and successfully used to
encode both the audio (Dolby Digital)
and video in DVDs and digital satellite
broadcasts, as well as in the forthcoming
digital TV system.

Although the ATRAC algorithm has
been steadily improved since MiniDisc
was first introduced, an MD recording
does not sound quite as good as the CD
version in critical listening comparisons.
Still. MD is exceptionally well suited for
portable applications, which is why you'll
find a number of portable models in our
table. Since music data from an MD flow
directly into a memory buffer, the format
is inherently resistant to shock or vibra-
tion during playback. This helps prevent
audible gaps if the player is jarred during
jogging or some other mobile activity.

Compared with CD-RW, MiniDisc is
more flexible in terms of editing. In addi-
tion to being able to record up to 255
tracks on an MD (compared with CD's
99), you can delete, combine, move, and
divide tracks after they are recorded. Al-
though the recorded data are not physi-
cally moved or altered, they can be ad-
dressed in innumerable ways by simple
user -designated pointers. Just as data files
can be stored in tiny fragments at various
points on a computer floppy or hard disk,
you can rearrange an MD's contents to
your heart's content. MDs are therefore
easier and far more forgiving to record
than CD -Rs or CD-RWs. First -generation
CD-RW recorders don't offer much edit-
ing flexibility, but this may improve with
future generations. For now, if you make
a mistake, it's a lot easier to fix it on MD.

Another advantage of the MiniDisc
format is the ability to label recordings
with disc and song titles, artists' names,
and other information that is displayed

during playback. Typical MD recorders
can hold 1,700 or so characters - plenty
for most folks. Many also let you make
mono recordings so that you can fit 2
hours and 28 minutes of audio onto a sin-
gle disc, terrific for dictation or recording
interviews.

There is one area where CD recording
decidedly has the upper hand over MD: If
you buy a CD -R or CD-RW recorder,
there's a vast universe of prerecorded
CDs that you can play on it in addition to
the recordings you make. If you buy an
MD recorder, however, you'll find that
the supply of prerecorded software is ex-
tremely limited because the U.S. record-
ing industry never embraced the format,
probably fearing its recording prowess.
And, of course, you cannot play MDs in a
CD player. People often ask why Sony
didn't make MD more like CD, with a big
disc, no data compression, and CD com-
patibility. The answer (I think) is that MD
was intended mainly for portable use. If
you think portable CD players are too
bulky and CD recorders and blanks too
expensive, MD makes sense.

PC Or Not PC? CD-Ft/RW and MiniDisc
are still niche markets in traditional stereo
circles, but CD-R/RW is a mushrooming
phenomenon in computer circles. Perhaps
200 million blank computer CD -Rs were
sold worldwide last year, and because of
their low cost (a buck or so), the format is
sometimes called a digital Kleenex - a
disposable, temporary place to put a few
hundred megabytes.
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However, most of the 120,000 tera-
bytes (billions of bytes) of data written to
CD -R last year were nonaudio bytes.
While it is simple to drag and drop
nonaudio files to CD -R (and CD-RW), it
is somewhat more difficult to write audio
files to make a standard (Red Book) CD.
It is all too easy to wind up with a stack
of gold-plated discs that are useful only
as coasters, assuming that you think a
coaster with a hole in its center is useful.
On the other hand, PC -based CD record-
ers are cheap, and they are also fast -
four or six times the speed of most audio
CD recorders, the exception being the
Philips CDR 765, which has a double -

speed dubbing mode (see page 64). If you
and your computer are up to it, PC -based
CD -R and CD-RW recording is a power-
ful way to "bum" your own music.

Waiting for Recordable DVD Now that
the DVD-Video format is becoming es-
tablished, and DVD-Audio is just over the
horizon, some folks might argue that CD-
R/RW will soon be passé. After all, a sin-
gle -layer DVD holds as much data as sev-
en CDs. Maybe you should wait and buy
a DVD recorder instead? The answer is a
definitive "maybe."

In addition to playback -only DVD-Vid-
eo, DVD-ROM, and DVD-Audio, the
DVD standard calls for write -once DVD-
R (recordable) and rewritable DVD-RAM
(random-access memory) formats. Both
DVD-R and DVD-RAM are now avail-
able. Like the first CD-R/RW recorders,
the first DVD-R recorder is a professional
unit aimed at developers; it costs a cool

$17,000. Consumer versions should ap-
pear soon - perhaps next year - for
about $1,000. The first DVD-RAM drives
were priced at about $800.

A number of other recordable-DVD
formats are also under development.
Here's the catch: they're all intended as
computer peripherals. Moreover, because
DVD-Video (and DVD-Audio) discs are
encrypted, you cannot digitally copy their
contents to a DVD-RAM drive. Bottom
line: For the foreseeable future, DVD re-
corders will be computer peripherals, not
home -audio components. They are great
for mass data storage. However, that still
leaves open the important application of
time -shifting TV broadcasts. I suspect we
will see DVD recorders for that purpose
in a few years, possibly replacing VCRs.
Of course, by then, everyone will be
clamoring for high -definition -digital -TV
recorders, and even the capacity of DVD
is insufficient for that.

Investing in one of today's technolo-
gies, instead of waiting for future genera-
tions of digital recorders, makes sense
when you consider that CD and MD re-
corders are available now, and at afford-
able prices. You'll soon discover why
devotees of home recording find play-
back -only machines to be unfulfilling de-
vices. They argue that at least half the fun
of recorded music is making it yourself.
Yes, it takes time and energy to create
that ultimate compilation disc. But for
many music lovers, there is nothing
greater than the satisfaction of hearing
music their way. Besides, no one ever
said nonconformity was easy.

Cassette,
It's ironic. Audio manufacturers spend fortunes to develop new music
formats, only to see them fail. The analog cassette was never intended
to record music at all when Philips introduced it in the early 1960s, yet

it went on to become the dominant music format until it was finally sur-
passed by the CD in the early 1990s. Originally intended for office dicta-
tion, the lowly cassette underwent incredible improvements, yielding a
formidable recording format that is cheap, portable, and can provide
very good sound quality. After listening tests I conducted last year (see
"Format Fisticuffs," March 1997), I concluded that an analog cassette re-
cording made with Dolby S noise reduction sounded slightly better than
the same material recorded on MiniDisc.

Still, cassettes are a hassle. Tape is decidedly not random-access, it is
prone to breaking, and it wears out after repeated playings. Moreover,
today's world embraces everything digital, and the cassette is unfashion-
ably analog. CD -R, CD-RW and MiniDisc will slowly erode cassette
sales, but, try as they might, it will be many years before they finally suc-
ceed in killing off the cassette. - K.P.

MiniDisc
Recorders
Manufacturer Model

AIWA
800 Corporate Dr.
Mahwah, NJ 07430
800-289-2492
www.aiwa.com

DENON
222 New Rd.
Parsippany, NJ 07054
973-575-7810
www.del.denon.com

XR-MD90

XR-H66MD

XR-H33MD

CSD-MD5

DMD1000

JVC
41 Slater Dr.
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
800-252-5722
www.jvc.com

KENWOOD
P.O. Box 22745
Long Beach, CA 90801
800-536-9663
www.kenwoodusa.com

XU-301SK

1090MD

1050MD

DMC-J7R

PIONEER
2265 E. 220th St.
Long Beach, CA 90801
800-746-6337
www.pioneerelectronics.com

Elite MJ-170

MJ-707D

SHARP
Sharp Plaza
Mahwah. NJ 07430
800-237-4277
www.sharp-usa.com

SONY
One Sony Dr.
Park Ridge, NJ 07656
800-222-7669
www.sel.sony.cDm

MD -X8

MD -X7

MD -X5

MD -R3

MD-MS702

MD -R2

YAMAHA
Orangethorpe Ave.

Buena Park. CA 90620
800-492-6242
www.yamaha.com

MDS-JA3ES

DHC-MD515

DHC-MD500

MDS-JA2OES

ZS -M7

MDS-JB920

MI -R50

MDS-JE520

MDS-S39

MZ-R30

MDS-JE320

MDX-793
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Price'
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$525 0 0 -
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Special Features

AM/FM/CD minisystem. High-speed playback.

,/

,/ - 1 1

1 - ,/ 1

/ 1 ,/ 1

Minisystem with 3 -CD changer and 5 -MD carousel.

Minisystem with 3 -CD changer. High-speed playback.

Boombox.

- - 3 -disc CD changer. Text Compulink. CD pitcn control. CD line and mic mixing.
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Digital recording -level control Nith autc fader. 24 -bit ND and D/A.

Music scan. Instant track access.

Portable. Bass -boost. LCD watch -style remote control.

Copper chassis. Aluminum front panel.

Advanced parameter processing. Digital noise reduction for analog inputs.

Minisystem. 3 -CD changer. Internet recording option. External -keyboard input.

Minisystem. 3 -CD changer.

Minisystem. External keyboard input. Phono input.

100 -character title for track/disc namirg.

Portable. Sound and mic synchro recording.

Sound synchro recording. 100 -character title for track/disc naming.

1,700 -character text entry. CD-synchro recording. 5 -year warranty.

Minisystem with 3 -CD and 3 -MD changer.

Minisystem with 3 -CD changer.

CD-synchro recording. Pitch control. 5 -year warranty.

Minisystem. One -touch CD to MD digital synchro recording.

CD -Text transfer. Pitch control. Digital fade-n/out recording.

Portable. Digital bass boost.

Digital fade-in/out recording. 2 -line display.

Compact size to match minisystems.

Portable. Digital bass boost.

4-second-mamory recording butler.

' Manufacturers' quoted prices. 2 Remote control on headphone cord
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Philips CDR 7
CD Dubbing Recorder
I THOUGHT I'D NEVER LIVE TO SEE THE DAY. With the
Pi ilis CDR 76S we finally have the CD equivalent of the dual-

well cassette deck -a single audio component that, at the touch
of a couple of buttons, enables digital copying from a CD to a
write -once CD -R or an erasable CD-RW. This has been the
drean of those of us who've wanted to create our own favorite-

OPS
C _OS E

AUDIO
COMPACT DIS

REC

ONO

n the
track compilation CDs the way we have always

been able to do with cassettes.

With the CDR 765 you get, on one chassis, two

CD players mounted side by side, each capable of

playing finished CD -Rs and CD-RWs as well as

normal CDs, and each with its own set of play and

cue/scan controls and a track/time readout in the central display.

But the player on the left can also record from the neighboring

player or an external digital source (via its optical and coaxial
digital inputs), or from an external analog source (via its line -lev-

el input). The rear panel also contains, for both player and record-

er, coaxial digital outputs and analog line -level outputs.
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As the manual puts it, when used only as a player the CDR
765 is a "two -disc changer." Load two discs, and when one ends

the other will start after a short pause (less than 3 seconds). You

can also "split" the unit into two independently controllable CD

players with separate analog and digital outputs, in case you want

to listen to one CD as you dub a second one to tape or MiniDisc.

° Like most CD players, each side of the CDR 765 has a pro-
p
1 grammed-playback mode (for up to 30 tracks), repeat modes

(track, disc, program), and random playback. But all of these fea-

tures are of secondary interest compared with its primary record-.
o ing modes: dubbing from an analog or digital external source and

high- or normal -speed dubbing from the companion player.

BY DAVID RANADA

Dubbing External Sources
Recording from an external analog source (like a cassette deck) is

assisted by front -panel level meters and recording -level controls

that adjust the analog input gain in 3 -dB steps from -3 to dB.

Most analog sources should be able to drive the recorder to full

level with this range of gain, with the possible exception d some

battery -powered portable equipment.

When using the analog input, you have the choice of automatic

or manual track marking. With the former, the recorder will place

a track marker at the start of any loud passage that follows 3 sec-

onds or more of relative "silence." I found that the signal didn't

have to be all that quiet to trigger automatic track marking tbelow
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special test report
-37.5 dB was enough), which may intro-
duce unwanted tracks in recordings of
music with a wide dynamic range, partic-
ularly classical material. It did this several
times with the first movement of Beetho-
ven's Ninth Symphony. But you can al-
ways switch the recorder into manual
mode, which allows you to insert track
markers wherever you need them - Lud-
wig van B. would be pleased. Manual

January contained a sampling -rate con-
verter allowing it to copy signals at the
32- and 48 -kHz sampling rates typically
used by DAT decks, the CDR 765 is not
designed to operate at those two rates. I
was able to force it to record audio data
coming in at 32 and 48 kHz, but when I
played the recordings back, the pitch of
the music was transposed and either sped
up or slowed down by the exact ratios be -

or a programmed track sequence at twice
the normal playing speed. Load the
source and the blank discs, program a
track sequence (if desired), and hit two
buttons. What could be simpler?

It all sounds very appealing, and if you
just want a straight -through copy of a typ-
ical pop -music CD, it'll do just fine. But
since this mode copies on a track -by -
track basis, it inserts brief pauses between

THE PHILIPS CDR 765 CD RECORDER

CA\ VAKE 3IT-PERFECT COPIES CD "CLO\ES"

I\ ALL OF ITS DIGITAL DUBBING MODES.

mode requires paying close attention to
the music during recording, however, as
once you enter a track marker it cannot be
moved (though with a CD-RW you could
delete the entire track and try again).

When recording from an external digi-
tal source - like another CD player, an
MD player, or a DAT machine playing a
tape recorded at the CD -standard 44.1 -
kHz sampling rate - you can also choose
between automatic and manual track
marking, but in this case the automatic
mode simply duplicates the track incre-
ments in the source recording.

A sub -mode of digital recording that
Philips considers important enough to
merit a front -panel button is synchronized
recording from an external CD player,
otherwise known as CD -Sync. This is
supposed to simplify CD dubbing - re-
cording begins automatically when you
start the external player. But I found that
CD-Sync's peculiarities made it less ver-
satile and more prone to mishap than the
kind of "unsynchronized" external digital
recording described above. First, if you
deliberately start the source in the middle
of a track, CD -Sync won't start recording
until the next track comes along. Second,
and more important, CD -Sync won't start
until it recognizes a digital signal, which
can take as long as 200 milliseconds. As
the manual warns, "the very beginning of
the music may sometimes not be record-
ed." Ludwig van B. would not be happy.

With or without CD -Sync, the external
digital recording mode operated correctly
only with digital signals recorded at the
44.1 -kHz sampling rate. While the Philips
CDR 870 CD recorder we reviewed last

tween 44.1 kHz and the other two sam-
pling rates. In other words, Beethoven's
D minor - and everybody else's, too -
might come out as F -sharp minor.

Internal CD Dubbing
Now for the main event: copying CDs
from the CDR 765's built-in second CD
player. There are two modes for this.
High-speed dubbing copies an entire CD

Bit -perfect "clone" copies.
Mostly easy to use.

Excellent for making compilation discs.

LOW POINTS
Hard to copy entire discs.

Misbehavior with pre -emphasized CDs.
No samolino-rate conversion.

FAST FACTS
KEY FEATURES

 Copies CDs ontD CD -R or CD-R/W
discs

 Can dub CDs at twice playing speed
 Record and play sections can be

used separately or linked

DIMENSIONS 171k inches wide.
31/2 inches high. 12 inches deep

WEIGHT 8l4 pou ids
PRICE $650

MANUFACTURER Philips. Dept. SR,

64 Perimeter Cen:er E.. Atlanta. GA
30346; phone, 803-531-0039: Web.
www.philips.com

tracks. Of course, these half -second gaps
are enough to screw up continuous musi-
cal works like the Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band or Madonna's
Ray of Light, not to mention most Ro-
mantic and contemporary operas.

Furthermore, at least with our very
early sample, the high-speed recording
mode was a bit unpredictable, refusing to
operate with discs containing many short
tracks - including such test -disc war-
horses as Sony's classic Test CD 3
(YEDS 7) and Philips's own Audio Sig-
nals Disc I (SBC429), both of which
contain the CD -format maximum of 99
tracks, as well as our own in-house test
CD -R with its 73 computer -generated
tracks. And sometimes high-speed dub-
bing didn't work with normal music discs
having far fewer tracks. There seemed to
be no sure predictor for success other
than trying and, sometimes, trying again.
This is where having at least one erasable
CD-RW comes in handy, so that you can
make a test recording.

Philips has assured us that we encoun-
tered these problems because the internal
software of our pilot -production player
was only about 80 percent complete. I
guess that's the price we paid for being
first! Buyers should not experience such
problems with the final production ver-
sion of the recorder.

The CDR 765's normal -speed dubbing
mode, which operates in real time,
worked fine. No half -second gaps are in-
serted between tracks as long as the
tracks you are copying are consecutive.
But in normal -speed dubbing you can
copy only one track or programmed track
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sequence at a time. That's great for pro-
ducing custom compilations of single
tracks, not so great if you want to copy
more than one track from a disc, or an en-
tire disc, because to do so you have to
program a track sequence. While this
quirk is somewhat bothersome with a typ-
ical pop CD, it can be downright exasper-
ating with an operatic disc containing.
say, 30 tracks. (This is where the CDR
765's external digital recording mode re-
ally comes into its own - no added gaps.
no programming needed.)

Now, let's say you're making a digital
dub using the built-in player and the re-
corder encounters a track of copyrighted
audio data that was previously dubbed
(the notorious copy -of -a -copy situation
that gives nightmares to the record indus-
try). The Serial Copy Management Sys-
tem (SCMS) in the recorder will prevent
a digital dub from proceeding. But the
CDR 765 will continue recording. The
new dub will be made through the analog
domain using an internal link between the
player's digital -to -analog (D/A) convert-
ers and the recorder's analog -to -digital
A/D converters. This feature entails a
small, and in most cases inaudible, loss of
signal quality because of the D/A and
A/D conversions. The automatic switch to
the analog domain occurs in both normal -
and high-speed dubbing modes. In the lat-
ter the speed will drop to normal for the
duration of the copy -protected track.

A Perfect Game
The pro, ious Philips CD-RW recorder we
reviewed was unable to make a bit -perfect
copy even of a CD because its sampling -
rate converter operates even when it isn't
needed. The CDR 765, on the other hand,
has no sampling -rate converter and makes
bit -perfect copies in all of its digital dub-
bing modes (external, normal -speed inter-
nal, and high-speed internal). I was able
to verify this by copying tracks from
DTS- and HDCD-encoded discs. Any de-
viations from perfect "clone" copies will
disrupt the decoding of either system. es-
pecially with DTS. Copies of DTS and
HDCD discs I made with the CDR 765
all decoded successfully! The CDR 765's
analog -input performance wasn't perfect
(it couldn't be anyway), but it was still
very good, on par with a good DAT re-
corder. It far exceeded the performance
necessary for audibly perfect copies of
such analog sources as LPs, radio broad-
casts, and analog tapes.

The only bug - and it's more like a
gnat than a cockroach - is the CDR
765's handling of those rare CDs with

IN THE LAB
RECORD/PLAYBACK PERFORMANCE,
DIGITAL IMPUT/OUTPUT
Bit -perfect Digital copies made and
played back on the CDR 765 will have the
same measured characteristics as for CD -
playback performance.

RECORD/PLAYBACK PERFORMANCE,
ANALOG INPUT/DIGITAL OUTPUT
Measured from the recorder's digital
output. This represents the quality of
signal the recorder will lay down cn a disc
when reproduced by a "perfect" CD player.

Input -overload level (gain at 0).......2.43 V

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.01, -0.27 dB

Noise level
(A-wtd. re -20-dBFS' input) -71 dB

Distortion (THD+N. 1 kHz)
at 0 dBFS 0.038%
at -20 dBFS 0.048%

Linearity error (at 499 Hz)
at -90 dBFS -0.5 dB
at -100 dBFS -0.3 dB

Noise modulation 0.5 dB

RECORDER -SECTION PLAYBACK
PERFORMANCE
Measured at the analog outputs.

Maximum output level
(1 kHz, 0 dBFS) 1.91 V

Frequency response (20 Hz to 2C kHz)
normal +0.02, -0.43 dB
de -emphasis on +0.16, -0.74 dB

Noise level
(A-wtd, re -20-dBFS input) -75 dB

Excess noise (without/with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +0.55/+0.55 dB
quasi-20-brt (EN20) +12.5/+12.5 dB

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)
at 0 dBFS 0.0049%
at -20 dBFS 0.022%

Linearity error (at 499 Hz)
at -90 dBFS -0.15 dB
at -100 dBFS -0.2 dB

Noise modulation 0.5 dB

Defect tracking
(Pierre Verany test disc) 2.000 pm

PLAYER -SECTION PERFORMANCE
Measured at the analog outputs.

Maximum output level
(1 kHz, 0 dBFS) 1.88 V

Frequency response (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
normal +0.02, -0.19 dB
de -emphasis on +0.15, -0.75 dB

Noise level
(A-wtd, re -20-dBFS input) -73.5 dB

Excess noise (without/with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +1.9/+1.8 dB
quasi -20 -bit (EN20) +16.6/+16.2 dB

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)
at 0 dBFS 0.0063%
at -20 dBFS 0.037%

Linearity error (at 499 Hz)
at -90 dBFS -0.35 dB
at -100 dBFS -0.35 dB

Noise modulation 0.9 dB

Defect tracking
(Pierre Verany test disc) 500 pm

' decibe s referred to digital full-scale

TECH NOTES
As a plan CD player, the CDR 765 was
sery good, but not as outstanding in the
noise and excess -noise tests as some
recent DVD players (which, of course. also
play CDs). As an analog -input recorder, it
was similarly good, though it had a slightly
higher noise level than we've seen from
DAT ano MiniDisc machines. As a digital
dubbing machine, performance is perfect
by definition since the copies are bit -accu-
rate duplicates of the original data. There
were, however, a few problems handling
discs containing pre -emphasized signals
(see text). All of our digital test signals
were ditnered, which sets limits on
measured noise and distortion. - D.R.

pre -emphasis. These sometimes produced
unexpected results when dubbed from the
player side to the recorder side, and the
recordings had greatly boosted highs in
playback on the CDR 765 and other ma-
chines. Fortunately, discs incorporating
pre -emphasis are becoming even more
rare than they were to begin with, and
they have always been less common
among pop music CDs than among clas-
sical releases. If you're compiling a disc
of recent pop tracks it's unlikely that
you'll have any problems. When I used
the external digital input for discs with
pre -emphasis, the recorder handled them
correctly. Philips has assured us that this

glitch, too, was software -related and has
been corrected in final production units.

Despite a few minor faults - the lack
of controls to easily return to the begin-
ning of the current track and the inability
to record CD index points - I really
liked the CDR 765. It was faster and far
easier to use than the computer CD -dub-
bing programs I've tried, and it's just
about perfect for its primary purpose -
creating compilation discs. I've already
used it to make two discs of favorite test
tones (Beethoven is next). The digital
copies, being perfect digital clones of the
originals, will sound precisely as good.
Philips has a winner on its hands.
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ONIPARISION TES 1 BY DAVID RANADAay
Three DVD players

step up to the plate
For a beginner, trying to pick a Most Valuable DVD Player might seem a daunting

task. But it's actually rather easy - and fun! - especially if you watch someone
go through the process first. This article looks like a triple test report, lab tests and

all, but it is also intended to show you the logical sequence I used in evaluating

g three moderate -price DVD players. Except for the lab tests, almost everything I

did to reach my conclusions can be done by a typical Stereo Review reader.

w

The Starting Lineup
We've chosen three players. two of them near
twins of each other and the third the twin of a
player we've already tested. Such "common
sourcing" is frequent with video components as
companies decide to sell equipment made by
others while they establish their own in-house
design teams for a new technology. It's nothing
to be afraid of or to worry about. In fact, it
makes life easier by reducing the number of
comparisons you have to make.

The near twins in the trio are the Mitsubishi
DD -2000 and the Philips Magnavox DVD
815AT. Pop open the covers, and you'll find
nearly identical circuit layouts. Another dead
giveaway (if one were needed) is the nearly
identical appearance and operation of the play-
ers' on -screen menus. It's more difficult to re-
design an on -screen menu system (or a front
panel display) than to change a player's overall

appearance. And the Philips Magnavox DVD
8I5AT also suspiciously resembles in features,
operation, and performance the Toshiba SD -
3107 we tested last January (as far as I can tell
without having that unit for comparison). In
any case, our early sample of the Philips Mag-
navox came in a Philips box with a Toshiba
sticker on it.

We did still have the Panasonic DVD-A310
to which I gave an excellent review in June. and
it turns out that our third player. RCA's
RC5510P, is its near twin. The RCA's remote
control is different from the Panasonic's, and it
leaves out a couple of the Panasonic's minor
features, like a separate A -B repeat button. Oth-
erwise the players are practically identical
down to the rear -panel facilities and layout as
well as the appearance and operation of the
menu systems.

All this simplifies comparisons of the play -
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PHILIPS MAGNAVOX DVD815AT

DIMENSIONS 17 inches wide, 31/8 inches high, 121/8 inches deep WEIGHT 71/2 pounds

PRICE $450 MANUFACTURER Philips Magnavox, Dept. SR, 64 Perimeter Center E., Atlanta,
GA 30346: phone. 800-531-0039; Web, www.philips.com

ers' video performance. Performing such
comparisons fairly requires some care, as
outlined in my "Home Theater" column
(page 28). There you'll also learn why I
found the video performance of these
three players to be essentially identical in
normal playback. But there were some
slight differences.

Twins at Bat
During ultra -sensitive split-screen com-
parisons the Philips Magnavox and Mit-
subishi did produce identical images (it
was difficult to tell where the output of
one player left off and the other started),
but the greater rolloff of the RCA's lumi-
nance frequency response resulted in
slightly (repeat, slightly) less sharp reso-
lution test patterns. This effect was not
visible even in direct comparisons with
all the normal movie DVDs I tried, except
for a very brief segment during the Mi-
chael Jordan -plays -baseball segment of
Space Jam (Warner). The corrugated up-
per deck of the stadium as well as the in-
field fencing appeared to be
slightly less defined in the
picture from the RCA play-
er, but these scenes lasted
only a few seconds. It's not
reasonable to base a pur-
chase decision on such a
brief passage of a movie you
may not even watch.

It may be more logical,
however, to compare two
players' video performance
in special -effects playback,
where there were definite
and possibly telling differ-
ences. In still -frame and slow-motion op-
eration, the Philips Magnavox and Mitsu-
bishi again looked the same - and differ-
ent from the RCA. This time, however,
the RCA looked better. It seems to per-
form video filtering in the vertical direc-
tion in these modes, and as a result its im-

ages were smoother and had fewer visible
pixels than those of the other two players.
If you use still -frame and slow motion a
great deal, then you may prefer the RCA's
smoother picture.

In terms of audio performance as CD
players, or as two -channel sources for
Dolby Pro Logic playback of Dolby Digi-
tal soundtracks, all three players sounded
the same once their output levels were
matched. This should be no surprise given
the generally high quality of digital audio
playback nowadays, or the very good to
excellent audio bench -test results from all
three players (see page 73). So in audio
and video performance I'd call this game
a three-way tie.

Safe at Home
When it comes to operating features, the
three players are not quite so similar (see
"Features Checklist," facing page). The
small differences in their feature comple-
ments or ease of operation just might tip
the score for you. For example, all have

player also allows tempo-
rary unlocking of the rating
limit. And for completely
kid -safe home viewing, it
has a Pro-tect Plus feature
that locks the disc tray shut
(with or without a disc load-
ed). Don't tell your kids
how it works, or you might
get interminable replays of
Free Willy or, worse, Bar-
ney's Great Adventure.

Fortunately, there are al-
so other, more significant
features found on only one
or two of these players.

Both the Philips Magnavox and RCA
have a virtual -surround mode that en-
hances two -speaker playback of sur-
round -encoded material. Both systems
operate best when the listener is equidis-
tant from each speaker and the speakers
themselves are placed fairly symmetrical-
ly within the room (equal height above
the floor is important). The Philips Mag-
navox effect was more vivid in my tests,
though neither could match a full home -
theater system with center and surround
speakers in producing true theater -like
sound.

Only the RCA RC5510P player has
full Dolby Digital (DD) decoding with
multiple analog outputs suitable for feed-
ing the multichannel inputs of an AN
amplifier or receiver. But, like its near
twin, the Panasonic DVD-A310, it is
flawed in that if you set up the DD de-
coder for operation with "small" speak-
ers, the high-pass filters inserted into the
front left/right outputs are removed when
you play a CD. This will cause a distinct-
ly audible change in bass balance as you

MITSUBISHI DD -2000

DIMENSIONS 17 nches wide, 31/8 inches high, 121/8 inches deep WEIGHT 71/2 pounds

PRICE $799 MANUFACTURER Mitsubishi Consumer Electronics America. Dept. SR, 9351
Jeronimo Ave., Irvine, CA 92618; phone. 800-332-2119; Web, www.mitsubishi-tv.com

what we call Parental Program Lockout,
which lets parents prevent their kids from
playing inappropriate material. The fea-
ture operates identically on the Mitsubishi
and Philips Magnavox players. There's a
four -digit security code controlling the
selection of eight levels of lockout. RCA's

switch between DVD and CD playback
from the RCA player. Such behavior only
reinforces my long -held belief that it's
best to ignore any DVD player's built-in
Dolby Digital decoding and to use its dig-
ital output to feed a DD -capable amplifier
or receiver.
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Try as I might. I was not able to get the
only DTS decoder I had around, the Tech-
nics SH-AC500 (see test report on page
50) to turn on DTS decoding when fed
the signal from DTS's own Demonstra-
tion DVD #2 via any of the players' digi-
tal outputs. It did turn on successfully,
however, with signals from DTS-encoded
CDs through the players' digital outputs,
hence the "CD -only" designation on our
features checklist. This behavior is puz-
zling (I have been able to get the same
DVD to decode successfully with other
players hooked to other DTS decoders).
but given the absence of DTS-encoded
DVDs, it's not too much of a problem re-
gardless of where it originates.

Both the Mitsubishi and RCA players
have component -video outputs. which en-
able the purest transfer of video signals to
a monitor equipped with suitable inputs.
But only the RCA player has an optical
digital output. This may become signifi-
cant in the future when there are many
more digital sources to plug in and your
system amplifier/receiver starts running
out of coaxial digital inputs. Only the
Philips Magnavox player has a zoom
mode, which enlarges a small, selectable
area of the image. The player's manual
gives no suggestions as to how this would
be useful, but I used it to look for video -
encoding artifacts, which are enlarged
along with the selected image area.

If you want to closely examine the
composition and progression of movie
scenes, the versatility of the RCA player's
disc -drive controls may prove important.
It has a wider selection of fast -scan and
slow-motion speeds, and it actually does
slow motion in reverse, a rather difficult
feat to pull off in a DVD player. None of
these players has the extremely rare fea-
ture of reverse frame -stepping. which is
even more difficult because of the way
the video is encoded.

All of the players' on -screen menu and
setup systems operated correctly and easi-
ly (this wasn't always the case with early
DVD players). But the RCA's switchable
on -screen status readout is quite handy
once you figure out what all the symbols
mean. So if I were to base a buying deci-
sion on smooth operation and conve-
nience features alone, the RCA would top
the list, with the Philips Magnavox corn-
ing in a close second and the easily oper-
ated but comparatively scant -featured
Mitsubishi coming in last. But we're not
quite finished yet.

Button Hits and Errors
I've saved what turned out to be. for me,
the deciding factor among these three

MITSUBSHI
DD -2000

PHILIPS
MAGNAVOX
DVD815AT

RCA
RC5510P

PLAYBACK CAPABILITIES

DVDs

CDs (audio only)

CD -single 8 -cm discs (rare)

Video CD 12- or 8 -cm discs (rare)

V

se

se se

VIDEO OUTPUTS

Composite -video

S -video

Component -v deo

2

AUDIO OUTPUTS/FEATURES

Stereo (two -channel)

Multichannel analog

Coaxial digital (PCWAC-3)

Optical digital (PCM/AC-3)

Virtual surround sound

DTS compatibility

CONTROL FEATURES

Picture -parameter adjustment

On -screen setup menu

Menu -language selection

2

CD only

DVD-SPECIFIC FEATURES

Fast -scan forward speeds

Fast -scan backward speeds

Slow-motion forward speeds

Slow-motion backward

3

3

3

Frame -step forward

Frame -step backward

Resume playback from stop point

V

CD only

V

3

3

se

CD only

sharpness

5

5

3

V

Playback from memorized point

Cueing by title

Cueing by chapter

Cueing by time

Title repeat

Chapter repeat

A -B repeat

Random playback

Programmed playback

Parental program lockout

Picture zoom

Selectable black level

Dynamic -range control

se

5

5

se

se

se se

se

se .

se

se se

se

se

se

se

CD only

CD only
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players for last, their remote controls. The
design of a remote control is an area of
nearly complete engineering freedom -
there are no audio or video signal -decod-
ing standards to worry about - and has
tremendous user consequences. And since
the audio and video performance of these
three machines in normal playback can be
considered a draw, and the convenience
features are essentially self -recommend-
ing (if you really need a specific feature
you have to choose the player offering it),
the lowly remote controls assume great
importance. No sense buying a DVD
player if you can't easily make it work.

All of the buttons in the Mitsubishi's
remote have the same shape, size, feel,
and color, and they are located in a regu-
larly spaced array. In industrial -design
circles, these characteristics would be
considered primitive and non -user-friend-
ly. Yet I found the Mitsubishi handset to

The Philips Magnavox handset was
even easier to get around. At a maximum
of 21/2 inches wide, it fit better in my
smallish hand than Mitsubishi's 23/8 -inch -
wide handset. Otherwise the Philips Mag-
navox remote largely resembles the Mit-
subishi's, with a couple of crucial differ-
ences. The Philips Magnavox's cursor
controls are shaped differently from the
rest of the buttons, emblazoned with
easy -to -see yellow arrows, and located
close to the Title and Menu buttons. Add
to this the Philips Magnavox player's
ability to emit a short confirming beep
when it receives a remote command, and
the remote becomes more enjoyable to
use (the beeps can be turned off if you
prefer). It was the one I was least likely to
make errors with. People with wider fin-
gers, however, may find it difficult to get
around this remote reliably because the
buttons are closely spaced.

RCA RC5510P

DIMENSIONS 151/2 inches wide, 23/4 inches high, 111/2 inches deep WEIGHT 7 pounds

PRICE $599 MANUFACTURER Thomson Consumer Electronics, Dent. SR, 10330 N.
Meridian St., Indianapolis, IN 46290; phone, 800-336-1900: Web, www.rca-electronics.com

be simple for my fingers (actually, just
my thumbs) to navigate. Without having
to shift the remote in my hand, I was able
to hit nearly every control, with little
chance of hitting the wrong key. Only
when I used it in an absolutely dark
home -theater setting did the remote's lack
of button differentiation mislead me, as it
is more difficult to use by feel alone.

My principal reservation about the Mit-
subishi's remote instead concerns the
placement of specific controls. If you do
anything with a DVD other than watching
straight through from beginning to end,
you're going to have to push the Title and
Menu buttons. These are essential when
getting to the special features of movie
DVDs, such as outtakes, artist biogra-
phies, trailers, and production notes. In
Mitsubishi's remote, Title and Chapter
are located just far enough from the main
cursor buttons to require some vision -as-
sisted stretching, especially for the left
hand. In contrast, the less often used Last
Play, Return, and Clear buttons are right
next to the cursor buttons, where Title and
Chapter could have been.

Crowded buttons are definitely not a
problem with RCA's high-tech remote,
which could easily win an award as the
most heavily engineered of the three. In
contrast to the RCA's front panel, whose
same -size disc -drive buttons are easy to
mix up, on the remote handset the buttons
are large, widely spaced, and differentiat-
ed in size, shape, feel, and color. It's all
rather spectacular to see, or to feel in a
dark room (no jokes, please). Unfortunate-
ly, once you start using it, you'll probably
feel that the RCA remote is better de-
scribed as a case of industrial overdesign.

In short, RCA's handset was difficult
and confusing to use. Probably because
the designers had to fit on all the buttons
at spacings suitable for typical American
fingers, the remote ends up being incon-
venient for single-handed operation. It's
on the wide side to begin with, and if you
try to use it with one hand you'll have to
keep sliding your hand up and down
along its length to reach different con-
trols, much like guitarists and violinists
slide their hands along the necks of their
instruments.

MEM

All that button differentiation simply
emphasizes one of the most conspicuous
faults of this handset, its seeming inclu-
sion of two sets of cursor controls. Actu-
ally, the cursor buttons are near the bot-
tom of the handset and collectively la-
beled Move. What looks like another set
of cursor buttons, but isn't, are controls
for the volume of a TV monitor and the
player's chapter/track skip buttons. But
even these are rotated 90 degrees from the
expected orientation, with the skip but-
tons pointing up and down and the vol-
ume controls left and right!

If that weren't confusing enough, RCA
has seen fit to rename several buttons,
abandoning what I thought was almost
standard DVD terminology. What on ev-
ery other DVD player I've used is called
the Title button is here called Guide (ini-
tially I thought this might call up an on-

screen TV -channel program-
ming -selection guide), and
the cursor button universally
called Enter is here called
OK - and it's located away
from the cursor controls, not
centered among them as
usual. Return is called Go
Back. And the Setup button,
which you only need for in-
stallation, is located right
next to the often -used Guide
button and is too easy to hit
accidentally.

Now, new button names
are only a hindrance if, like

me, you have come to expect quasi -stan-
dard terminology, or if you expect to use
other DVD players, which might occasion
a period of "terminological realignment."
But I never got over the control layout. In
its favor, and reducing the burden of two-
handed operation, the RCA handset is a
"universal" model with built-in coding to
operate the basic controls of VCRs, TVs,
DSS receivers, and even laserdisc players
of different brands. But such operation
might only add to the confusion, as some
buttons change function when you change
the component they control. In all, the
one -hand -friendly, nonuniversal remote
supplied with the RCA's near twin, the
Panasonic DVD-A310, was considerably
easier to use.

The Umpire's Call
By now the waters should be a bit clearer.
The Mitsubishi DD -2000, though a fine
performer, has to take second place in
feature complement to the RCA RC
5510P and the Philips Magnavox DVD
815AT. And why it costs more than the
Philips Magnavox, its slightly better -
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MITSUBSHI
DO -2000

PHILIPS
MAGNAVOX
DVD815AT

RCA
RC5510P

DVD VIDEO PERFORMANCE (Test patterns from Sony and Dolby test DVDs using composite -video output)

SETUP LEVEL

100% -WHITE -LEVEL ERROR

DIFFERENTIAL PHASE

DIFFERENTIAL GAIN

HORIZONTAL LUMINANCE FREQUENCY RESPONSE

at 4 MHz

at 5 MHz

at 6 MHz

EQUIVALENT ON -SCREEN RESOLUTION

* a standardized unit of contrast

0/+7.5 IRE*

-1 IRE

6%

+0.1 dB

-0.54 dB

-2.66 dB

480 lines

0/+T.5 IRE*

+3 IRE

<1°

2%

-0.1 dB

-0.1 dB
-1.4 dB

7.5 IRE*

+5 IRE

<1.5°

0%

-1.5 dB

-2.3 dB
-4.4 dB

480 lines 480 lines

CD AUDIO PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM OUTPUT

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)

1.93 volts

+0.5, -0.6 dB

2 volts 2.1 volts

+0.05, -0.3 dB +0, -0.2 dB

NOISE LEVEL (A-wtd, dithered test signal re -20 dBFS**)

normal (de -emphasis oft)

EXCESS NOISE (without signal)

16 -bit (EN16)

DISTORTION (TFID«N, 1 kHz)

at 0 dBFS

at -20 dBFS

LINEARITY ERROR at -90 dBFS

NOISE MODULATION

DEFECT TRACKING (Pierre Verany test disc)

** decibels referred to digital full scale

-73.1 dB

+2.65 dB

-75.8 dB -75.3 dB

+0.25 dB +0.25 dB

0.0046% 0.010% 0.0033%

0.028% 0.020% 0.022%

+0.2 dB

0.56 dB

1,000 urn

-0.5 dB Ode

0.4 dB <0.4 dB

1,000 pm 1,000 pm

11i

The only comparatively significant video measurements (made
from the players' composite -video outputs) were of luminance
frequency response. The more rolled -off response of the RCA
player produced softer on -screen fine detail with test patterns,
but it was very difficult to see this effect with movies.

The CD audio performance ranged from very good (Philips
Magnavox and Mitsubishi) to excellent (RCA). The differences,

equipped near twin, remains baffling.
However, if you can find the Mitsubishi at
a substantial discount and aren't interest-
ed in the additional features of the Philips
Magnavox or RCA, it will not disappoint
you in either audio/video performance or
basic usability.

If the RCA RC5510P had been sup-
plied with a more user-friendly remote, it
would probably have won this particular
match -up. Its wide-ranging disc -drive
controls, the greater smoothness of its im-
age in special playback modes, and its
very complete set of digital and video

however, were all inaudible even with test tones, let alone actual
music, played at reasonable (not louder than life) levels.

Even though I don't recommend using any DVD player's fully
decoded Dolby Digital outputs, the RCA's built-in decoder

produced such nice lab results as -75.2-dB A -weighted noise
level and only 1.36 dB excess roise, both figures being worst -
case and very good. - D.P.

outputs all score over its two opponents.
That leaves the Philips Magnavox

DVD8I5AT. While not very different
from the Mitsubishi either in performance
or in features, it costs less and had the
easiest -to -use remote of them all. Its au-
dio and video performance in normal
playback were fine. It would be an excel-
lent choice as a first DVD player.

I hope you've been able to follow the
reasoning that drove me to this happy
conclusion. More important, I hope you
can use some of the principles developed
during this article for your own compar-

isons of other DVD players we haven't
tested. Those principles include matched
video comparisons, paying attention to
the differences in normal playback (usu-
ally minimal) and special -effects play-
back soften quite noticeable), a close
comparative rundown of the features on
each player (make a checklist like ours),
and extensive hands-on comparisons of
the remote controls. If you do all that,
you can expect some of the players you're
considering to strike out. However, at
least one will score big in your home -the-
ater system.
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"Do you really need
new speakers?"

Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist

aybe you don't need new speakers. Maybe you do. Here

are some tips on how to know whether or not it's time for

a change.

Do they work right?
The first thing to check is the woofer surround - the rolled edge of

the driver. If it's made of compressed foam and more than 5 years

old, it may be shot. Are there any holes or tears? Gently touch the

surround, if it feels brittle, stiff and ready to crumble, you need new

woofers. If the surrounds are rubber they're probably perfect.

The next thing to check is whether all the drivers are making

sound. Play the speakers with the grilles off. Lightly touch all the

drivers to feel if they're moving. Cup your hand over the tweeter,

remove it. Does the sound change? If not, the tweeter is dead. Play

a solo piano recording at a moderate loud level. If you hear scratchy

sound or a buzz, the midrange or tweeter may be damaged.

If you have any doubts, bring the speakers in to a local

audio store and ask them to check them out. Most

dealers will be happy to help.

Are you happy with the sound?
Do they sound great with all the kinds of music you're

listening to today? Some speaker companies voice their

speakers to sound good with certain types of music

(a bad policy in our opinion). If your musical tastes have

changed since you bought your current speakers, it

might be time for something better. But if

you're really happy with the sound -

stick with what you've got.

www.polkaudio.com
5601 Metro Dr.
Baltimore, MD 21215
Customer Service (800) 377-7655
Monday Friday 910arn to 6:00pm E.5 T
'PTA bubo' and -the St XJi Spenalnl,
ere IfacleffnIf. of Ilfnenno Invefffnenf
Corporabon used under kerne by
Polk Autloolnforporated

Dealer Locator Number

r 1-800-992-2520
Ad code: 10015

Do they look good? Do you care?
Do your current speakers look appropriate and fit comfortably in

your room? Has your significant other banished them to behind the

couch? Don't laugh, I know a household where that happened.

Today's speakers are generally smaller and better looking, with

better performance than speakers of ten years ago.

What will you do with the
money you save?
If kx)ks and size are not an issue, if every-

thing's working OK and you like the
sound, save your dough. Buy some new

CDs or a DVD player or some flowers for

your partner. NEW! Polk bookshelf
speaker models are now
at Polk Audio retailers

Free stuff!
If you're shopping for a home theater system, you're going to

find that it's a lot more complicated than buying a pair

o' speakers. But the rewards are greater, too.

Call (800) 627-7655 art /01 for your free copy

of the Home 7healer Handbook. It's full of
practical, unbiased advice on how to select

and get the greatest performance from a home

theater system.

Listen for yourself.
I've been designing award -winning speakers for

over 25 years and naturally I think my speakers

are terrific. Don't take my word for it. Go

to a store and listen to Polk Audio

speakers and decide for yourself.

Ine SpeaKer Specialistst9
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Is America Ready for
Pay -per -View Videodiscs?

W you haven't vet heard about Digital
Video Express - better known as Divx
- you soon will. Circuit City launched
its controversia pay-oe--view DVD sys-
tem in San Francisco and Richmond,
Virginia, in June and plans to make it
available nationally this fall.

To use Divx, you need to purchase a
Divx-equipped DVD player, took it up
to a phone line, and then register your
account using a crecit card. You can
then buy a Divx movie disc for S4.49,
which entitles you to a 48 -hour
viewing period, starting when you
first load the disc into your Oyer.
Divx titles will initially be available
only at Circuit City and The Good
Guys but it is expected that oth-
er stores will carry them soon
after the national introduction.

After your initial 48 hours are
up, You can either extend tie
viewing period at 48 -hour 1 -

Servals, for 53.25 per period, or
buy tie disc outright, typically
for aoout S15 to S20 more. If
you decide you don't want to
keep the Divx disc, you cai throw it
away. There are no "late fees" because
you con't have to return the disc to the
store

It all sounds innocent enough, but
Divx has been under a continual bar-
rage of criticism from videophiles, vid-
eo -rental retailers, and DVD manufac-

turers since Circuit City first announced
the plan late last yea'. Critics contend
that Divx will hurt the fledgling DVD by
confusing consumers with yet another
new technology before the previous
one has really caught on. They also feel
that the stripped -down, bare -bones
Divx versions of modes could dilute
the standards of the videophile -
friendly DVD format.

These critics
might be missing the point.

Divx isn't meant for videophiles but is
ained squarely at the Blockbuster
crowd - people who rent two or three
movies for the weekeid and don't care
about a director's commentary, out-
tal-es, an interview with the key grip's
kic brother, and other supplements. All
these people want is to put a disc in,
hit play, and watch the movie.

Video -rental retailers might have a
more legitimate beef. Divx coulc take
business from their stores and b-ing it
to Circuit City instead. Also, people re-
turning rentals often browse for anoth-
er title. With Divx, this incentive to re-
turn to the store is gone.

Special -interest criticisms aside, :he
format does have some obvious disad-
vantages. You can't play a Divx d sc on
a standard DVD player, and unless you
pay extra to upgrade your disc, you
can't play it on someone else's Divx
player without the other person being
charged. If you don't have a phone jack
near your player, you either have to in-
stall one or run a wire to the nearest
jack. And, while the full purchase price
of a Divx disc is about the same as for
a regular DVD of the same title, :he
Divx disc contains only the par -and -
scan version of the film (formatted to fit
the entire screen of a standard TV)
without a widescreen letterbox option
(where the top and bottom cf :he
screen are blacked out so that We tam
looks like it does in the theater). t also
lacks the DVD version's menus and va-
riety of supplements.

Overall, Divx isn't as intuitive to use
as VHS or DVD. The registratioi and
payment procedure will be new tc most
consumers. And many people are ;till
unaware of DVD, let alone the mjre
elaborate Divx system. Divx, therefore,
is more dependent than most products
on how it is presented in the store.
Buyers will need to have the hardware,
software, registration process, view-

ing process, and rental and pur-
chase options explained tc ti -em

before they can make an in-
formed decision. And it also

has to be explained why
they should spend their

S500 on a Div:: CVO
player rathe- than
on a standard C VD
machine.

In an effort to put
Divx in perspective, we

asked newspaper reporters in Rich-
mond and San Francisco to give us
firsthand accounts of how the "rollc ut"
was going. Their reports might not be
completely representative of how Divx
will perform nationally - only 50 or so
movie titles and one brand of olayer
were available in the two test marlets
- but tiey should give you a good idea
of what to expect if you should venture
into your local Circuit City or The Good
Guys store later this year.

- Michael Gaughn
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Divx's Big Splash in the Bay
by Laura Evenson

It sounded like the answer to a video addict's prayers.
"Divx gives you a simpler way of renting videos," said the

salesman at a Circuit City store in downtown San Francisco.
"You never have to return the movie disc, and there are no
late fees." Mentally. I began to tally all the money I'd wasted
on rented film classics I'd meant to watch but never got
around to. Not to mention the hassle of returning them.

Convenience is a big part of the Divx sales pitch. That
point has been hammered home during the past few months
through commercials on local TV channels. The upbeat ads
show a family getting drenched by the televised image of an
ocean wave -a gimmick intended to drive home the realism
of Divx video.

But during my visit to the San Francisco store, Divx failed
to wow me with any pictures. "It doesn't seem to be working
right now," the salesman explained as he valiantly jabbed at
various controller buttons.

No matter. The salesman smiled and ticked off other atten-
tion -getting features: There were 400 movies out on Divx. It
cost only $4.50 to purchase a disc versus
$15 to $20 for a DVD. Sure, you could only
watch it during a 48 -hour viewing period the
first time, but you could start that viewing pe-
riod anytime you wanted. Divx does all the
work, the salesman explained. The player
tracks what I watch and when I watch it, then
sends the information to Divx customer ser-
vice, via the built-in modem, once a week. All I

need do is provide a credit-card number.
That's where the mellifluous patter began to

sound tinny. Who would keep this credit-card
number? "The Divx people," he said, "on com-
puters in Virginia." And where would I find the
Divx discs? "We have them, and I'm sure other
places will have them soon," he said.

I ambled over to a Divx disc display, where I saw only a few
dozen titles. "How many Divx movies did you say are avail-
able?" I asked the salesman. He smiled and said, "Well, there
are only 40 Divx titles out now, but there will be 400 by the
end of the year." He added that there were a lot more DVD ti-
tles - about a thousand - and that those discs play on a
Divx machine even though Divx discs don't play on DVD ma-
chines. So why should I pay more for a Divx player when
most of the discs I'd be buying or renting could be viewed on
a DVD player? "Because the Divx discs are more convenient,"
he said. Exhausted by such circular logic, I headed to the
competition.

The Divx players were right inside the Good Guys store,
just opposite the cellular phones. Since the phones were a
stronger draw with the shoppers, I had a salesman in the Divx
area to myself. Like his Circuit City counterpart, he chatted
about the convenience of Divx and the absence of late fees.
He also pointed out that I would need an AN receiver with
Dolby Digital surround procesing to get the best possible
sound, since the Zenith model I was looking at didn't have a
built-in surround decoder. But the respect I'd gained for him

R IC H MON

The Hometown Advantage
by Gregory J. Gilligar

Circuit City is based in Richmond, so it's not too surprising
that the company chose its hometown as the East Coast test
market for its new Divx concept. The nationwide consumer -
electronics retailer is well established here as the city's sec-
ond-largest private employer. Considering all of the criticism
and media scrutiny Divx has received, Circuit City apparently
wanted to use a market where it could keep a close eye on
the introduction.

On a midsummer weekend, the foot traffic at the Divx dis-
plays at two Circuit City stores was heavy. In one store, the
Divx demonstrations were held in the home -theater display
area; in another, the players were positioned next to the
VCRs. A small selection of Divx discs was displayed next to
the players: there was a larger display in the music depart-
ment. The salespeople in both stores had a good grasp o' the
hardware and software and were able to answer almost all of
the customers' questions. This was likely a result of both ef-
fective training by Circuit City and the extensive local media
coverage that preceded the launch.

One customer, Malcolm Nunn, who had
heard about Divx, headed straight for the
display to find out more. He came away im-
pressed. Nunn didn't buy a player, though,
saying he would wait for the ProScan model
due in the fall. "It's a good idea," he said af-
ter watching the demo with his wife and two
small children. "The price and the flexibility
are the real selling points. I don't want to buy
a disc for $25 and only watch it once."

Steve Thompson was one of the first peo-
ple to buy a Divx player. A computer program-

mer, Thompson is also an avid movie buff ivho
has amassed a large collection of videotapes but has al-

ways been disappointed with the sound and picture quality of
VHS. He also owns a laserdisc player but has been frustrated
by that format's limited acceptance and by the higi price of
the 12 -inch discs. Divx seemed like a good opportunity for
Thompson to get cinema -quality picture and sounc in ar in-
expensive, user-friendly format. "I have been champing at the
bit to get one," he said shortly after buying his player.

Thompson felt it was too early to say whether Divx lives up
to its billing, but he believes the system will save him time
and money. He also likes it that the player is compatible with
regular DVDs. After his experiences with laserdisc, he didn't
want to be stuck with another obsolete machine.

"I was holding off on buying a DVD player for a long time
after I heard about Divx," he said. "I wanted to make sure
whatever I bought was going to be compatible w th every-
thing, and I think Divx is. With the Divx player I get the best of
both worlds. I can get the Divx disc for those movies I'll watch
probably once or twice and save some money over purchas-
ing it. If I really like it, I can go buy it on DVD."

Another of the first customers. Donald DeBord. bought a
Divx player to save money. "The bad thing about renting a
video is you've got to remember to return it," he said. "Most
of the time I remember, but there are times I don't. and I get
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evaporated when he claimed that "hundreds" of Divx titles
were available.

Consumers who had heard about and seen Divx at San
Francisco -area outlets of both Circuit City and The Good
Guys voiced reactions as varied as their occupations. These
were no technology -crazed early adopters. They included
teachers, construction workers, and investment bankers. Like
Donald Huls. a high-school student in San
Mateo, most shoppers said they liked Divx's
key selling point - convenience. "I like the
fact that once you have the disc, you don't
have to go back to the store." Huls said.

Divx's sharp picture and clear audio ap-
pealed to Marilyn Centoni, a Redwood City
retiree. But having to hook up a phone line
would be anything but convenient. "We don't
have a phone line in the same room as the
television set," she said. "And our cupboard
is just big enough to hold a VCR, no more."
Debbie Dagby, a homemaker from Foster
City, said she also liked the sharp picture, but added,
"We tape more TV shows than we rent movies, and this Divx
doesn't record anything."

While not having to return a disc or pay a late fee "doesn't
sound entirely crazy," said Dan Carroll, an investment banker
who heard the pitch at The Good Guys in San Francisco, he
doesn't think Divx will fly. "I think DVD will become so inex-
pensive that you'd just buy them instead," he said. "And
some of the players cost less." The 48 -hour time limit on the
first viewing period dissuaded Christian Svensson, a video -
games journalist who also heard about Divx at The Good
Guys. "It's sort of like being on the clock," he said.

Consumers who had actually purchased a Divx player were
more positive about the system. Arlene Baisa, an executive
administrative assistant who bought her player at a San Ma-
teo Circuit City store, said she and her husband like the idea.
"because we like to own movies instead of renting." Divx's
picture quality "is very sharp and the color is much more vivid
than anything I'd seen on TV," she added. But she's disap-
pointed by the small selection of movies.

The crystal-clear quality of the audio sold Jeff Crothers, a
plasterer from Belmont, on the Divx system. "The crispness of
the picture also is pretty tough to beat," he said after buying
his player at the San Mateo store. But it took two hours to
hook up because he had to integrate it into an existing home -
theater system. "My best advice to people is to read the di-
rections thoroughly before you start," he said.

Peter Mesbah, a life -insurance salesman who purchased
his Divx player at a Circuit City store in San Francisco, paid a
cable -TV installer extra to hook it up in his Oakley home. The
investment paid off. "The difference in sound between this
and a VHS tape is like the difference between a cassette tape
and a CD," Mesbah said. "And the picture is very clear. It

doesn't jump up and down, like you see on a VCR."
He has yet to play a Divx disc, however. "Hollywood Video

is closer to my home than Circuit City or The Good Guys, so
that's where I go," he said. Mesbah wonders if the scarcity of
Divx vendors will turn the format into next year's Betamax.
"So far, all I've watched are DVDs."

Laura Evenson writes about technology and entertainment
for The San Francisco Chronicle.

stuck having to pay the late fees." DeBord was also attracted
to Divx's flexibility. "When I jo to Blockbuster, I only get ore
video to rent because the :ime starts ticking as soon as I

leave the store," he noted With Divx, you can watcf tt e
movie anytime after you purchase the disc - the same day,
or weeks or months later.

DeBord reported no protiems with player setup and usa.
His only :omplaints - ones echoed by
many other early Divx buyers - are that
there aren't enough movie titles. he can orly
buy the available titles through Circuit City,
and few of those titles are current releases.
"There just aren't enough Divx movies out,"
said Tom Bast, general manager of the local
ABC affiliate and another of the first
customers. "That's something they need :o
work on."

Not everyone in Richmond is impressed
with Divx. Ks le Morris, a sophomore at James
Madison Uni dersity, saw a Divx display at a I a -

cal mall and decided to check it out for him-
self. "All it is is a way to trick the cons Jmar
and for Circus City to make more money" he

said. Morris called it "absurd" that you can't play a Divx disc
on a friend's player without he friend being charged. He's al-
so concerned about privacy. Digital Video Express knows
what you're watching and when. "That's scary," he said.

Gregory J. Gilligan, retail rejorter for The Richmond Times -
Dispatch, has covered Divx since it was first announced.

Is Divx Ready to Roll?
Divx spokesman Josh Dare feels the rollout has been coinc
well despite the negative pt. blicity. "We're very encoLaragec
by consumer reaction to the launch of Divx in these two mar-
kets," he told us. Dare did say, however, that early complaints
about the lack of software Ales and of being limitec to the
Zenith player are "fair" criticisms.

"Thomson will have its RCA player available for the nat ona
rollout," Dare said. "We'll be able to supply all of the stores
with players - not only Circuit City and The Good GLys, bu-
every retailer who's signed up will have hardware." Players
from ProScan and Panasonic will be available later in the fall
"So we'll have four players by the holidays," he said. D g to
Video Express hoped to have 150 movie titles available for
the national rollout, but it was unclear at press time whether
the company would be able :o meet that goal.

"The biggest problem we have right now is people ours de
of the test markets who want information," Dare expla ned
These folks have been finding that sales staffs don t know
much more about Divx than they do. "We're traininc sales-
people to address that right low," he added.

Divx didn't evoke the sane ire among consumers in the
test markets that it did in :he videophile press and ancnc
DVD manufacturers before tie launch began. Chances are,
Circuit City continues to target Divx at the average .idec
renter and steers clear of the videophile crowd as it gees na-
tional, the sternest criticism could come from consumers
who, facing software -meager displays, want to know, "Where
are the movies?" - G
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Tired of listening to those
throwaway boxes that

came with your PC? Give one
of these systems a try.

Remember when personal computers had green screens and made

no noises other than a few beeps? Boy, how times have changed!
PCs have become increasingly outspoken. Every new one is outfitted

with a sound card, and practically every piece of software has sound
associated with it, even if it's just a pleasant start-up chime. The quality
of computer sound has gotten better, too. Most games now have

three-dimensional (3-D) audio, and sound -
editing software like SoundForge and
CoolEdit can turn your desktop computer
into a mastering studio.

All these trends make it more impor-
tant than ever for your computer to have a
good set of chops. So we asked some of
the major players to send us their best -
sounding multimedia speaker systems.
The contenders, in alphabetical order, are
the Advent Powered Partners AV390PL,
Altec Lansing ADA310, Aura Aspect
20/40, Bose MediaMate, Boston Acous-
tics MediaTheater, Cambridge Sound -
Works MicroWorks, and JBL MediaSys-
tem 2000.

The Bose MediaMate is the only two -
speaker system in the group. The others
are three-piece systems consisting of a
pair of desktop satellites and a bass mod-
ule designed to be placed on the floor, on
the desk, or perhaps hung on the wall.
Each system comes with all the wires and
connectors needed for a computer instal-
lation. They're all powered speakers with
built-in amplifiers, so you could use them

not only with a PC but also with a port-
able CD player or any other audio source
component with line -level outputs.

Testing, Testing
For measurements and sound -quality test-
ing I set up each system in turn on an
empty computer table (30 inches wide, 24
inches deep, and 26 inches high) that was
flush against a flat wall. The test environ-
ment was fairly representative of a typical
multimedia -PC setup. I placed each pair
of satellites on the tabletop 16 inches
apart and 10 inches back from its front
edge. The bass modules were each placed
on the right side of the table against the
rear wall.

For measurements, I placed a micro-
phone on a chair at the height of a seated
listener's ears and 21 inches out from the
front plane of the satellites. I balanced the
systems for flattest frequency response,
measured at six different microphone po-
sitions and averaged, using my MLSSA
analyzer. I measured each system's maxi-
mum output with no more than 10 per -
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cent distortion over its low -frequency op-
erating range to determine its effective
low -end cutoff. I also measured the maxi-
mum clean sound -pressure level (SPL)
that each system could produce without
any sign of speaker overload while play-
ing "Little Brown Jug" by the Glenn
Miller Orchestra, a big -band recording
with pounding bass and screaming horns
(see "Recordings Used" below).

Following the measurements, I con-
ducted a detailed listening analysis of
each system to assess spectral uniformity,
imaging, and dynamics, using my every-
day 5.1 -channel home -theater system, lo
cated in the same room, as a reference
point. Programs included standard and
Dolby Surround -encoded two -channel
stereo recordings and specially encoded
"3-D" audio programs. In particular, I
used the Dolby Labs "Train" trailer, which
begins with a series of bells that cycle
around the channels one at a time, both
from the Delos DVD Spectacular disc
and from a noncommercial demo CD us-
ing AuReal 3-D processing. I also used
the Finnish Surround Testi CD, which
has an excellent 3-D audio track where a
fly buzzes around and into the face of the
listener with startling reality - it can
make you duck! The track also features a
stream running to the right and a cicada
singing high and to the left.

It might seem strange to use test re-
cordings, music, and movie soundtracks
to evaluate these systems - after all, you
probably don't use your computer speak-
ers to listen to music. However, I used
them because they're all much more diffi-
cult to reproduce than typical computer
sounds - even those from the best game

and multimedia titles. Computer sound is
getting much better, but compared with
my test material, it just isn't very de-
manding. Furthermore, when you're play-
ing a game, your involvement in the game
itself tends to make it easier to accept
poor sound quality. Nevertheless, after
my listening analysis, I did use each sys-
tem while playing games on my PC (a
rather standard 200 -MHz Micron with a
Sound Blaster sound card) to assess its
user -friendliness.

Advent PoweredPartners
AV390PL
The Advent Powered Partners brand has
been in the multimedia -speaker business
from the beginning. The AV390PL sys-
tem includes a pair of tall, wedge-shaped
satellites and a large bass -reflex bass
module designed to sit on the floor or
hang on a wall (the cabinet includes key-
hole slots).

The bass module contains the system's
power supply - it has a detachable pow-
er cord, so there's no inconvenient "wall -
wart" power cube or in -line "brick" with
this system. System volume is controlled
from the right satellite, which has a con-
venient push -to -mute master volume con-
trol. Even more convenient, the system
shuts down automatically when it's not
being fed an audio signal and powers
back up when it senses an audio input.

The system has three operating modes
that Advent calls DSP (digital signal
processing), although not all of the proc-
essing is actually performed in the digital
domain. The first is Line Straight, better
known as plain 'ol stereo. Second is En-
hanced Stereo, a proprietary spatial en -

RECORDINGS USED

 Dolby Labs: "Train" trailer (AuReal demo CD and Delos DVD Spectacular)
 Duke Ellington Orchestra: "Take the A -Train" (Digital Duke, GRP)
 Gran Prix II: World Circuit Racing (Micro Prose CD-ROM game)
 Jedi Knight: Dark Forces II (LucasArts Entertainment CD-ROM game)
 Male voice recorded outdoors (home-made recording)
 Glenn Miller Orchestra: "Little Brown Jug" (In the Digital Mood, GRP)
 Oscar Peterson: "You Look Good to Me" (We Get Requests, Verve)
 Opus One: Depth of Soundstage (Opus One)
 Studio Reference Disc: "88 -Note Piano Scale" (Prosonus)
 Surround Spectacular (Delos): ambience clicks (Disc 2, Track 35),

stepped wideband surround -sound frontal pan (Track 37),
stereo pink noise (Track 41)

 Surround Testi (Helsinki Media HiFiCD-2, Tracks 1, 13, and 14)
 Suzanne Vega: "Tom's Diner" (Solitude Standing, A&M)
 Jennifer Warnes: "Bird on a Wire" (Famous Blue Raincoat, Cypress)
 Rob Wasserman: "Ballad of the Runaway Horse" (Duets, MCA)

hancement. Finally there's Dolby Virtual
Surround, which attempts to create a Dol-
by Pro Logic sound field with only two
speakers.

The system also has a Gaming Contour
control that cuts woofer output to allow
some of the bass power to be used above
150 Hz, where it's most needed for com-
puter -game soundtracks. I didn't find the
contour especially useful for games, but it
did serve as a convenient desktop bass
control.

The Powered Partners sounded pretty
close to as good as it gets in multimedia.
In Line Straight mode the sound was
clean and clear. Voices and acoustic in-
struments were presented with a natural
clarity and a nice layering of detail. I
heard some coloration, but it wasn't an-
noying or strident in character.

Spatially the system was also very
good. Stereo recordings had a symmetri-
cal, even soundstage that extended to the
edge of the speakers. The stage height
was about chin level, which is great for
watching video, but I'd prefer it a little
higher for listening to music.

On 3-D audio recordings, the system
had excellent reproduction in the Line
Straight mode. The reproduction of the
Finnish buzzing -fly track was convincing,
with natural spectral balance and a de-
cently wide and tall sound field. In En-
hanced Stereo mode, the fly sounded as
if someone had coated its wings with
sound -deadening material and its move-
ment was curtailed. The ambient field had
a metallic quality, too, and didn't sound
natural to me. The Dolby Virtual Sur-
round mode was better, but still inferior to
Line Straight.

The system's dynamic performance
was superb. Its output rivaled any other
system in this comparison when the 10 -
percent distortion limit was applied, and
it was among the best on the big -band
track. The bass module had good dynam-
ic control, playing loud and clean without
noise. The satellites were the limiting fac-
tor, signaling their upper limits with rasp-
ing and tearing sounds.

In sum, the Advent AV390PL's sound
quality was within sight of the best of this
lot, and it has an advanced set of features.
At $180 it is clearly a great value, though
its 90 -day warranty seems a little on the
skimpy side.

Altec Lansing ADA310
The ADA310 is the most sophisticated
system I tested. Altec Lansing calls it
the "Digital PowerCube DVD Speaker
System with Dolby Digital Surround
Sound."
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Advent Powered
Partners AV390PL

,,OMF LLMLNI

Satellite (each): 3 -inch midrange,

1 -inch tsscetcr

Bass module: 6 -inch ported woofer

KEY FEATURES

Satellite (right): two mini -jack stereo

inputs; left -speaker and subwoofer

output; master volume control/mute

switch; three -position DSP control:

Gaming Contour; headphone jack

Bass module: master power switch;

system power supply with output jack

for satellites, detachable power cord;

subwoofer gain control; stereo mini -

jack signal input

FINISH beige plastic

DIMENSIONS (WxHxD)

Satellite: 41/2 x 9 x 6 inches

Bass module: 13 x 51/2 x 13 inches

WEIGHT

Satellite: 2 pounds each

Bass module: I 1 1/2 pounds

PRICE $180

MANUFACTURER InterAct, a division

of Recoton, Dept. SR, 2950

Lake Emma Rd., Lake Mary, FL 32746;

phone, 800-732-6866;

Web, www.poweredpartners.com

Each satellite has two cone drivers -
one pointed straight ahead, the other
about 45 degrees to the side - providing,
in effect, a main and a "surround" speak-
er. The bass -reflex bass module sports a
front -mounted driver. The back panel
contains a mini -jack stereo input and a
coaxial digital input for a DVD or CD
player, or another digital source. This
means that a DVD with Dolby Digital
5.1 -channel sound can be played back
through the ADA310. Altec Lansing
claims that full 5.1 -channel audio is de-
livered to your desktop - but that's not
entirely true because there's no discrete
center channel.

Even so, the functionality of this sys-
tem is just about perfect. For example, the
right satellite has four controls on its top
front edge: one rotary control and three
pushbuttons labeled subwoofer, center,
and surround. Normally, the rotary wheel
is a master volume control. Press one of
the three pushbuttons, and an LED above
it will light, and the volume wheel will
then control the level of that function -
subwoofer output, for example. After a
few seconds, the wheel automatically re-
verts to master volume. The system also
has a remote control with 21 buttons, in-
cluding one for muting the system.

Setup was easy enough, I just connect-
ed the input and two color -coded speaker
cables that plug into the rear of the bass
module. I appreciated the wartless line
cord and the auto power on/off feature.
The ADA310 also has a USB (Universal
Serial Bus) input with audio management
software (supplied on CD-ROM) that en-
ables on -screen control of the system.
However, because my PC is not USB-
equipped, I was unable to use the soft-
ware, but the remote control provides the
same functions.

I drove the ADA310 with the analog
and digital outputs of a CD player, a
stand-alone DVD player, and my sound
card. Its audio performance was outstand-
ing. Spectral uniformity was excellent.
Voices were clean and neutral, and acous-
tic instruments were defined with natural
timbre.

The spatial rendition (imaging) was al-
so outstanding. The stage was wide and
could be widened substantially outside
the edges of the speakers with the sur-
round control. However, I heard some
timbral alteration at extreme settings.
Noise pans were smooth, with no holes.
Unlike many phantom center channels,
this one was quite natural in timbre and
fairly "solid," with well-defined center
images.

The 3-D audio effects were sometimes
breathtaking. The Finnish fly had me div-
ing for cover, and the cicada was in a tree
branch hanging over my left shoulder.
The Dolby trailer was not reproduced ex-
actly as it would be in a true multichannel
system, but it had better movement, more
spaciousness, and more natural timbre
than with any other system evaluated in
this group.

Dynamics were also equal to the best.
Although the woofer sometimes sounded
a bit too [humpy, the system played loud
and clean, with no sign of noise or unto-
ward behavior. The big -band cut was re-
produced with utter cleanliness and hard -
charging energy.

The Altec Lansing ADA310 is an im-
pressive multimedia speaker system that
could double as a high -quality music -only
system in a small room. And you're
gonna love that digital input. The only
thing lacking was an owner's manual that
was even halfway decent.

Aura Aspect 20/40
While the Aura Aspect 20/40 is a three-
piece system, both the Aspect 20 satellite
and the Aspect 40 bass module can be
purchased and used separately. Each sat-
ellite is a complete two-way system with
a I -inch dome tweeter and a 3 -inch driv-
er. The cabinets are medium -density
fiberboard that is finished to look and feel
very similar to the molded -plastic enclo-

A tec Lansing ADA310

DPIVER COMPLEMENT

Satellite (each): two 3 -inch wide -range

dmei.
Baas module: 6 -inch woofer

KEY FEATURES

Satellke: master/subwoofer/center/

surround volume control

Bass module: system power supply and

amplifier; Dolby Digital decoder;

detachable power cord; stereo mini -

jack input; coaxial digital input;

USB input; power/speaker outputs to

satellites

FINISH gray vinyl

DIMENSIONS (WxHxD)

Satellite: 3% x 71/2 x 37/s inches

Bass module: 121/2 x 8 x 101/4 inches

Satellite: 2' pounds each

Bass module: 13 pounds

PFICE $299

MANUFACTURER Altec Lansing.

Dept. SR, P.O. Box 277, Milford, PA

18337; phone, 800-258-3288;

Web, www.altecmm.com
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sures the others here use. The Aspect 20
is the largest satellite in this group, and
the Aspect 40 has a tall, narrow cabinet,
which makes it easy to slip under or
alongside a desk.

Because the bass module can be used
without the satellites, and vice versa, the
system has two power supplies. The As-
pect 20 uses a wall -wart, and the Aspect
40 has an in -line brick. I fully appreciate
the extra flexibility in upgrading this for-
mat provides, but the dual power supplies
are clumsy.

While the system could reproduce fe-
male vocals with reasonable clarity, the
overall sound quality was compromised.
Male voices were colored, and the whole
system had a hooty, glassy quality. It was
hard to find a woofer/satellite balance
where the bass module could not be heard
as a separate sound source. It growled at

Aura Aspect 20/40
DRIVER COMPLEMENT

Satellite (each): I -inch tweeter, 3 -inch

driver

Bass module: 51/4 -inch woofer in

bandpas, enclosure

KEY FEATURES

Satellite: volume/power switch; tone

control; balance control

Bass module: on/off control, volume

control

FINISH painted gray fiberboard

DIMENSIONS (WsHxD)

Satellite: 4 x 71/2 x 8 inches

Bass module: 51/2 x 101/4 x 117/a inches

WEIGHT

Satellite: 2 pounds each

Bass module: 61/4 pounds

PRICE $100; also available separately

(Aspect 20. S60/pair; Aspect 40, $40)

MANUFACTURER AuraSound, Dept.

SR, 2355 Alaska Ave., El Segundo.

CA 90245; phone, 800-909-2872;

Web, www.aurasystems.com

most volume levels and rattled when
driven beyond its capability.

Spatially, the Aura system gave a pretty
good sense of far left and right, and it
placed the Dolby Surround bells outside
the main speakers. However, the center
was vague, and the sound changed tim-
bral balance when it panned across the
front stage. I heard noticeable coloration
when the Finnish fly was buzzing around.
The basic image was low but not on the
table itself. There was a reasonable sense
of front -to -back stage depth. Although the
Aura was capable of prodigious output, I
needed a deft hand at very loud levels to
avoid overload.

In sum, the Aura Aspect 20/40's price
is its most attractive feature. At $100 total
it is by far the least expensive system
here. While my description of its sound
quality might seem harsh, keep in mind
that the reference I compared it with was
a high -quality home -theater system. The
Aura is a basically competent multimedia
speaker system that can be purchased in
two steps at a price that is considerably
less than those of the other systems in this
comparison.

Bose MediaMate
The Bose MediaMate was the smallest
and easiest -to -use system I tested. It con-
sists of a pair of small satellites with a
wall -wart power supply. The plastic en-
closures contain single cone drivers with
bass -reflex loading. The trim units have
angled front panels.

Setup was as easy as pie - there are
only three wires, including power, if you
have a single source. There are, however,
two input jacks; the "mix" control allows
them to be blended so that, for example,
you can get computer sound while listen-
ing to music. The only other operating
control is volume. Both controls use a
large thumbwheel that I found especially
easy to operate. Compliments to Bose for
advanced ergonomics.

Spectrally the MediaMate was basical-
ly neutral. The limited bass extension was
seldom obvious with games or typical
computer chatter. Music with a real bass
line tended toward the anemic and dy-
namics were not the MediaMate's strong
suit, but remember that this is a two-piece
system with no bass module. Driven by a
CD player, the speakers tended to make
extraneous noises on any material with
strong bass content. However, I almost
never heard any noise when I used them
with my computer. Overall, the system's
output level was modest.

Only mild coloration was evident with
music and demanding programs. The

Bose MediaMate

DRIVER COMPLEMENT (EACH)

21/2 -inch wide -range driver

KEY FEATURES

Right satellite: volume control; mix

control; two mini -jack stereo inputs

FINISH gray plastic

DIMENSIONS (WxHxD)

31/4 x 73/s x 81/4 inches

WEIGHT 21/4 pounds each

PRICE $199

MANUFACTURER Bose, Dept. SR.

The Mountain, Framingham, MA

01701; phone, 800-233-4416;

Web, www.bose.com

soundstage appeared at nose level, which
is ideal in my opinion, and was symmetri-
cal but fairly narrow. Noise pans identi-
fied a small hole in the middle, which
tended to make centered speech a little
diffuse, and the mid -left and left noise
bursts both appeared in the same position,
directly at the face of the speaker. The
same was true for movement to the right.
The Dolby bells all appeared between the
two speakers, and the Finnish fly had lim-
ited movement front to back.

The Bose MediaMate is small, smartly
styled and easy to use. For the average
computer user who wants speakers that
both look good and sound okay, this will
be an easy pick.

Boston Acoustics
MediaTheater
The MediaTheater from Boston Acoustics
has both a Dolby Pro Logic decoder and a
Virtual Dolby Surround decoder built in.
(An optional surround speaker is avail-
able.) I used the Virtual Surround two -
speaker mode for this test. The Media -

Theater system has a convenient built-in
test signal that enables channel balancing
without a test CD.

While the satellites are rather small, the
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bass module is rather large. The controls
had the smoothest action of any system in
this group. They were easy to use, their
labels were easy to read, and they had a
classy, high -quality feel.

The MediaTheater hit the dynamic nail
right on the head. The system blasted out
a league -leading 105 -dB SPL on "Little
Brown Jug," had a measured frequency
response down to 42 Hz, and kicked out
an honest 50 Hz with low distortion.
These are among the best dynamics in
this crowd. However, as with the Advent,
I could hear some distortion at maximum
output in the Virtual Dolby mode.

Spectrally the system was also quite
good, but just a little on the heavy side.
The image was low, just barely off the ta-
bletop, but it was very wide, extending

stir* 4'

Boston Acoustics
MediaTheater

DRIVER COMPLEMENT

Satellite (each): 31/2 -inch wide -range

driver

Bass module: 61/2 -inch woofer in

bandpass enclosure

KEY FEATURES

Right satellite: Dolby Pro Logic/

Virtual Surround decoder; master

power/volume control; surround and

subwoofer level controls; balance test

switch; headphone jack; control output

(to bass module)

Bass module: stereo mini -jack input;

RCA -jack satellite output; control input

FINISH gray plastic

DIMENSIONS (WxHxD)

Satellite: 4' x 41/2 x 41/2 inches

Bass module: 7 x 111/4 x 10/s inches

WEIGHT

Satellite: I pound each

Bass module: 7 pounds

PRICE $299

MANUFACTURER Boston Acoustics,

Dept. SR, 300 Jubilee Dr.. Peabody,

MA 01960; phone. 978-538-5000;

Web. www.bostonacoustics.com

outside the edges of the speakers. The
Virtual Dolby mode widened the sound -
stage even further, yet it retained excel-
lent symmetry, with a nice sense of stage
depth. In all modes, the center was nicely
defined.

The 3-D tracks, played back in Virtual
Dolby, had an excellent sense of spa-
ciousness, good tracking of movement,
and effects that appeared to come from
far outside the listening area. The Finnish
fly had me ducking, and the cicada was
high to the left in a tree. Interestingly, the
bells on the Dolby trailer did not recircu-
late but appeared in both channels all the
time. Perhaps the 3-D encoding confused
the Virtual Dolby processor.

The MediaTheater also had a good tac-
tile feel because of the high -output bass
module. For example, the Finnish -fly
track is followed by a track in which a
tractor starts up and drives by. The Boston
Acoustics system delivered an excellent
sense of the physical vibration that you'd
expect from a real tractor.

Boston Acoustics' MediaTheater is an
excellent -sounding system with profes-
sional fit and finish, and a fine feature set.
And its $299 price, tied for highest in this
group, reflects that.

Cambridge SoundWorks
MicroWorks
The CSW MicroWorks, with its trim
bandpass subwoofer and small stand -
mounted cube satellites, is the smallest of
the three-piece systems I tested. It's pow-
ered conveniently by a regular 120 -volt
line cord, though it can also be powered
by 12 volts DC for mobile applications.

The 16 -foot signal -input cable has an
in -line thumbwheel master volume con-
trol about halfway down its length. The
idea is to attach the control to the side of
your monitor with the supplied hook -
and -loop strips. While this is a clever
idea, I found the in -line control harder to
use than the satellite -mounted volume
controls.

Spectrally the system had a warm, dark
character with a muted treble response.
The wide, low soundstage extended out-
side the edge of the speakers, and occa-
sionally bass seemed to come directly
from the woofer module. The surround
field on the Finnish fly track was nice and
diffuse, well outside the plane of the
speakers. However, coloration of the na-
ture sounds was evident, the birds were
muted, and I couldn't hear the cicada. On
the Dolby "Train" trailer, the surround -
channel bells appeared outside the front -
channel bells, just like the script says they
should.

Cambridge SoundWorks
MicroWorks
DFIVER COMPLEMENT

Satellite (each): 3 -inch wide -range

driver

Bass module: 61/2 -inch woofer in

bandpass enclosure

KEY FEATURES

B.rss module: mini -jack stereo input;

speaker -level output; 12 -volt power

input; bass level control; master power

switch

FINISH

Satellite: white plastic or black matte

Bass module: white or black vinyl

DIMENSIONS (WxHxD)

Satellite: 4 x 4 x 33/4 inches

Bass module: 55/s x 81/4 x 93/4 inches

WEIGHT

Satellite: 11/2 pounds each

Bass module: 7 pounds

PRICE $249

MANUFACTURER Cambridge

SoundWorks, Dept. SR, 311 Needham

St., Newton, MA 02164; phone.

800-367-4434; Web. www.hifi.com

Although the MicroWorks' frequency
response extended to 44 Hz, and it could
play down to 62 Hz with low distortion,
its overall output was several decibels be-
low average for this group. I had to be
careful with the volume level because the
bass module could be driven into rattling
overload.

Flexibility is the long suit of this Cam-
bridge SoundWorks system. It can be
used at the office, in the bedroom, or in
your RV thanks to its 12 -volt input. At
home, on the road, it's all the same to the
MicroWorks.
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JBL MediaSystem 2000
JBL's MediaSystem 2000 is, well, differ-
ent - and I mean that in a good way. The
styling is unconventional. Let's say
"modern." The lightweight bass module
has a tall oval shape that resembles a
space heater, or perhaps a kitchen canis-
ter. However, it contains no controls of
any kind, having only signal leads and a
single detachable line cord (no dangling
power supplies). The operating controls
(volume, bass, and treble) are on the right
satellite speaker.

The satellites are also futuristically
styled. Personally I like the look. Each
has a three -position swivel base that al-
lows the face of the speaker to be pointed
straight forward or angled upward by 10
to 20 degrees.

The system sounded better than the fre-
quency -response figures suggest (see
table below). The main anomaly was a
deep notch at 150 Hz where the bass
module crosses over to the satellites. Ig-
noring this area, the response was ±4 dB
from 200 Hz to 20 kHz.

Spectrally the JBL MediaSystem 2000
sounded quite natural, but there was a
subtle high -frequency emphasis that ac-
centuated recording noise and made the
sound "peaky." It was hard to set the tre-
ble level - no setting seemed exactly
right - because the high -frequency peaks
varied with level.

Spatial rendition, however, was really
good. The soundstage extended beyond
the speakers, and it was full and even
across the front, with a moderate sense of
depth. The sonic integration of the woofer
and satellites seemed perfect despite the

JBL MediaSystem 2000

DRIVER COMPLEMENT

Satellite (each): elliptical 3 -inch wide -

range di is .1

Bass module: 4 -inch woofer

KEY FEATURES

Satellite: volume, treble, and bass

controls: tiltable base

FINISH bronze metallic

DIMENSIONS (WxHxD)

Satellite: 21/4 x 7 x 71/4 inches

Bass module: 51/4 x 91/2 x 101/2 inches

WEIGHT

Satellite: 11/2 pounds each

Bass module: 7 pounds

PRICE S230

MANUFACTURER JBL, Dept. SR.

250 Crossways Park Dr., Woodbury,

NY 11797: phone, 800-336-4525

midbass response notch. Performance
with 3-D recordings was also excellent.
Although there was some timbral shifting
evident on noise pans, the performance
with actual program material was out-

standing. I was sure that the Finnish fly
was going to land on me! The cicada was
way up in that tree, and the birds were
everywhere except directly behind me.
The excellent high -volume dynamics
made the tractor and the Dolby "Train"
trailer quite impressive, too.

The main fly in the ointment - and
not the one on the test track! - was a
raspy distortion that seemed to be limited
to low levels. It gave bowed acoustic bass
a strange papery sound that I found espe-
cially annoying. At first I thought I had
damaged the satellites during output
testing, but a second set had exactly the
same characteristic.

So the JBL MediaSystem 2000 may
not be perfect, but it's a good choice for
those who like its futuristic styling and
are, or will be, heavy users of 3-D audio
programs.

Wrap -Up
These multimedia speakers were fun to
test, mainly because the manufacturers
have been doing their homework and im-
proving the overall quality significantly
since I last played this field, for the Octo-
ber 1996 issue. At that time, the best of
the crop was way ahead of standard com-
puter fare, but not yet truly hi-fi. The av-
erage sound quality of this new batch
was considerably better. The Altec Lan-
sing ADA3I0 qualifies as a high-fidelity
speaker system in the true sense of the
word, and the Boston Acoustics Media -
Theater comes pretty darn close. But all
of the systems tested here will probably
blow your current PC speakers out of the
water. t

LAB TESTS AND SOUND -QUALITY RATINGS

MODEL

FREQUENCY
RESPONSE

Advent AV390PL 59 Hz to 20 kHz
Powered Partners ($180) :6.4 dB

BASS
EXTENSION

(at 10 distortion)

MAXIMUM
CLEAN OUTPUT

(SPL)

40 Hz 103 dB

SPECTRAL
UNIFORMITY

B -

IMAGING DYNAMICS

B A-

Altec Lansing ADA310 40 Hz to 14.2 kHz
($299) :6.6 dB 50 Hz 105 dB

Aura Aspect 20/40 46 Hz to 10.3 kHz
($100) *7.3 dB 50 Hz 104 dB

Bows MediaMate 88 Hz to 16.2 kHz
($199) 03.2 dB

Boston Acoustics
MediaTheater ($299)

42 Hz to 18.1 kHz
:7.0 dB

Cambridge SoundWorks 44 Hz to 16.8 kHz
MicroWorks ($249) :7.4 dB'

62 Hz

50 Hz

A-

104 dB

105 dB

62 Hz 96 dB

C

B-

B

C

JBL MediaSystem 2000 42 Hz to 20 kHz
($230) :12.7 dB
 see text

50 Hz 103 dB B-

A- A-

C

B-

B+

B

B+

B

C

A -

C -

B-
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popmusic

BEST OF THE MONTH
Bob Mould/The Last Dog and Pony Show

Bob Mould has always kept him-
self safely out of the mainstream,
even the alternative mainstream.
When his 1980s band Husker Du

was drawing an audience of hardcore kids,
he started championing pop hooks and mel-
ody. When his next band, Sugar, got close
to commercial success, he promptly broke
it up and wrote a song called "I Hate Alter-
native Rock." Now, with The Last Dog and
Pony Show (Rykodisc, 48 min), Mould has
done one of the least fashionable things you
can do in 1998: he's made an album of im-
peccably crafted, thoroughly impassioned,
straight-out rock & roll.

To this day, what sets Mould apart is a
peculiar mix of toughness and sensitivity.
His sheet -metal guitar remains a mighty
sonic trademark; while he doesn't solo as
wildly as he did in the Husker days, he's
never made an album without a few six -
string thrills. Meanwhile, as a songwriter,
he tends to look into relationships, and he
knows how scary it can get in there: his
lyrics regularly put friends, lovers, and him-

self through the shredder, and he saves his
warmest tunes for the bitterest diatribes.
Perversely enough, Mould's high -volume
heartbreak is more fun than the novelty
songs clogging the airwaves today. In a cli-
mate where just about everyone feels the
need to crack jokes, Mould's emotional in-
tensity gets more refreshing all the time.

Long-time Mould -watchers won't hear
anything startlingly new on The Last Dog
and Pony Show, save for a successfully lop-
sided experiment with loops and samples in
"Megamanic." Basically, the album consoli-
dates his work over the past ten years. The
material, for the most part, is as introspec-
tive as that of Workbook, his solo bow from
1989. But he has also brought back the big
hooks, live drums, and bright guitar from
the Sugar days, throwing in some elegant
fingerpicking for balance. And he doesn't
mind using a few rock heroics to enhance
the songs.

It doesn't hurt that the songs are one of
his strongest batches yet. The mostly acous-
tic "New #1" has the kind of haunting hook

Mould specializes in - ten bucks says it'll
stick in your head immediately - while
"Moving Trucks" and "Reflecting Pool" are
chord -driven classic rock with brains and
heart. Listen under the surface and you'll
hear him exploring the usual psychic mine-
field, whether it's early -morning angst ("First
Drag of the Day"), the recollection of child-
hood trauma ("Vaporub"), or, in "Sweet Se-
rene," the simple need for the "elements" of
a decent life.

The only disappointing news is that he
intends to drop the loud electric -band for-
mat after this album and the current tour,
hence the disc's title. Still, there is every in-
dication here that Bob Mould will stick to
doing what he does best - namely, what-
ever he damn well pleases. Brett Milano

BARENAKED LADIES Stunt
(Reprise. 51 min)***I

As far as its American audience is con-
cerned, this red-hot band seemed to

come out of nowhere, but, in fact, the kooky
Canadians have been around for a decade.
Stunt is their fourth studio album (and fifth
overall), and it bristles with antic wordplay
and tack -sharp, smart -pop arrangements
that are rather, well, stuntlike. Take "One
Week," which passes from tongue -twisting,
tongue-in-cheek rap ("Hot like wasabi when
I bust rhymes / Big like LeAnn Rimes") to
a sweet, briskly sung let's -make-up chorus
directed at an estranged paramour. Or take
"Some Fantastic," which, paced by a funny,
hyperactive synth blast, is irresistibly hooky
and undeniably sincere beneath the superfi-
cial drollery.

Barenaked Ladies are so surehanded about
what they do that it's fun to just sit back
and leave the driving to them. As the music
scene emerges from its post-grunge hang-
over, they offer finely turned rhymes and
keenly colorful music as a tonic to abused
psyches. You can't help but smile at a love-
ly, lilting folk -pop novelty called "Light Up
My Room" about a guy who carries an
electrical charge ("I can put a spare bulb in
my hand / And light up my yard"). But you
don't know whether to laugh or cry at the
skeptical look at Life After Higher Education

STAR SYSTEM
Stellar *****

Excellent * * * *
Good ***
Fair **

Poor *
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Receivers
YAMAHA

Yamaha R -V502
A/V Receiver

 70w x 3 + 20w x 2 Low
impedance drive capability
*Yamaha Cinema DSP & Dolby
Pro Logic Surround Remote

519 9" (YAM RV502(

TEAC AG -360
50 wons/chonoel, 240/FM station presets
LCD asploy 409"
Sony STR-DE310
 1 FM presets,

le" '159"
Technics SA-EX320- ,.:'or8Oivi3.40ivx2

'eo, remote '174"
JVC RX-554VBK
A/V, 100w x 201 100W X 4. Dolby Pro togs'

kousks Processes, A/V remote CALL

' Sony STR-DE525
. 0 N,100.$ e 7 Of 100w x 5, DSP *nth I I preset

-w-rneOXS, Doke Pro Loge, A/V remote CALL

Technics SL-P1541110A
Compact Disc Player

Super One -Chip LSI featuring
MASH 1 -bit DAC & advanced
digital servo system 20 -track
programming Remote control

$12 9" (TEC SLPG480A)

TEAC CD- P 1 1 20
:rlphone lak with

o..
- 'of 110/220v '99"

Sony CDP-XE500
.1. programming,

-te wood CALL
TEAC CD -P1440

pe

Technics SL-PS770D

Dynaco CDV-PRO
P)ayer eotn Wee

20irock mamas ow,

229

199

799

Cassette Decks
VjTW

TEAC AD -500
CD Player/Cassette Deck Combo

 Auto -reverse cassette record &
play Dolby B Cassette pitch
control CD player features
shuffle play Headphone jack
with volume control *Remote

$279" (TEA AD5001

TEAC V-377
renteemounted

meren '69"
JVC TDR462

r Dolby HX-Pro,

1. %barr CALL
Sony TC-KE500S

1, by HX-Pio,

stabilize(

TEAC V-1050
3 heads, Dolby 8/C/h14-Pro,
lee bosolpament cassette siabits '279 -

CALL

TEAC V-80305
S T/S/HX-Pro

n^o '699

EIBEZIE)
Mark Antoine: Madrid

Gato Barbieri: Greatest Hits

Order 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week1 -800-221 -8 1 80www.jandr.com
AOL Keywo &R
powered by

$11.99
$11.99
' $7.99

Count Basic: five At The Sands (Before frank)
$11.99

Ron Carter Trio: So What
S11.99

Tinny Cobb's Blob: One for The Axe At Heal
S11.99

5 -Disc CD Changers
YAMAHA

Yamaha CDC -S02
5 -Disc CD Changer

PlayXchange allows changing
4 discs while one plays S -Bit
technology 20 -track program-
ming Remote control

$179
Philips CDC73517
.

99

TEAC PD -D2400

Technics SL PD888

Sony CDP-CE525

Technics 5L-PD988

$1 11 9
CD

9.50.50

Eliane Elias
Sings Jobim

'AM CDC502)

'109"

'129" H

'169"

:Ad

199

TEAC W -518R
Dual Cassette Deck

Deck #1 features auto-reversu
playback Dolby B Normal &
high-speed dubbing
Continuous playback Peak. -
evel meters
$ 7999

(TEA W518R)

TEAC W -790R
_ay ooded42

dubbing '139"
Sony TC-WE625
. otor transports

CALL
TEAC W 850R

Technics RS-TR575

JVC TD-W718BK

'199"

2i4"

JVC

JVC XL-MC100
10Q -Disc CD Changer

Controller, storage unit &
remote 32 -track programming
10 User files which leT you hold
up to 16 discs in memory

WAS 3699 99149" (NC XlmC
Technics SL-MC3

room) genre group
--more CALL

Sony CDP-CX57
50, Cant picie, 32 !!cluk programming,

log dial, remote CALL

Technics SL-MC6
Apron%

, remote '229"
JVC XL-MC334BK

CALL
Sony CDP-CX240

CALL

Mini Audio Systems
1111

Aiwa NSX-A303
Mini Audio System

 10 watts/channel 3 -disc CD
ranger Dual cassette deck
32-AM/FM presets 2 -way
peckers Remote

'19999
IAIW NSXA303)

Panasonic SC-AK25
(OSSel.

'249
Sony MHC-RX66

. arformy mssette
.iM kdoruko, remote CALL

JVC EXTD5
 -.ofer (bortiyo,, j J,.

'10 '399
Sony PMC-M2

a4/FAA,

.129995 '449
Aiwa NSX-MT960

'45wr1.33wx3,
CALL

Headhunters: Return Of The Headhunters
511.99
511.99

A 57.99
Lena Horne: Being Myself

Earl Klugh: Rest Of
-D $11.99

Ellis Mar solis Trio: Twelve's It

Pat Martino: Stone Blue

$12.99

511 is

Digital Recorders
PHILIPS

Philips CDRI170
Compact Disc Recorder

Record your own digital audio
CDs Use as a standard CD
player Will also record audio
CD Re -Writable discs Remote
control

$59999
Sony MDS-JE520

(PHI CORP '

.. todgrtd
'299"

Sony MD5-539
:othesrstont memo -

CALL
Sony MDBUNDLE4

'able player,

CALL
Sony DTC-ZE700

AI, Reorder, Super Be

.3 motors CALL
Panasonic SV-3800

: '
,1!

'1299"

Mini Audio Systems
50% OFF
1°1%57041r
11=111111=1
CURIN=I
JVC F3000

Mini Audio System
 35 watt/ch integrated amp
32 -track programmable CD
player 40 AM/FM presets
Dual auto -rev. cassette 2 -way
speakers Remote

$49999 INC F30001
Aiwa LCX-150

cassette

1119"
Aiwa LCX-350

,e, auto -tee cow "
'149"

Aiwa XR-M25
vo400ding CD

itw remote 449"
Sony CMT-ED1
 . ", 15 nos/ CD player,

' I M remote CALL
JBL Harmony"

?way speakers

CALL

vidalLVS TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
.1.420,-.BUYRrAotily 1-800-221-8180
7 DAYS A WEEK www.jandr.com

A/V Reashrers
SONY

Sony STR-DE925
A/V Receiver

 110w x 2 or 1 1 Ow x 5 *Built-
in Dolby Digital (AC -3) & DTS-
decoder DSP Digital Cinema
Sound- System LCD remote

CALL(SON STRDE925)
Technics SA-AX720

. Pro Lew,

CALL
Technics SA AX6

, Pro lop(
CALL

JVC RX884VBK
-4-in Doby
mote CALL

Sony STR-DE825
100* e 201 100W O, Dolby Natal hatpin
Dirartul (memo Souod l(D remote CALL
JVC RX-1024VBK

 ;'dance clove

s CALL

Separate Cempenesehi

I

harman kardon

Hannan Kardon PA5SOO
5 -Channel Home Theater

Power Amplifier
High -current design with 80
watts x 5 at 8 ohms; 110 watts x
5 at 4 ohms

Mfr. Sug. Retail $999

'49999 °K PA3800I

AudioSource Amp Two

:'269"
Dynoco Stereo 200
*Power knp, 100 nottVtlionnel, solid state
Mfr Sug howl 55,5 00 '349"
AudioSource AMP Three

'359"
:ble to400

AudioSource Pre One/A
'D tone,

'199"
Harman Kardon PT2500
.101 tuner -Controller, 30-041.1 presets,

Dolby 3 stereo Mk Sup. Reid 5471 '249"

Miwi Audio Systems

.1

Technics SC-ND55
Compact Audio System

Futuristic burnished aluminum
system contains: amp, AM/FM
tuner, CD player, auto -reverse
cassette, 2 -way speakers &
rgmote control

5 5 9 999 (TEC SO -10551

JVC FS -2000
AM/FM,

..more '299
Aiwa Z -R775

5-disr rhongel, turntable

.oets, duel r -o remote '199'
Yamaha GX-50 . rassette

399
Sony MHC-F250AV

CD changer,

remote CALL

Yamaha GX-70
3, 3-drsi CD.

,11k, '499"

SPAHOL

For PHONE ORDERS ONLY = I /SA
Outside U.S.A. Call:
1-212-406-7077

FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA
J&R Music World, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Mospeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1-800-232-4432 Order Code SR810



Bookshelf Speakers

YAMA

Yamaha NS -A637
Bookshelf Speakers

3 -way Acoustic syspension
design 8" woofer "
midrange Dome tweeter 140
watts peak Shielded Black

$ 9 999/pr.
(YAM NSA637)

Yamaha NS -A527
2woy, 6" woofer, 60 watts max ,
shielded, block p

178.,

Advent RUBE WAS 5176.99/11t.
.2way. 6 5. poirdooylene woofs,
1015 woos RMS. block

Bose 201 Series IV
IMen/Reflenng', 6" woofer. 120 watts
block or rosewood color d '198"
JBL CM62
1 -way. 6 5' woofer, 0 5' ntamum tweeter 17S
watts, shelled wall dockers, black pr '199"
Bose 301 Series IV
Dtret/Refleong'. 8" woofer. 150 watts
dock a rosewood color p.'318"

Floorstanding Speakers

JBL
50% OFF

Mfr. Seg. Retail
of $1999.90

LORMUS1C
WORLD,

Order 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days Week1 -800-221 -8 1 80www. andr.com
AOL word

owere I \ 1 1
I

Classical- Call To Order Musk Reviewed In This Issue!
Arvo Part: Kano° Pokotonen
R(571614 1CD, 519.98

leboi/Caeuleti: Kasarova Ta, $23.98
IGOE.

Evelyn Glennie: Reflected In Sass
co 511.99

Seguentia: Stunts
2(D, 523.98

Dad IWIgolt Brave New World
KA snit 4 $11.99

Subwoofers
lOorwesAings621

JBL L7
4 -Way Jower Speakers

12" woofer 8" mid/bass
driver 5" midrange 1" tita-
nium dome tweeter 10-450
watts 65l Black ash cabinet

'999" l7 l)  (At 17-R)
Technics SB-T200
.2 -way, dud rr,
MO watts paw" -led d '179"
Technics SB-LX90
.3..say, 15' woofer, 200 watts maxinum

block cobrnet d '199"
Yamaha NS -A2837
* 3-wc.

'299"
Cerwin-Vega E -315B

x'59$
Bose' 701
*Nen; Refiehrki , 8' woofs, settling
wide -wet drew .2 neaten p '838"

Mini Audio Systems
11..118L

Aiwa NSX-A707
Mini Audio System

80 watts/channel 3 -disc CD
changer 32-AM/FM presets
Dual auto -reverse cassette
 Karrooke mica mixing 3 -way
shielded speakers Remote'274" (A1W NSXA7071

Panasonic SC-AK15
30 wom/th , 3-0 spore 10, Sofas (D,
cool outnrev casette, AM/TM, remote '199"
RCA RP9155
Mrrro bookshelf we, 15 watts/channel 15 watt

,,oater, (D player, AM/FM, female '249"
Panasonic SC-PM15

'279"
JVC MX D602T

..1.2 3 tocCDthonger,
AM TM dual e ; speakers CALL

Bose Lifestyle' 3-11m CD,elen .
- 7 9 9

Cerwin-Vega NT -S15
Powered SUbwoofer

Built-in 200 watt amp 15"
woofer *Continuously variable
from 50-150Hz Black wood -
grain cabinet

'4999' ICRV HT5151

Technics SB-W500
Passwe, dud clormhang S 5' woolen
160 wont max power handbag

Aiwa TS -W50
*Powered, 60 woos, F speaker, shekled
60 /901120th crossover setng '129"
JBL PSW1200
e . eon omp 12' woofer,

oracle'249
AudioSource SW Fifteen

- 200 yowler. yarn*
- 10Hz is 1130th block '349"

Velodyne' VA -1012x
*Pawned, 100 wafts RMS, IV wooled
with I r passe* radiator '599"

Portable Stereo Systems

JVC PC-XCl 1
3 -CD Changer/Radio/Dual

Cassette 3 -Piece Portable Stereo
3 -CD triple -tray changer
15-AM/15-FM presets  4"
detachable speakers *Wireless

r5151799" INC PCXC11)

Aiwa CSD-ES225
.(D,AM 'TM/Cassel, 0 Sound 3D
enhoncement, boss boost '69"
Sony CFD-V35 BLK
CIVIAVIN/Casseru Mega Bass' Sound,
remote '89"
Sony CFD-222
.(D/AM/FM/Dud (assette,
Mega Bass* Sound '99"
Panasonic RX-DS28
.(D/AM/FM/Cossette, POWER BLASTER noun

dytal tuna with 70 desets, 3D sound 119"
Aiwa CA-DW630
KIVIA/41/Duol Cassette, depot ewer
with 24 AMAM Insets, rand, 149"

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

John Tavener
The Protecting Veil
Wake U ...And Die

$ /299CD
$799

CASS

01.,
'SON

With Yo -Yo Ma

Center/Surround Speakers

Yamaha NSA -C142
Center Channel Speaker

Twin 5 25" woofers, 1" dome
tweeter 60-20KHz 160 watts
maximum power Shielded
Matte black finish

$72999 (YAM NSAC 142:

JBL SC305
.(enter Channel, 2way, duc woofers, dome

'99" tweeter, WO wen mox =- block '99"
Yamaha NS -E103
Horne Theater Effects Spe,.- cil-rorpe with

f doves shielded white '99"
Yamaha NS -API 50t- System

'129
Cerwin-Vega HT-CTR25

.

'149 -
Bose* VCS -10 -
K ano Ch , 2 doyen n wide &person army .
2 *Ns ro /donee enclosure, shielded 199"

Sports CD Portables

Aiwa XP-SP1 200
Cross Trainer Series Portable CD Player

E.A S.S Plus 40 -sec electron c
anti -shock memory Water
resistant 24 -track program-
ming Headphones & AC
adaptor

$ 1 (AIW XPSP1200)

Aiwa XP-SP800
E A S S Plus 10-sd &ohm( ann-shock memor,
water/heat resistant headphones '79
Panasonic SL-SW505 YEL
SHOONAVE, 40 -se ona-shml Memory 11 24

nod piagiomming, yellow -manes '149
Sony D -E551 BLUE
 Wotem-p.sistont, ESP? Ste

shock, 22-trackpighem: 119
Panasonic SL-SW515
.91001/1AVE. 40 24

*oak peg., VMSS 179'
Sony D-ES55 BLACK
ftectergooble. EY 'Owe orm-sk

22-1Tad pg., hear, -

1 00

a

Leontyne Prke: Essential -Greatest Roles
2(o, 515.98

Doeizetti: Arias. Powarott a $8.99
ION 4582.'

Semi Jo: The Art Of
OM ISP 511.99

Gil Shoham: American Scenes
x4,14 fc 511.99
Berle:: Damnation of Faust, (hung
001 413500 DID, 523.98

Turntables

3 SPEEDS

Thorens TD180
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

33, 45, 78 r p m *Automatic
shut-off & auto -retract -
Synchronous motor External
power supply Incli-des Stanton
cartridge

'299°9
Gemini XL -100
 Serm-ovtornatic, belidrne. ntnt wool,,99
includes ph= cartndge

Aiwa PX-E855
Fielroutornotn, includes wan* &
htuntn phono deem

Technics SL -B0221(

(P -IN 180)

style arm

Gemini XL -500

'228"
Technics SL- 120011
Protessional Ma sot, clueedne

warn lock, pitch caned, Wow oe block '479"

Sony MZ. R.50
Portable MiniDisc Placer/Recorder
 40 sec. shock-resisant memory
Vertical jog dial Stereo (74
min I/mono 1148 rein.) record
ing Remote cont.oller head
phones Rechargecole battery

'34999 (SON MIRSOI

' Sony MZ-EP11
.

Sony MZ R30

D -see shodereostoni

emot 79"

semcilihtli, I

Sony MZ-F40
' m1)6 Plow
vane '299'

Aiwa CSD MD5
Cam& Portable
enx e '329"

Sorry MZ B3
Seeder stet o Or mans

Speakers

I JBL'
60% OFF

Mfr. Cog. Retail
of $999.90

JBL CF 1 50
Floorstanding Speakers

 3 -war I5" cast -frame woofer
6.25 cast -frame midrange
 1" mylar tweeter .325 waits
power handling 8 ohms Black
woodgrain finish

$3 9 99118/Pr.(111.1. CF 1501
JBL CF120 64% OFF Mfr. So} Retail
floornoneng, 3 -way, IT can-ltame *oder,
manum tweeter, blink p '249"
Cenvin-Vega E -312B
.floorstondng, 3 -way IT woofer, 300 wants
mammon, NIA cabinet d '399"
JBL 4312B1(
* 3 -Way control Monitors, IT thelast woofs
black Itillr. Sep. Reed S900/pr. '499"
Bose° Acoustimass 5 Series III
 2 cube speaker mays & kousnmass' boss module
block or white (ottneP 1599"
Bose' Acoustimass. 1011

- '999 -

DJ Equipment

Gemini PMX-3501
Disco Mixer

7 -band equalizer 2 phono,
5 line, and 2 microphone inputs
Echo 6 sound effects
110/220 voltage

'228" IGMIPMX3501)
Gemini ST -35
 Ur Strobe 35 wan yorable speed
1.10 Bash/woad '19"
Numark DM900
Blue Dog Mixer, 4oliona/11ne ems,
ALPS Men replaceable co:staler '$8"
Gemini PA -700

p,. me design,

11. s ce "INA '128"
Gemini CD -9500 II
e P

vet- mountable 1598"

Pioneer CDJ-7005
*Pio CD Player, pg dal, gunk oat,
pitch control CALL

TDK Recording Media
TDK-

TDK MDXG74
Blank MiniDik Bonus Pack

Protective layer ensures out-
standing reliability 74 minute
length Includes FREE plastic
storage case with a 10 -disc

'Fici99/S-pk
(MK MDXG74/511%

TDK SAX I OOLTD/2
Avir logh-hoS

TDK MAX60 2PK
e t

2ak '3"
TDK CDRXG74

'5"
TDK SA100/8+2

ter Allyn Ian*ok
10- 12"

TDK DAR 120 2PK
Dula

O'''A '12"

ee FOR MORE SAVINGS, SEE NEXT PAGE
TO ORDER IV MAILs SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (include
Interbank No., expiration date & signature) To: J8R Music World, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Maspelh, Queers, NY 11378. Personal 8 bisiness checks
must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, handling 8 Insurance Charge (Continent! US) is 5% of the total order with a $4.95
minimum for orders up to 5500; 4% for orders over SSOO to SlOM; 3% for orders over $1000 to $1500; 2% ceders over $1500 to $2000; 1% for orders
over $2000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air or to Canada, H awa. 1, Alaska Virgin Islands & Puerto Rico, please call for information. DO
NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please 044 soles tax. ORDERS SUBJECT f0 VERIFICATION 8 ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH & 100% GUARANTEED. Some gucurities may be
limited. Copyright 1998 18R Musk World. City of N Y Dept of Consumer Affairs lamse Now bars 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617
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Wit
Panasonic

I 1M
Panasonic PV -8450

VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR
4 heads Trilingual on -screen
display .1-month/8-event timer
Auto clock set & daylight
saving time TV/cable/DSS
universal remote

515 9" (PAN PV8450)

Samsung VR8608

'149"
JVC HR -A54

heads VCR Phn 

- mote '179"
Sony SLV-678HF

Panasonic PV -8662

Sony SLV-M1OHF

199

249

CALL

S -VHS Stereo VCRs

JVC

JVC 111-S3500U
S -VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR

VCR Plus+ with Cable Eye
cable box controller 4 heads
Pro-cision 19 micron heads
Jog/shuttle Remote control

$29999 INC HR535001

Panasonic PV -57670
44 heads Spahalue(' Audio Noshing, VCR Plot-
ted cables DSS boa conical, remote '299"
NC HR-S4500U
4 heads, VCR Plus. with Cade Eye cable boa
(whole( poityle ethhng, remote '399"
JVC HR-S9500U

;s, V(R Plus- "
(emote CALL

Sony SLV-R1000I hove
(ow

Panasonic AG -1980

MIJUCi1311,

CALL

1149"

VHS-C/8mm Camcorders

JVC

JVC GR-AX230U
VHS -C Camcorder

22x optical hyper zoom
Wide angle Super Lolux (less
than 1 Iyx) ProgramAE with
special effects Instant titles

$34999
'NC GRAX230)

Samsung SCA20

Canon E52500

Panasonic PV -1758

I LCD monit.

Sony CCD-TRV65

Sony CCD-TRV85

zoom, 35' StavelStreen LCD, Sten:.

299"

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

LIE114118;
Order 24 Hours-A Day, 7 Days A Week1-800-221-8180www.jandr.com

AOL Keywof J&R
I RwoR I Dpowered b

DVD - Digital Video Discs
American Graffiti

Army of Darkness

Blues Brothers

City of Angels

Halloween 2

Homegrown

It's A Wonderful Life

Lionheart

$29.99
DVD $19.99

DVD $29.99

DYE 519.99

DVO $15.99

DVD $24.99

DVD $19.99

D.: $24.99

Lost In Space logan's Run

Man In The Iron Mask

$1999 Mercury Rising

Oliver!

Rumble Fish

$19.99
DVD $19.99

DYE $19.99

DVD $ 24.99

DVD $19.99

Thing (1982) DVD $29.99

Wedding Singer EVE $ 19.99
A Huge Selection of Titles In 5,0(10

DVD Players
SONY

Sony DVP-S7000
DVD Player

ePlays DVD, audio CD & video
CD formats SmoothScan'
special effects Component
video output Remote

CALL(SON DVP57000)
Panasonic DVD-A110

at,

Sony DVP-S300
,with sr:

Sony DVP-S500D

JVC XV-D2000BK

Panasonic DVD-A310

CALL

CALL

CALL

'499

CALL

Digital Cameordors
SONY

.t
Sony DCR-PC I 0

Pocket -Size Digital Camcorder
Carl Zeiss 150x digital/
12x optical zoom 2.5"
SwivelScreen color LCD Color
viewfinder Super Steady5hot
Photo mode

$214999 DCRPC10)

NC GR-DVM5
view

effects CALL
Canon ZR

11,0101031/44rdigitiii

' s screen CALL

Sony DCR-TRV9

Panasonic AG-EZ30

CanonXL1 Kit

able lens system, dgihn 010i0 moJ-

CALL

2999

CALL

High -End Color TVsStereo Color TVs
SONY

Sony KV-20V80
20" Trunitron' Stereo Color TV

Advanced on-creen menu
Digital comb filter Matrix
Surround sound Fixed/vari-
able audio output Universal
remote Gra cabinet

CALL(SON(SON KV20V80)

Panasonic CT -20G12
SOO tines of

'249"
Samsung TXG2548

'

Panasonic CT -27G13

Sony KV-27V65
2'
2s

Samsung TSF3278

'299"

359'

CALL

599"

Fuji Endeavor 3500ix
APS Zoom Camera Kit

 21-58mm zoom lens Mulil
function card Aluminum
hody Multi -function zoom flask
Data record Detachahl.,

$279 99
(F111 END35cx,

Pentax efina
: e /He impmmil

'179"
Olympus NEWPIC Zoom 90

Nikon Nuvis 1 10i

Minolta VECTIS 30

 Canon ELPH 370Z
'Lou
includes rose, tdtter, t, filo

199"

229

259-

349

Panasonic

Panasonic CT -314,24
31" SuperFlat" Stereo Color TV

SuperFlat data -grade picture
tube with Invar Mask Color
picture -in -picture capability
Spatializer 3D stereo Lighted
home theater remote

$79999
Panasonic CT -275F25

Samsung TXE2759

Sony KV-35XBR48

CALL

649

CALL

Sony KV-32XBR100
.

:wet. '1799"
Sony VPL-W4000

lector, tot weens ham 4
teed, (All

Canon 1 Ox3 015
Ultra -Compact Binoculars

 10 x 30 *Lightweight Image
I stabilizer Double field -flattener
Multi -coating Water-resistant
non -slip rubber coating Long
e e relief

$499" (CAN 10530
Minolta 8570-118

- '79"
Bushnell Xtra-Wide

'99"
Nikon 7348

'229 -
Nikon 5157 Model 7312

379'
Nikon Spotter XL Model 6901

'4/9"

4- FOR MORE SAVINGS, SEE PREVIOUS PAGE
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HI -Pi Storms VCRs

11111111

Panasonic

Panasonic PV -8661
VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR

4 heads VCR Plus+ Digital
auto picture Auto clock set with
24 -hour backup Universol
TV/cable/DSS lower remote
control

519999 (PAN PV866 I

Samsung VR8808

Aiwa HV-FX7000

JVC HR-VP654

Sony SLV-798HF

Sony SLV-998HF

kIng,,199.

Pw129"

mopping,

CALL

CALL

TV/VCR Combo
SONY

: Sony KV-20VM30
20" Color TV/VHS Recorder

Trinitron picture tube with
virtually flat -dark tint -screen
4 -head VHS VCR VCR Plus+
timer programming Auto

. Clock Set Remote

' $39999
(SON KV20Vm30)

Samsung CXD1342
.. del,

Panasonic PV -M1348

Samsung CXD1942
 it -

Panasonic PV -M2068

Panasonic PV M2768

'249"

'279"

'299'

'479"'

Sony RM-AV2000
Universal Remote Control

Controls up to 12 audio/video
components Pre-programmed
for most major brands LCD
touch -screen Blue backlight

'149"
Sony RM-V18A
. . - R Pi V(R,

Recoton 1V800

SON RMAV20001

'59"
One -For -All URC8090

. Remote

'79"
Terk AM-FMQ
t..PA,FM Antenna,

.7,nu '79"
Terk WAVECOM' Sr.

199"

SE KARLA ESPANOL

For PHONE ORDERS ONLY
Outside U.S.A. Coll:
1.212-406-7077

Order Code SR810

4.41.
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Apple Macintosh Computers Printers

pigflUS1C®
WORtD

Apple
Power
Macintosh' ,

G3
-.011117 iMae/233

32M11/ 468/ 24X CD All -In -One Computer

2 3 3MHz PowerPC G3
rocessor Built-in 15" monitor
13.8" VIS) 56Kbps V.90

modem Cable modem ready

$12999!.7./A)
Apple'
PewerBook
03/233
32M8/2G8/ 20x CD
233MHz
PowerPC G3

processor  13 3" active -matrix
color display 66MHz system
bus  Bui t -in 1 OBASE -T 4MB
SGRAM video memory

CALL(APP M64810/A)

roar( and the tone( law nadamaks
bread Nunes *Ann Comenemn, used mow
Isms disisho

Smart and
Friendly
CD -11 W426
Deluxe
External
CD Recorder

4x record/2x rewrite/6x read
* 2MB buffer memory SCSI II

host adapter Includes software
suite for PC & Macintosh

Dazzle
Multimedia
Video Parallel
Port Adapter
*Easiest
parallel port
video capture
for PCs Record, edit & save TV
quality video in our PC from

Order 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week1-800-221-8180www.jandr.com
AOL Keyword J&R

b \trP\Vnri

LA. Confidential $13.99
Midnight in the
Garden of Good & Evil $13.99
Fallen

Postman

Devil's Advocate

Fall Monty

The Game

Microtek
ScanMaker' V310

Single -Pass Color Flatbed Scanner
30 -bit color 300 x 600 dpi
4800 x 4800 dpi (interpolated(
Parallel port installation
tidoKai s Photo Soap

99 iteKv3io)
ScanMaker' E3 Plus

'110
ScanMaker E3 Plus For Mac

,ox 600 dp, 4800 )interrliotid4,..

ScanMaker V600
(Interpol/3*C

'129"
any source So are ' ScanMaker X6

version), Adobe PhotoDeluxe &
includes Kat's Power Goo (full i ponalles1119..

more ScanMaker X6EL
1200 dp, Adapter SOS)

)DAZ 1000) l, fa Ks '249"

Audio/Video Furniture

Bell'Og9etti AVS-800
Hi -Rise A/V Rock

*Holds TVs up to 40" & 4 or
more audio/video components
*Tempered safety glass shelves
Heavy gauge metal 45" w x
59" h x 24" d

CALL (BIG AVS8001

Peerless PM1 3
3' TVs, swivel )4

'49
Elite EL -318

Hiboy style, gloss

'99
Elite EL -694

Bell' Oggetti AR -703

Plateau MXAV 1

'149"

edeo shelves

1/89"

CALL

Audio/Video Add-Ons

AudioSource EQ 600

$39999
Dynaco OD -1

Home Theater Multi -Channel
Graphic Equalizer

6 channels 10-bands/chan-
nel ±1 2dB 4 -sets of faders:
Front L&R, Rear L&R, Center &
Subwoofer

(ASO E06001

System Adopter, (converts

come theater '29"
Speco SSB5

. holds up to S paws ci

'39"
Sima Video CopyMaster-

X1 Video Enhancer,

. bright mows 149"
JVC 1X S300

Niles SVL 6

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

eitthei, 4 opens &

)),o. compatibility '219"

owere
Movies on VHS

Lost In Space

FREE
BONUS

from Psion
with purchase,

see below

Psion Series 5
8MB Handheld Computer

BONUS LOTUS ORGANIZER
BUNDLE ($199 value),
includes Case Lotus Organizer
software, CardScan software &
OAG Flight Guide -Atter SSO$49999 MaiHn Rebate

IPSN SERIES!)

3Com Palm Ill
;cocci, 2MB RAM. Hanoi(

Prnordi '399"
Casio CASSIOPEIA E-10

(170
'399"

Philips Nino 301

Cordless Phones

NEW
LOW

PRICE!

VTECH 2960ci
900MHz Cordless Phone/
Digital Answering System

2 -line answering system Base
speakerphone Continuos.{
channel search 20# speed dial
50 caller ID memory

'19999

Rocky Horror Picture Show
MO $11.99

Red Corner VHS $ 15.99

Boogie Nights VHS $ 15.99

Mar yin's Room VHS $15.99

G.I. Jane vHS $12.99
Mimic VHS S 12.99

Chasing Amy VHS $15.99

Business Software

HaturallySpeakin
Preferred fv3.0

by Dragon Systems
Continuous speech recognition
Includes Dragon Naturally
Mobile CD-ROM for Windows
9sSi94NT999

(DRIPlAtattALY3-C1

Linux (v5.1) Openxiing System
By Red Hat, (D -ROM la Ks
(RHB1.11405 '29"
Paint Shop Pro (v5.0)
*By lass Outwore,CD-ROM la Windows 95/N1
ilk PAINTS -CI '59"
Norton Utilities (v3.0)
qty Symontec, (D -ROM la Windows 95

ISM 14113{) '69"
Home Essentials 98 Upgrade
eiv Merosoft, (D -ROM lox Windows 95781

9 ' (551HOMEES9BIA, 99'

WordPerfect Suite U rode
(cot il6vron Nalog (D-T0ii

la Vin 95/NT ((Re WP8DRAON&C) '99.

(VIC 2960(0

Fax Machines

Brother intellilAr-770
Plain Paper Fax Machine

 10 page auto document feeder
100 sheet paper cassette
Handset 51 2KB memory
*Multi -copying- up to 99 65
skidecircsociii4

'Sharp UX-1 78A
auto once cutlet

1139"

(BRT PPP 770)

Brother Fax 290MC
i-Itinseefing Mahn

tem 117."

Brother
HL -1 040
Windows/
DOS Laser
Printer
Up to
10-ppm True 600 x 600 dpi
2MB standard memory 200-
sheet paper tray Straight
paper path Drivers for
Windows 95

Hewlett-
Packard
DeskJet
722C
Color Printer
 Photo-qualily

printing, the best for home
Smallest ink drops for more
shades of color Up to 8ppm
HP PhotoREt II *Handles up to
legal size Superior results on
pfain paper Windows
3.1x/95/NT 4.0 compatible

Music Write Plus
by Voyetra

*Compose and print your own
professional looking sheet music
Use mouse or MIDI compatible
keyboard CD-ROM for
Windows 3.1x/95/NT

$2999 (VOY MUSICWR CI

Sing
By MusxWore, CD-ROM lot Windows 95

(MWP SING() '24"
Artist
*By Oh Soft, (D -ROM fix Windows 95

(Oil 891)51-0 '24"
Classic Rock Guitar, vol 1

oft (MOM la Windows/Windows 9S
JR0) '39"

Piano: Your Personal Piano
Teacher Course 1, ir (HOS

'54"
Digital Orchestrator Plus

CD-ROM toi

IAL-CD) '89"

For a more complete
selection of Audio, Video,

Computers & more,
ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES
Call For FREE catalogue!

Owl. Tots -fro, 24 Awn, 7 Osrs A Wit.

800-221-8180
VISIT rinniegb AT

31 PARK Row, NY, NY

(aattollet hold b to
WWW.ialleir.COM

sv max r 5 9" 2k6 AutoSMen', AN memory, block .'16 tath2MB memory (HP (41 /A) ...'699" AOL Keyword: J&R

CALL US TOLL FREE TOR ITEMS NOT LISTED THIS AD

Sanyo CLT-A901
 - ..-- %noel automate soon, up

...., battery standby, white '59
Uniden EXV98

...4..1111 roar maran 40 di
'79

Panasonic KX-TC911-BK Panasonic KX-FP250
v,can, Sound -,. *flu( .... -.cry, 10 Fox

) k '99" .. Once' ': '199"
Sony SPP-A940-BK Canon MultiPASS" 05000

bswering .., "1 ax/Sionnei/EVet
. .), Vvi 939- '390"

AT&T 9400 RM Hewlett-Packard lasedet 3100

TO ORDER BY MAILS ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERIC4N EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (include
Interbank No., expiration date & signature) To: J&R Music World, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Mospeth, Queens, NY 11378. Personal & business checks C

inf.rnmfic'n' AlARNUSIover $2000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by at ,r or to Canada, Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin Islands & Puerto Rico, please call for

must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipptng, handling Insurance Charge (Continental US) is 5% of the total order with a S4.95
minimum for orders up to $500; 4% for orders over $500 to 51000; 3% for orders over $1000 to $1500; 2% for orders over $1500 M$2000; i% for orders

DO
NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please add sales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION 8 ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR WORLD.
TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH & 100% GUARANTEED. Some quon ities may be
(invited. Copyright 1998 18R Music World. toy of N.Y. Dept. of Consumer Affairs License Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900615/0900617



popmusic

or
"IT'S FALL," announces John McCut-
cheon. "We've got three months
to sing this song." Released on the
Rounder Kids imprint, Autumnsongs
is the third installment in McCut-
cheon's Four Seasons series
(Wintersongs and
Summersongs are
already out, Spring -
songs is due in
1999), and it's full of
folky pleasantries,
including "Pumpkin
Man," "World Series
'57," "Campfire,"
"Thanksgiving Day,"
and "Colors" (of the leaves,
naturally). Adults will appreciate
"Labor Day" and, inspired by
Cesar Chavez's rallying cry, "Si
Se Puede" ("Yes We Can"). But if
McCutcheon's "Halloween" is
too tame for you, try the latest entry
in Rhino's Just Can't Get Enough
series, New Wave Halloween, which
offers an R-rated song by Sonic Youth
called "Halloween," another R-rated

NEWWAVINAILOWEEN

song by the Dead Kennedys called
"Halloween," and sour more songs
called (boo!) "Halloween." Elsewhere,
MX -80 Sound covers the theme
from John Carpen-.er's original Hallow-

een, the Comateens cover the
theme from The Munsters,
and, waddayaknow, Mudhoney
covers that R-rated song
by Sonic Youth called (boo!)
"Halloween.' Then there's

"Creature with the
Atom Brain" by
the legendary Roky
Erickson, whose
"personal experi-
ence as an inmate
at a Texas state
mental institution in
the late '60s makes
him an authority

on weird horror -movie imagery," as
Rhino's self -mocking essay points out.
"At Rhino, we don't offer imitation
looniness to our customers - we give
'em the real thing!" Pass the candy
corn, Jamie Lee! Ken Richardson

in "Never Is Enough," whose narrator taunts:
"You get your Ph.D. / How happy you will
be / When you get a job at Wendy's / And
are honored with Employee of the Month."

Well, it's that kind of world, isn't it? At
least albums like Stunt make it bearable by
offering a batch of addictively catchy pop -
rockers to chase away the blues.

Parke Puterbaugh

GILLIAN WELCH
Hell Among the Yearlings
(Alnw Sounds. 39 min)
* * * *

T" years after Revival, her spellbind-
ing debut album, 30 -year -old Gillian

Welch still evokes the life of Appalachia,
Dust Bowl Oklahoma, and Grapes of Wrath
California - even though this crafter of
breathtaking backwoods song -poetry hails
from L.A., born not of parents who worked
mines or fields but of a music team who
wrote for The Carol Burnett Show.

You'd never know that from listening to
Hell Among the Yearlings, as somber and
dark an album as any in the folk canon.
Welch warns you right up front: the open-
ing cut, "Caleb Meyer," is a murder ballad
about a rural woman who slits the throat of
a drunkard attempting to rape her. Later on,
in "One Morning," a mother opens her front
door to discover her dead son on horseback,
shot full of holes and black with blood. Not

bleak enough yet? Stay tuned. There's all
manner of misery ahead.

Although she counts her influences as
"equal parts Pixies, R.E.M., and the Stanley
Brothers," Welch is mostly a thrilling throw-
back to Jean Ritchie, early Merle Haggard,
the Carter Family, and - with her two -part -
harmony partner and co -writer David Rawl-
ings - every important bluegrass broth-
er act who ever picked up the sparest of
instrumentation to convey their emotions.
Welch begs off the terms folk, country,
bluegrass, and acoustic music, calling her
sound "American Primitive." Despite the
severity of subject matter and sameness of
mood here, you'll likely just call it terrific.

Alanna Nash

ROD STEWART
When We Were the New Boys
(Warner Bros., 42 min)
* * 1
The Best of Rod Stewart
(Mercury, 78 min)
* * * * *
The Best of Rod Stewart, Vol. 2
(Mercury, 78 min)*****

n his current album, Rod Stewart aims
to summon the brash spirit of his ear-

ly solo records by revisiting their organic
arrangements while drawing on some young -
bloods for material. The approach is prom-

ising and the results satisfying, if not exact-
ly revelatory. For one thing, Rod was a more
involved participant in the scene from 1969
to 1974, and he also tended to write as
many songs as he covered. By contrast, for
When We Were the New Boys, Stewart had
song -pickers select tunes for his approval,
and he brought only one of his own to the
table. That song, the title track, sentimental-
izes his days as a young stallion with an
epic overstatement worthy of Braveheart.
He does, however, retool Oasis's "Cigarettes
and Alcohol" as a vintage, bawdy rocker
and get maximum riff -rocking voltage out
of Primal Scream's "Rocks." But much of
the rest is ballad -besotted and suffers for its
autumnal emotions and furrowed brow -
especially when stacked up against the two
Best of Rod Stewart volumes that have now
reappeared.

These single CDs of two double LPs from
the mid -1970s do indeed qualify as revela-
tory, based on the sonic details that emerge
from the stunning 20 -bit remasters. Wheth-
er it's the crisply palpable snapping of fin-
gers on guitar strings or the holographic in-
terplay of instruments, the CDs sound like
the musicians must have felt when they
were making this music - that is, like they
were bursting out of their skin. The first
nine tracks on the first volume, spanning
material from The Rod Stewart Album to
Even' Picture Tells a Story, are as good as
rock & roll gets in its programming and
making. Together, both CDs are an excep-
tional deal, condensing Stewart's five Mer-
cury albums onto two discs without losing
anything indispensable (except maybe "Jo's
Lament"). Moreover, they make the pic-
aresque vitality of Stewart's essential early
work leap to life as never before.

Parke Puterbaugh

THE V-ROYS All About Town
(E-Squared/Warner Bros.. 36 min)
* * * *

With the V-roys, you've got to expect
the unexpected: roots rock, laced

with either distorted or crystal-clear guitar,
rubbing up against bluegrass where banjo,
mandolin, and fiddle vie for time, in songs
to girls worshipped, lusted after, or reviled,
wrapped in '60s -style chord progressions
- and all topped off with the country -rock
sensibilities of the Twangtrust cooperative
of producers Ray Kennedy and Steve Earle.
It's a smorgasbord with a killer backbeat.
Sometimes all in one song.

On All About Town, the Knoxville -based
V-roys reprise the prodigious eclecticism of
their 1996 debut record, Just Add Ice, veer-
ing from the Dirt Band redux of "Mary"
and the college -boy excitement of "Amy
88" to the prideful Irish romp of "Over the
Mountain." Aside from the emotional vi-
brancy (and the universal appeal of the Ev-
eryman vocals), what stands out is the band's

90 STEREO REVIEW OCTOBER 1998



cornucopia of sounds: a buzzing saw of an
electric guitar, a sneering snare, an angry
bass. For all the simplicity of its subject
matter, the music here is as complex as
good pop music gets. In their close -cut suits
and ties, the V-roys may look like frat boys,
but they play like mothers. Alanna Nash

LINDA RONSTADT We Ran
(L/cArni, 51) ruin)

* * * *
TRISHA YEARWOOD
Where Your Road Leads
(MCA Nashville, 42 min)
* * -1

or Linda Ronstadt, who has found near-
lyy everything she's released of late ex-

iled to "lite" radio, We Ran is an attempt to
revisit the roots -rock landscape she once
defined and ruled. Thankfully, she's not on-
ly in great form but in great company. Aid-
ed by such old colleagues as Bernie Leadon
and Waddy Wachtel, she powers her wa)
through a set that includes songs by John
Hiatt ("When We Ran"), Bruce Springsteen
("If I Should Fall Behind"), and Bob Dylan
("Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues"). Yet it's
the new material - notably, "Heartbreak
Kind," a slithery duet with Leadon, and
Wachtel's affecting ballad "I Go to Pieces"
- that impresses the most. Notable, too, is

veteran Glyn lohnc's production character-
istically expansive but just edgy enough.

For Ronstadt's spiritual protegee Trisha
Yearwood, who has found nearly every-
thing she's released in her career restricted
to the country corral, Where Your Road
Leads is an attempt to head for the cross-
over pop hills, where her eclectic music has
long deserved to roam. That she and copro-
ducer Tony Brown should be satisfied with
the generally lackluster arrangements here.
however, is both surprising and disappoint-
ing. Tracks like "There Goes My Baby"
and "I Don't Want to Be the One" are bus)
but dull, while others are subverted by rhyth-
mic flatness. The set is nearly redeemed
by Yearwood's performance in the torcher
"Love Wouldn't Lie to Me:' the soaring duet
with Garth Brooks in the title cut, and the
frisky "Bring Me All Your Lovin'." If onl
more of the album had such flavor. After
all, as Ronstadt proved two decades ago.
if it's popular, it's pop. Billy Altman

NATALIE MERCHANT Ophelia
(Elektra, 57 min)

*
Has Natalie Merchant been hanging out
with Tracey Ullman? In the photo-

graphs for Ophelia, Merchant is done up as
a circus star, a debutante, a stern librarian,
a homeless waif, an actress, a nun, and a
prostitute, none of which (except maybe the
librarian) bears much resemblance to her
usual persona. The poses are from a surreal
20 -minute promotional film that doesn't

STRAWBS
CATALOG UPDATE

The great news for American fans of
the British band Strawbs is that
A&M/Chronicles has just released
The Very Best of Strawbs: Halcyon

Days, The A&M Years, an essential two -
CD set drawn primarily from the early
1970s. Collectors may protest that this
is merely a Stateside edition of the com-
pilation reeased last year by A&M U.K.,
but, in fact, the sets are very different.
Chronicles producer Bill Levenson de-
cided to rework the British Halcyon Days
for the U.S. market with the help of the
band's constant keeper, Dave Cousins.
They reselected the tracks and gave
them full annotation, in-
cluding ar expanded ver-
sion of the original essay
by Strawbs authority John
Tobler. And Levenson had
nearly all of the songs re -
mastered again because
he wasn't satisfied with
the U.K. sound. Overall,
the U.S. Days is the bet-
ter package. As for the

are fine -sounding packages, albeit with-
out lyrics. By the time you read this,
three more titles should be out: Just a
Collect.on of Antiques and Curios, Hero
and Heroine, and Ghosts.

Tobler has made more Strawbs mate-
rial available on CD via his own label,
The Road Goes On Forever (P.O. Box
12, Bamet, Hertsfordshire EN4 8PT Eng-
land; e-mail, rgf@rgfrecords.demon.co.
uk). He is to be especially commended
for offering a pair of two -CD sets that
each bring together two albums: Deep
Cuts and Burning for You on one, Ring-
ing Down the Years and Don't Say

Goodbye on the other, all
with lyrics. Also on To-
bler's label are Greatest
Hits Live! (from record-
ings in the early 199Cs,
as opposed to the 1973-
74 dates on Windsong/
BBC Radio's In Concert),
the acoustic Old Schcol
Songs by Cousins with
Brian Willoughby, the pre -

1111 S t t t ILST Of
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sound, that's more of a
personal call: to me, much of the U.S.
edition is on the warm side, whereas the
U.K. set is brighter - often to the point
of being too sibilant. The U.S. remasters
do sound excellent on their own.

Fans may still want to get the U.K.
Halcyon, too, for its rarities, including
singles by Richard Hudson and John
Ford's splinter group as well as Strawbs
B-sides. Then again, a Hudson Ford col-
lection is due from PolyGram U K./Spec-
trum, and many of the same Strawbs B-
sides are turning up on A&M U.K.'s Re -
masterpieces series of original Strawbs
albums, executive produced by Mike
Gill. By press time, I'd received three -
From the Witchwood, Grave New World.
and Bursting at the Seams - and they

viously unreleased. post -
Deadlines album Heartbreak Hill, and a
two -CD set of early material, Preserves
Untanned. Back in the States, other ver-
sions of that early material are avail-
able on Hannibal's Sandy Denny and the
Strawbs, and Deadlines is on One Way
(P.O. Box 6429, Albany, NY 12206). Lev-
enson would like to cover the post-A&M
years on another two -CD set. Mean-
while, a four -CD box may be available
from PolyGram U.K. as early as October.

Go to StrawbsWeb (www.strawbpage.
ndirect.co.uk), expertly overseen by Dick
Greener, and you'll likely find a report
on the band's 30th -anniversary concert,
which was scheduled for August 29 in
London. A live recording of the celebra-
tion is conceivable. Ken Richardson

Cousins
(foreground),
Tony Hooper,

Rick Wakeman,
Ford, and

Hudson,
circa 1971
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make the album concept any clearer, but, as
the title track sort of explains, they repre-
sent the multiple personalities of the char-
acter Ophelia; we're led to assume that the
songs are written in her voices. But never
mind that the concept doesn't hold up. More
important is that the intriguing weirdness of
the photos carries over to the music, mak-
ing Ophelia the first real departure of Mer-
chant's career.

Stretching beyond the earnest folk/pop
she's known for, the music here is so slow

Ninvy (-)Ni flD

THE LONG RYDERS Looking for
Lewis and Clark: Anthology
PolyGram/Chrontcles, two CDs)

Forty remastered tracks from the '80s

band that helped blaze the trail for Wilco
and Son Volt. Essay by David Fricke.

MARTIN MULL
Martin Mull and His Fabulous
Furniture in Your Living Room
(Capricorn Classics)
Mulling It Over:
A Musical Oeuvre -View
(Razor & lie)
Before becoming an actor and a painter, he

sang funny songs. The first item is from

1973; the second is a new collection drawn

from all four of his Capricorn albums.

THE MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA
WITH JOHN McLAUGHLIN
The Inner Mounting Flame
(Columbia/Legacy
JEFF BECK Blow by Blow
(Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab)
Two guitarists tackle fusion, the first from
1971, the second from 1975.

ULTIMATE BROADWAY
(Arista, two CDs)
MY FAIR LADY
(Sony Classica//CoiumbuilLegarr)
A FUNNY THING HAPPENED
ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM
(Rykodisc. enhanced CD)

Arista offers 40 "showstoppers" from

Oklahoma! to Rent. Sony remasters

the original -cast Lady with Julie Andrews.

And Ryko puts the film version of Stephen

Sondheim's first complete musical on
an enhanced CD with the movie trailer.

SOUNDS OF
NORTH AMERICAN FROGS
(Smithsonian Folkways) First issued in
1958, it's what it says it is - with 57 spe-
cies on 92 tracks. All croaks remastered!

and austere that 10,000 Maniacs seems like
a punk band in comparison. The single
"Kind & Generous" is the only commercial -
sounding track; the rest is light on hooks
and rhythm and heavy on strings and at-
mosphere. And, yes, things get dull, but
there's also a strange beauty that's new for
Merchant. The Innocence Mission's Karen
Penis does some lovely harmonies in the
Carter Family -styled "When They Ring
the Golden Bells," and "Thick as Thieves"
peaks with a guitar solo by Daniel Lanois,
whose influence is felt in the disc's textural
production (for which nobody takes credit).
While too spotty to be considered a break-
through, Ophelia introduces a less pre-
dictable Natalie Merchant. Brett Milano

SHEMEKIA COPELAND
Turn the Heat Up
(Alligator. 63 min)
* * *

As her debut album indicates, Shemekia
Copeland. daughter of Johnny Clyde

Copeland, has yet to develop a distinct iden-
tity as a vocalist - but she is only 19 and
already terrific. Singing in the groove of
Aretha Franklin and Etta James with clear
lineage to the era of Bessie Smith, Cope-
land maneuvers her powerful voice through
a blues -drenched program, accompanied by
solid guitar licks and rollicking piano. She
is heard to greatest advantage in the less
raucous numbers, including "It Don't Hurt
No More," "Salt in My Wounds," and her
father's "Ghetto Child." Joe Louis Walker
guests on "My Turn Baby" with good re-
sults, and there are three appearances by the
Uptown Horns, a group that evokes shades
of the old Specialty label. We'll be hearing
much more from Shemekia Copeland; I just
hope that her talent is framed in more imag-
inative arrangements. Turn the Heat Up is
an earthy trek, but her voice can take her
beyond such limits. Chris Albertson

DWIGHT YOAKAM A Long Way Home
(Reprise, 42 ruin)
* * * I
WILL SING FOR FOOD:
THE SONGS OF DWIGHT YOAKAM
(Little Dog/Mercury, 54 min)
* * *

Dwight Yoakam's first all -new album in
three years is being greeted as a return

to musical roots - which it is. up to a
point. The experiments of his last few al-
bums are indeed toned down in favor of a
purer honky-tonk sound that harks back to
his debut. But Yoakam doesn't ignore cur-
rent trends entirely: "Things Change" brings
him as close to Garth Brooks as he's ever
likely to get. Nor does he play down the
left -field streak in his writing. The songs of
A Long Way Home take his usual romantic
bleakness to new extremes, but they're done
up so attractively that you may not notice.

Merchant: Who are we today?

"Yet to Succeed," perhaps his most miser-
able love song to date, is so gorgeously mo-
rose that one could imagine Nick Cave cov-
ering it. Still, Yoakam doesn't sit back and
cry in every tune: he goes out for revenge in
"The Curse" and gets downright paranoid
in "Only Want You More."

The songs on Will Sing for Food, a bene-
fit for the homeless, are handled with care
because the project was supervised by Yoak-
am's producer. Pete Anderson. Instead of
trotting out big stars to prove the versatility
of the material, Anderson turns most of the
songs over to like-minded country maver-
icks. (Bonnie Bramlett's blues -mama ver-
sion of "What I Don't Know" is the only
one that doesn't fit.) The foreboding of
"Miner's Prayer" is right up Gillian Welch's
alley, the Backsliders rock mightily in "Do -
in' What I Did," and both Pete Droge and
the Blazers connect with Yoakam's honky-
tonk side. Brett Milano

JAll
JAMES CARTER In Carterian Fashion
(Atlantic. 62 nun)
* * * 1

On the aptly named In Carterian Fash-
ion, saxophonist James Carter alter-

nates with Henry Butler, Cyrus Chestnut.
and Craig Taborn as he flirts with the organ -
combo sound of 50s lounges. Of course, he
doesn't play it straight for long, but long
enough to capture the setting's true flavors
before soaring, sometimes screaming off in-
to his own thing. The juxtaposition of past
and present works well, especially with an
organist like Taborn, who doesn't mince
notes. Butler and Chestnut have a less ag-
gressive approach, but that, too, fits into
Carter's scheme of things. "Lockjaw's La-
ment," with Chestnut, is a beautiful track
that shows what a sensitive musician Carter
is, and it offers a prepossessing contrast to
the more daring title composition, which
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QUICK FIXES
STORYVILLE Dog Years
(Atlantic, 56 min)* * *
Despite a name that evokes New Orleans,
Storyville is an Austin supergroup that
includes Stevie Ray Vaughan's rhythm
section and two guitarists with creden-
tials from the Mavericks and Joe Ely.
But the production here goes for a song -
oriented approach that reins in the fire-
power. If only they'd loosen up a bit.
Storyville could be the best thing to hap-
pen to blues -rock in years. B.M.

10cc The Original Soundtrack
(Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, 42 min)**
If albums were judged solely on their
sound, MoFi's gold CD of lOcc's 1975
studio wizardry would rate a clutch of
enthusiastic stars. The choir on "I'm Not
in Love" is indeed impressive. But the
song has a no less three-dimensional
sound on The Very Best of 10cc, the Mer-
cury/Chronicles set from 1997. And, get-
ting back to the original point, the music
here is a flawed standoff between the
band's pop and progressive factions. P.P.

JON FADDIS Remembrances
(Cheslcy, 67 min) * * *
A collaboration with arranger/conductor
Carlos Franzetti, Remembrances features
a mostly familiar repertoire with volup-
tuous accompaniments that run the gamut
from updated Percy Faith to Miles -era
Gil Evans. Above it all rides Faddis, a
lyrical trumpeter with impeccable taste
and the good sense not to dominate. The
music is captured with remarkable clari-
ty in Chesky's 96-kHz/24-bit high -reso-
lution recording. C.A.

ANGRY JOHNNY & THE KILLBILLIES
What's So Funny?
(Tar Hut, 66 min; P.O. Box 441940,
Somerville, MA 02144;
e-mail, tarhut@aol.com) * * * *
They're on the loose again. Set to thrash-
ing guitars, saxophone, tuba, and banjo,
this sonata for serial killers is far too
well done to dismiss as novelty. But it's
Angry Johnny's punked-up vocals and
obsessed songwriting that you'll really

remember. Of course, after listening to
this stuff, you'll want to drive a stake
through the heart of anyone who ever
looked at you cross-eyed. A.N.

MEDESKI MARTIN & WOOD
Combustication
I Blue Note, 69 min) * * *
JOHN SCOFIELD A Go Go
(Verve, 52 min) * *
The modus operandi of the organ trio
Medeski Martin & Wood is free associa-
tion. Even when they behave themselves,
as they do playing funky rhythms for
guitarist Scofield, they can't help but slip
little sounds of surprise into the music's
well-worn grooves. The only drawback is
that in their context of no context, every-
thing tends to sound parodic. R.C.W.

SUZY BOGGUSS
Nobody Love, Nobody Gets Hurt
(Capitol, 40 min)* * * *
Bogguss finally strikes the right balance
between art and commerciality, between
folk and modern country. The material
- by the likes of Cheryl Wheeler, Ma-
traca Berg, and Kim Richey - address-
es grown-up concerns in adult ways, and
Bogguss is enmeshed in the passion of
the songs. The album of her career. A.N.

CABARET
The New Broadway Cast Recording
(RCA Victor, 67 min) * * * *
Original Broadway Cast Recording
(Sony Classical/Columbia/Lego( 1. -7 min)
****1
The sparkling recording of the revival
has the advantage of several hit songs
written for the 1972 film version. Yet the
original cast album from 1966, newly re-
stored, has three of the most compelling
talents in Broadway history in Joel Grey,
Lotte Lenya, and Jack Gilford, as well as
four songs that never made it past demos
as sung by composer John Kander and
lyricist Fred Ebb. Will Friedwald

RADNEY FOSTER
See What You Want to See
(Arista Austin. 43 min)* * *
Foster delivers the record he was born to
make, full of pain, exhilaration, tender-
ness, hard-won wisdom, and a hip -to -
their -tricks shrewdness. With a pop -rock
format that's more muscular and harder -
edged than anything on the Foster &
Lloyd albums or his solo records, he
conjures a level of maturity in his lyrics
and a fuller, more tuneful execution in
his melodies. A.N.

follows. On Don Byas's "Don's Idea," things
get really hot, in the old jazz sense, thanks
in large measure to the ferocious trumpet of
fellow frontliner Dwight Adams, who is al-
so an asset on three other tracks.

Chris Albertson

THE HEADHUNTERS
Return of the Headhunters
(Hancock/Verve Forecast. 54 min)
* *1
DON BYRON Nu Blaxploitation
(Blue Note. 75 min)
* * *

Herbie Hancock originally formed the
Headhunters in 1973 after the experi-

mental efforts of his previous fusion com-
bo, the Sextant, met with widespread public
indifference. The new band was, up to that
point, the keyboardist's most willfully (and,
some would say, crassly) commercial effort
- and it worked. On Return of the Head-
hunters, Hancock appears on only a few of
the cuts (replaced elsewhere by Billy Childs),
but the core members are back: reedman
Bennie Maupin, bassist Paul Jackson, drum-

mer Mike Clark, and percussionist Bill Sum-
mers. And they do capture the mood and
mode of days of yore -a tight but spongy
rhythm, some lightly hummable melodies,
and a handful of modest solos. However,
despite a few changes of pace, the accu-
mulative effect is a little dull. But intention-
ally so: Hancock has said that he had decid-
ed to make music that people could listen
to while they did something else because
(he reasoned) that's the way most people
listen to music.

Meanwhile, clarinetist Don Byron and
his group Existential Dred don't just revisit
the '70s but rethink the decade's propensi-
ty for populist hybrids. The result, Nu Blax-
ploitation, is a mix of old -school groove,
social protest, and surrealistic asides - just
the kind of ambitious sprawl you'd expect
from someone who dedicates his album to
both Latin/funk purveyors Mandrill and clas-
sical composer Arnold Schoenberg (among
others). The down side is that there's a lot of
jokey and spoken -word stuff - not the sort
of thing that invites prolonged and repeated
listening. But the up side is that it's smart
and edgy and that Byron is a passionate
musician - and one not afraid to make a
disc you actually have to sit down and pay
attention to. Richard C. Walls
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BEST OF THE MONTH
Dawn Upshaw/The World So Wide

Dawn Upshaw has a natural ease
with American musical idioms
and an ability to sing the Eng-
lish language without sounding

like an accompaniment to cucumber sand-
wiches at a Buckingham Palace garden par-
ty. Not many classically trained singers
could claim as much, and this has given her
a special authority in delivering American
vernacular music in a cultivated manner.
The World So Wide, her new collection of
20th -century American operatic arias and
musical -theater songs with the Orchestra of
St. Luke's under David Zinman (Nonesuch
79458. 45 min), benefits enormously from
the way she reshapes her operatic soprano
to a more populist style. Singing like this
was once common in the musical theater,
but it has almost disappeared in our age of
amplification. Well, here it is again, and it is
glorious.

A high point of the CD is Pat Nixon's
aria from John Adams's opera Nixon in
China, an amazing hymn to traditional
American values set in a completely serious
and believable heroic style without a trace

of sentimentality or obvious irony. Almost
all the other pieces - from Copland's The
Tender Land, Bemstein's Trouble in Tahiti,
Douglas Moore's The Ballad of Baby Doe,
Weill's Street Scene, and Carlisle Floyd's
Susannah - have a folksy or bluesy char-
acter that sits remarkably well and without
affectation in Upshaw's voice and musical
personality.

The one off note is the aria from Bar-
ber's Antony and Cleopatra, which has that
moody Euro-exoticism that caused the
opera to be such a monumental failure at its
premiere for the opening of the Metropoli-
tan Opera's Lincoln Center home in 1966.
Also unusual (but more successful) in this
context is Tania Leon's modernist "Oh Ye-
manja" ("Mother's Prayer") from music for
a radio play by the great Nigerian poet
Wole Soyinka.

The recording, made in New York's Hit
Factory, creates a slight discrepancy be-
tween Upshaw's very bright vocal sound
and the darker orchestral accompaniment
but otherwise serves the music and the per-
formers quite well. Eric Salzman

BRAHMS Cello Sonatas Nos. 1 and 2
Heinrich Schiff, cello; Gerhard Oppitz. piano
(Philips 456 402, 55 min)
* * * *

Some two dozen CDs of the Brahms
cello sonatas are currently available,

but this new one by Heinrich Schiff and
Gerhard Oppitz belongs close to the top of
the heap. The First Sonata, in E Minor, can
sound pretty gnarly, but thanks in part to
the gorgeous tone Schiff elicits from his
Stradivarius "Mara," here it's thoroughly
charming from start to finish. Oppitz is a
seasoned master in the core Classical and
Romantic repertoire, and his collaboration
with Schiff is very much hand -in -glove.
High points include the deliciously delicate
lilt in the central Allegretto quasi menuetto
and the clarity of texture in the fugal finale
with its resonances of the duets in Bach's
Art of the Fugue.

The performance of the exultant Second
Sonata, in F Major, is somewhat more re-
strained than usual at first, but the freely
lyrical approach casts its own spell as the
music proceeds. The pizzicato episodes in
the slow movement are richly telling, while
surging ardor informs the succeeding Alle-
gm passionato, leaving the brief rondo fi-
nale to serve as a soft landing.

My one small reservation about this oth-
erwise distinguished production is a slight
lack of piano presence - it's not so much
that the piano is overpowered by the cello
as that it seems a touch off -mike in music
that demands equal participation from both
instruments. That cavil aside. 1 found this
CD extremely satisfying. David Hall

BRUCKNER Symphony No. 8
Saarbriicken Radio Symphony, Stanislaw

Skrowaczewski cond. (Arte Nova 54456, 57 min)
* * * *

Stanislaw Skrowaczewski's Bruckner
Sixth is surely one of the outstanding

issues so far on the super -budget Arte Nova
label, whose list price was recently reduced
to $4.98. The reading is straightforward and
clarifying, focusing on the grand design,
clearing away some of the contrived mys-
tique without damaging the composer's
very genuine driving spirit.

Though neither as popular as the familiar

STAR SYSTEM
Stellar *****

Excellent * * * *
Good ***
Fair **

Poor *
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JVC HA -D990
Stereo Headphones
 2410 gold-plated headphone plug
 Oxygen -free copper wires for

signal cord
 Voice coils with copper clad

aluminum wires
 Adjustable headband
 Soft comfortable ear cushions
 FR 5-27.000Hz. 65 ohms

 4915
Studio Tech ZRO6
Component Rack
 Smart Spike' shell supports
 Adjustable brass carpet spikes
 Rigid steel frame construction
 High quality powder coat paint
 Wood shelves with

satin lacquer finish
 Easy assembly, no tools required
 Space between shelves: 8"8 9"
 Dimensions

19.5"W x 171) x 46"H

MIL L5
Tower Speaker
 4 -Way speaker system
 350 Watt power handling
 8' Low frequency driver
 6-1/2 Midbass driver
 5" Midrange driver
 1" Pure titanium

high frequency driver
 9046 Sensitivity
 FR 35Hz-27kHz
 Black ash wood finish

111=1111
Panasonic DVD-A310 dihs COL
DVD/CD Player
Dolby Digital and DTS compatible DVD player with
built-in AC -3 decoder The new reference standard
in performance and value. Features include
 Advanced Dolby Digital decoder with

channel analog outputs
'slink and coax digital outputs
omponent video outputs

iny RIDX-C7900
D Receiver
-D/MD Changer control. Custom File' memory
iurable 2.1/2" disc fits in your pocket
i-Bass processing  Detachable face
0 Second shock resistant memory
OW x4 High power. F/R preouts
ifired remote control

Ionia Gold 2CS6
ROPOINT 6.5" Car
,mponent Speakers
-1/2' Polypropylene cone

1-1/2- voice coil
Co -polymer dome.

todymium tweeter  180W continuous max power
Ohm nominal impedance

70Hz-20kHz..1dB
3dB Sensitivity

ROPOINT 5.25"
r Component Speakers 169

Parasound
C55260
2 -Way
In -Wall
Loudspeakers
 6-1/2" Woofer

with 1" voice coil and 1 lb magnet
 Two element 12 dBxictave

2 6kHz crossover
 Polyfoam surround
 1" Soft dome tweeter 129

JVC HR-S3500U
Super VHS Hi -Fl Stereo VCR
 Hi-fi VHS stereo with MTS decoder
 VCR Plus.  Movie advance
 Active video calibration
 Jog/shuttle ondeck
 Shuttle plus  Rec link
 Express programming

AudioSource E0 Fourteen
Graphic Equalizer/Spettrum Analyzer
 Calibrated electret condenser microphone
 Sub -harmonic frequency filter
 Built-in pink noise generator
 Ten bands of equalization  Input level controls

JVC

XLNSSD
1+1' CD Auto Changer
 6.1 combination CD changer with
6 -disc magazine and auto -loading single tray &kit
for playback of 7 discs
 Random access programming

 JVC Independent suspension system 159of up to 32 "steps" from 7 discs

 8X Oversampling digital filter

We are your Custom Home Theater Specialists! Sound City specializes
in Custom Home Theater Systems, from the very basic to the most
sophisticated. Call us or fax us your floor plan or room layout and

we'll design a system that's right for you.

harman kardon
Separates!! Alantic

NIP IMP 111111
Harman/kardon PT -2500
PreampitUner Processor
 Dolby Pro -Logic Processing
 6 -Channel preamp outputs
 5 Audio inputs. including tape and phono
 3 Composite video inputs. 2 outputs
 30 Station presets

Harmae/Kardon PA5800
Multi -Channel Power Amplifier
 80 Watts x 5 into 8ohms
 Remote turn-on'off with the PT2500
 Five channel high current amplifier with

individual DC power supply
for each channel

PACKAGE DEAL!

Atlantic Technology Systems 250.1

Home Theater System
 The 251 1LR measures 6" W X 1.

4" polypropylene woofers and a 3.4 dome tweeter.
Recommended power from 10-150 watts

 The 253 1C center channel measures 15" W X 6.75" H X 7.75. 0
and uses the same drivers as 251 1LR It also includes midrange
and high frequency timbre matching controls,

 The 254 1SR measures 9 5' W X 10 5" H X 6 4" D. t uses two
4" woofers and two IT tweeters. angled and phased to produce
an ambient sound field.

 The 262PBM is a 150 watt powered Nil
subwoofer in an acoustic suspension
cabinet that contains a single 12" driver
Rated response is a conservative
35Hz to 125Hz. MEE

Sound City specializes in high -end car stereo systems.
Call us and we will custom design a system for your car.

Soundstream REF300SX
2/1 Channel Car Amplifier
 50W x 2 rated power at 4 ohm. 12V
 85W x 2 rated power at 4 ohm, 14 4V
 300W x 1 Total power output
 Enhanced dual class A drive board
 Onboard variable crossover
 4 -Way circuit protection

Power Acoustik 2APC-980
Power Amplifier
 2 Channel 980 watts max
 364W a 2 RMS 4 2 Ohm
 20i)W 2 RMS 4 4 Ohm
aanuv max bridged  S/N Ratio 98dB
 1/2'3 Channels possible  THD 0 01%

Sony 10111501
4 -Ch. Car Stereo Amplifier
 50W x 4 20- 20kHz 4 004% THE
 Crossover 80Hz 12dEVoctave

hi/ lo -pass with defeat
 Dimensions
13-1/13- x 1-15/1 6 x 978"0/29  Cal 0149

Nil lee Me Yourre Men ref? 11s1

NAI1710
Stereo Receiver
Combining NAB legendary 310 integrated amplifier and
the award 410 winning tuner The amp has 20 ampere
peak current capability and is stable down to 2 ohms
 20W/Ch RMS at 0.03 THD . 5 5dB headroom (INF 8u)
 FM Tuner with 24 (12AM/12FM) presets
 Holmgren toroidal transformer
 Preout main injacks
 25kHz Tuning

Technics
SFDX6
Home Theater Receiver/
Digital Surround Processor System
 100W x 6 Home theater mode  Do by Pro Locic surround
 Dolby 3 Stereo  Dolby digital 8 DTS digital decoder
 Powerful stereo mode 100W/ch (20Hz-20kHz.6i1. 0 05%THD)
 2 Optical and 2 coaxial digital inputs
 6 -Channel analog input facilities

enable external decoder connection
for throughput to a receiver

Parasound
Nomad Tel
Outdoor/
Surround Speaker
 120W Handling
 BSI impedance
 Butyl rubber surround
 Stainless steel grille
 1" Soft dome tweeter with ferrofluid damping
 Carbon fiber reinforced polycarbon cone
 6-112- Woofer with 2" voice coil
 Non -resonant fiberglass ABS cabinet $23r
 Bracket included

NC 7111500W
Satellite TV System
 Crystal clear digital video & CD quail)/ a
 Satellite TV receiver infrared remote co
 Software upgradeable via satellite
 RCA -Type audiovideo outputs
 V -Chip for parental control
 On -screen program guide

$19
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CENTERSTAGE

Midori's Mature Bow
At 27, Midori is no longer burdened with
that double-edged sword, the label
"prodigy," nor must she endure the end-
less stories about child stars who never
leave childhood behind. But the glamour
of the prodigy is also over. Now she is
simply one violinist among many, and
she will have to make her way on the
basis of music alone.

Does she miss the limelight that has
now been shifted from her to an ever
younger crop of prodigies? When we
spoke she answered emphatically: "I

don't miss it at all. I always hated getting
attention because of my age. Now there
is more attention paid to my music."

Indeed there is, and her musicmaking
today deserves all the recognition it

gets, as evidenced by the rave reviews
for her Sony CD of the Elgar and Franck
sonatas last fall. Even as an adolescent,
Midori's playing was impeccable in tech-
nique and exquisite in lyricism, and she
never lost those enviable virtues. But as
her teenage years slipped away, some
more profound qualities seemed missing
- a depth of emotion that probed be-
neath the polished surface, an aware-
ness of life's darker side, and a willing-
ness to compromise her beautiful tone
and tightly controlled interpretations.

With astonishing candor, she looks
back and traces her growth as a musi-
cian: "In the beginning, when I was 10 or
11, I played by instinct, but there was
nothing behind it. And once I started
thinking about these things, I became
jailed by logic, or at least what I thought
was logic."

By the time her teens were over, it

was already clear that Midori was no
risk -taker. "I was very tight," she admits.

"But many of these works I learned very
young, and now I'm relearning them,
and I'm much more excited by the music
than I used to be."

And what of her newly bold and var-
ied tone, which violates her old stan-
dards of beauty? "It all depends on what
you consider beautiful sound. A beauti-
ful sound for me is a sound that's con-
nected to my emotions, and emotions
aren't always pretty. When the music
calls for me to be rough, I go for it, in-
stead of worrying whether it sounds
perfect."

Midori's latest recording, the Tchai-
kovsky and Shostakovich Violin Concer-
tos with Claudio Abbado and the Berlin
Philharmonic, is scheduled for release
by Sony in late September.

K. Robert Schwarz

Symphonies Nos. 4 and 7, nor as profound
as Nos. 8 and 9, the Sixth may nonetheless
be the quintessential Bruckner symphony,
and it benefits enormously from Skrowa-
czeski's understanding and animation, un-
folding with a naturalness and directness
that present both the composer and the mu-
sic in the very best light. The Saarbriicken
Radio Orchestra is absolutely up to every-
thing demanded of it, and the sound is very
bright (if also a little fiery). For anyone
who's been put off by the ceremoniousness
that is so often imposed on Bruckner's mu-
sic, there could hardly be a more effective
corrective - and certainly not a more eco-
nomical one. Richard Freed

CAGE Litany for the Whale
Theatre of Voices. Paul Hillier cond. (Harmonia
Mundi 907187, 72 min)
**A1

While I was playing this John Cage
collection, a friend who called me

asked if I was listening to Gregorian chant.
The comment was not at all farfetched.
That the distance between old European
and modern American music need not be
so great is shown by the title work here,
Litany for the Whale, a five -note mono-
phonic chant for two responsive voices. As
sung by Paul Hillier's early -music singers,
it sounds like, well, early music.

The featured performer here turns out to

be Hillier himself, who takes the lead in
five or six of the nine pieces, including The
Wonderful Widow of Eighteen Springs and
The Year Begins to Be Ripe, both for solo
voice and closed piano. He even essays a
Cathy Berberbian-style solo (accompanied
by electronics) in the Aria No. 2. Berber-
bian, who practically invented modern ex-
tended -voice singing, performed the first
Cage Aria, her signature tune, as a one -
woman hurricane. Oddly enough, Hillier
makes a much calmer arrangement of that
work here by distributing its huge range of
styles and colors among the seven vocalists,
which include himself as well as the com-
poser Terry Riley. Riley also joins Hillier in
the curious piece 36 Mesostics re and not re
Marcel Duchamp, which alternates plain
speaking with electronically altered three -
note neo-Gregorian chanting.

All these performances are ritualized,
normalized, even sanitized. This not very
theatrical Theater of Voices emphasizes the
abstract musicality and floating spirituality
of Cage's music, turning it into a kind of
distant meditation. Eric Salzman

ELGAR Violin Concerto
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS The Lark
Ascending
Kennedy, violin: City of Birmingham
Symphony, Simon Rattle cond.
(EMI 564/3, 72 min)

The artist formerly known as Nigel Ken-
nedy recently returned to the classical

scene, after a five-year hiatus, reincarnated
as, simply, Kennedy. He begins his second
career just as he began his first, with a new
recording of the Elgar concerto. The earlier
one, his first and possibly finest concerto
disc, was made in 1984 for EMI.

Kennedy claims to find his first version
of the Elgar "textbook oriented," suggesting
that the new one shows greater freedom. It
does, but in ways that work to the music's
detriment. Every phrase in the new record-
ing seethes with passion. The approach is
headlong, driven, so breathless as to resist
lingering; even the rare points of repose
leave no room for relaxation. Kennedy's tone
is far leaner than in 1984, his articulations
coarser and needlessly rough. The virtuoso
passages are played in a slash -and -burn
manner, covering up the shaky moments of
inaccuracy and imprecision with brutal
crunches of the bow. K. Robert Schwarz

MAHLER Symphony No. 4
Amanda Roocroft. soprano; City of
Birmingham Symphony, Simon Rattle cond.
(EMI 56563, 59 min)
* * *

imon Rattle gives notice in the very
101opening here that his approach to
Mahler's most lovable symphony was fresh-
ly thought out, though his innovations have
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eminent justification in the score. Instead of
setting things up briskly and then switching
to a broader speed for the songlike theme of
the first movement, he starts more deliber-
ately and gives a much more animated state-
ment of that theme than usual - and it
works very convincingly. Even at his very
broad tempos for the remaining move-
ments, he maintains a lightness of texture
that throws every phrase into high relief and
rejects any hint of the ceremonial.

There is a fetching directness in Rattle's
approach, and his players happily outdo
themselves for him; it's his soloist who lets
him (and us) down. Every illuminating
phrase in the first three movements has
been deliciously realized to prepare for the
soprano's song depicting "a child's dream
of Heaven:' but Amanda Roocroft, for all
her vocal solidity and assurance, just won't
have any of this. She is neither boyish (ac-
tually a blessing), nor maternal, nor in any
way good-humored in her delivery of the
text's charming imagery, whose very es-
sence is its good humor. The stone -faced
finale is disheartening enough to put this
otherwise exceptional performance, en-
hanced by superb conics, out of the running
as a first choice. Richard Freed

SCHUBERT Piano Sonatas in C Major
(D. 840) and G Major (D. 894)
Mitsuko Uchida, piano (Philips 454 453,
70 min)
* * * *

The C Major Sonata on this CD is some-
times labeled "Reliquie" because it is

one of Schubert's numerous unfinished
works. He completed its sprawling opening
moderato and its slow movement, and he
wrote enough of a minuet and finale that
he could have brought them to completion
without much trouble, but he never did,
possibly because his attention was by that
time (1825) so fixed on his next sonata, the
A Minor (D. 845).

Mitsuko Uchida simply performs the two
movements Schubert completed, and she
makes me feel that he left nothing unsaid
but covered everything in two movements.
She seems to offer a meditation - probing
and clarifying in a bare -bones way - on
the music's prevailing poignancy, without
the slightest gesture toward a degree of va-
riety or contrast. In the later and more fa-
miliar Sonata in G Major, Uchida does al-
low some of the enlivening elements to be
felt, but only in a relative sense - and, one
might say, under pressure from Schubert
himself, who did not leave this big work in
any sense incomplete and provided inescap-
able contrasts within its four movements.
Moreover, the final movement is a some-
what restrained allegretto that suits this pi-
anist's contemplative outlook very comfort-
ably. The playing is consistently beautiful
throughout both sonatas, and it is very well



served by the fine recorded sound Philips
has provided. Richard Freed

SCHUMANN Liederkreis; Dichterliebe;
Songs
Ian Bostridge, tenor: Julius Drake, piano

(EMI 56575. 69 min)
* * * *

Schumann's Liederkreis and Dichter-
liebe, immortal song cycles setting po-

ems by Heinrich Heine, pose a profound
challenge to the interpreter: as much as the
moods shift from piece to piece, the overall
tone is deeply depressive. The young men
whose thoughts these songs express find
myriad ways to torture themselves because
their love is not returned by the lady in
question; in some, love has turned to hate.
The challenge lies in probing into the emo-
tional depths of the texts without coming
off sounding pallid and droopy. In this CD,
the British tenor Ian Bostridge meets the
challenge shrewdly by using the golden
brilliancy of his voice to emphasize the
youthful enthusiasm that infuses many of
these songs. His tone is uncommonly sweet
yet never sugary, and his diction is mar-
velously expressive throughout.

The seven songs chosen to fill up the disc
also do much to lighten the mood. Bos-
tridge has ferreted out several little-known
pieces that have nothing to do with the
theme of unrequited love. "Belsazar," for
example, is a breathlessly paced telling of
the Biblical story of Belshazzar. And "Abend
am Strand" is a musical travelogue, with
the piano imitating the tranquil lapping of
waves against the shore as the narrator day-
dreams about faraway places. Jamie James

SIBELIUS Symphonies Nos. 3 and 6
San Francisco Sympluim. Herbert Blomstedt
cond. (London 448 817. 60 min)
* * * *

Sibelius's Third and Sixth Symphonies
are among his least popular, but they

are wonderful works that eschew the epic
for the intimate. The briskly outdoorsy
Third marks his farewell to the 19th -centu-
ry Romantic idiom. For all the delights of
the opening movement, which is bracing
and muscular in this somewhat fast perfor-
mance, 1 am more intrigued by the middle
movement, suggestive of a lyrical slow
waltz but actually urged on gently by a mix
of 6/4 and 3/2 rhythms. The scherzo -finale
is hard to bring off because it's tricky to get
the right pacing for the quasi -triumphal
march at the end, but Herbert Blomstedt
does it as well as I have ever heard.

The Sixth is a very special work.that to
me is definitely pantheistic in spirit. Sibeli-
us here returned to the four -movement for-
mat and added a harp and a bass clarinet to
his orchestra. There are no big, spectacular
moments in the music aside from the cli-
maxes at the close of the first movement

and midway in the fourth, and these there-
fore have great impact. The effect is like an
overcast day with brilliant sunshine break-
ing through from time to time - Sibelian
magic at its most entrancing. Blomstedt's
reading differs from most I have heard in
trading the ethereal for the earthy. which
may be a result of the apparently rather
close miking. It works splendidly in the
Symphony No. 3 but gives an unusual per-
spective on No. 6. David Hall

VERDI Ernani
Sutherland, Pavarotti, Nucci. Burchuladze.

others; Orchestra and Chorus of Welsh National
Opera. Richard Bonynge cond. (London 421

412. two CDs, 130 min)
* * *
A [though this set was recorded in Lon-

don in 1987, the generous and infor-
mative annotation by William Weaver offers
no explanation for the long -delayed release
of what is correctly identified as "the final
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recorded collaboration between Luciano Pa-
varotti and Joan Sutherland."

It is a worthy collaboration, perhaps lack-
ing the thrills of certain earlier outings but
still enriched by these artists' distinctive
touches. The title role is probably not the
ideal vehicle for Pavarotti's essentially lyric
tenor, for certain junctures call for a weight-
ier sound. But his tone still gleams, his
delivery is effortless, and his technique is
graceful. though occasionally diminished
by inelegant phrase endings. Sutherland's
Elvira doesn't throb with the "fiero sangue
d'Aragona" (fierce blood of Aragon), as is
proclaimed in one of her lines, but she is
agile and accurate in fast passagework and
shines in the ensembles. Her aria "Ernani,
involamr is a bit cautious but certainly pro-
ficient, and the highly ornamented cabaletta
is delivered with sovereign ease.

Carlo, the Charles V of history, is one of
baritone Leo Nucci's best recorded inter-
pretations, combining an insinuating (and
slightly nasal) tone in his amorous episode
with a properly regal bearing later on. He is
allowed to crown his big Act III aria with
an unwritten blazing high A -flat. Bass Paata
Burchuladze offers little coloristic variety.
but his imperial sonority effectively cap-
tures Silva's pride and unrelenting single-
mindedness. Conductor Richard Bonynge
incorporates the tenor aria "Odi ii voto" that
Verdi added after Ernani's premiere and the
martial cabaletta that follows Silva's "Infe-
lice" aria, both distinct assets in my view.

Georve lcIlirrek

VILLA -LOBOS Complete Guitar Music
Fabio Zanon (MusicMasters 67188, 80 min)
* * * * 1

There are a lot of classical guitarists
around, and they all play Villa -Lobos,

but none of them comes close to Fabio
Zanon. I will stick my neck out and say
that he is a better technician than Andres
Segovia ever was, and already his musical
equal. This young Brazilian, educated in
both Brazil and England, plays his compa-
triot's difficult music with an easy technical
mastery, a high degree of intelligence, and a
deep feeling for its popular roots. Listen to
the last three of the Five Preludes; these
not -so -still waters truly run deep.

The more overtly popular pieces - the
so-called Suite populaire bresilienne, the
Chords No. I, and the Five Preludes - are
surefire, but I have long had my doubts
about the Twelve Etudes, which always
seemed highly idiosyncratic and not entire-
ly successful. Zanon has changed my mind
completely. Properly understood and inter-
preted, as it is here, this music ranks with
the best ever written for the instrument; it is
"difficult" only to play properly. Heard as
the composer intended - Zanon plays from
the original manuscripts, which reveal many
things that are lost or distorted in the print-
ed editions - the etudes provide intense,
delightful, exciting, often profound musical
experiences.

The disc is a model of how to record clas-
sical guitar, with a close but not overwhelm-
ing Nnnority. It ako revealc the great beauty

w Sweet Inspiration U
A THROWBACK TO THE DAYS when
opera singers entertained mass audiences
in movies, radio variety shows, or
early TV by singing best -loved opera
arias along with light classics and an
occasional show tune, the chart -topping
British soprano Lesley Garrett says she
owes "more to Mario Lanza than to
Maria Callas." She certainly has some-
thing of Lanza's performance power, but
she is better schooled and sings with
greater taste.

In her recital of uplifting selections on
a Conifer CD, Garrett displays her
silvery voice in classical hits by Mozart
(Alleluia), Schubert (Ave Maria), and
Richard Strauss (Zueignung), for
example, as well as in such old-time
crowd-pleasers as Bless This House, The
Holy City, and Climb Every Mountain.
I especially liked La Vergine degli angeli
(Verdi), and she blew me away with
Lanza's big number Because.

William Livingstone

LESLEY GARRETT
A Soprano Inspired
Britten Sinfonia and Chorus. Ivor Bolton
cond. (Conifer/BMG 51331, 78 min)
* * *

NOW ON CD
select reissues

MOZART The Great Violin
Sonatas, Vol. 1
Henryk Szeryng, Ingrid Haebler (Philips
462 185, two CDs)". . a perfect team.

Their conception of the music seems to be

identical" (October 1971).

SHOSTAKOVICH Violin Concerto
David Oistrakh, violin: Philharmonic -

Symphony Orchestra of New York,

Dimitri Mitropoulos cond.
Cello Concerto Mstislav Rostropovich,
cello; Philadelphia Orzhestra,

Eugene Ormandy cond. (Sony 63327)

Two premiere recordings, the Violin

Concerto from 1956 (mono), the
Cello Concerto from 1959 (stereo).
remastered and repackaged together in

the Masterworks Heritage series.

and the impressive color and dynamic range
of Zanon's playing. Eric Salzman

COLLECTIONS
LEIF OVE ANDSNES
The long long winter night
Leif Ove Andsnes, piano (EMI 5654/, 68 min)
* * * * 1

mr he Norwegian pianist Leif Ove Ands-
nes offers us a wonderfully engrossing

sampler of his country's piano literature
from 1896 to the mid -20th century. In the
Op. 66 Norwegian Folk Songs and the Op.
72 Peasant Dances, we find Grieg, late in
life, moving into Bartok territory, especially
in his evocation of the resonances of the
Hardanger folk fiddle with its extra set of
sympathetic strings. Tougher -hewn fare is
encountered in the Fifty Folk Tunes from
Hardanger by Geirr Tveitt (1908-1981).
David Monrad-Johansen (1888-1974) is
represented by Pictures from Nordland,
four intensely evocative and magnificently
pianistic impressionist essays, and Nor-
way's high priest of atonal (and sometimes
12 -tone) music, Fartein Valen (1887-1952),
by his bleakly beautiful Variations for Pi-
ano, Op. 23. Four piano gems from Harald
Saeverud (1897-1992), plus an excerpt
from his anti -Romantic Peer Gynt music,
complete the program.

Andsnes's pianism is utterly magnificent,
and not just in digital dexterity but more es-
pecially in his command of sonority, from
the most thunderous chords to barely audi-
ble fadeouts. The sound, from EMI's Abbey
Road Studio 1, is faultless. Whether you
seek to dip into the essence of the Norwe-
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QUICK FIXES
BACH English Suites Nos. 1, 3, and 6
Murray Perahia, piano (Sony 60276, 65 nun)
* * *
Perahia provides a good deal of pleasure
on this beautifully recorded disc, though
the left hand is curiously overempha-
sized, lending an unexpected degree of
heaviness to the music. Andras Schiff,
with a lighter touch and all-round more
natural balance in his London CD, re-
mains the most persuasive advocate for a
piano in these suites. R.F.

DEBUSSY Complete Solo Piano
Works, Vol. 1
Michel Beroff (Devon 18047, 62 min)
* * * *
In this fine launch of a projected series,
Beroff totally rejects both the gossamer -
haze and the overmuscular approach to
this music, giving us exceptionally per-
suasive accounts of the suite Pour le
piano, the Suite bergamasque, the Deux
Arabesques, and seven mostly lesser -
known pieces. Excellent sound. R.F.

HUMMEL Piano Trios
Beaux Arts Trio (Philips 446 077, 69 min)
* *
Johann Nepomuk Hummel, a protégé of
Mozart, was a brilliant pianist and a pro-
ductive, capable, and tasteful composer,
with a fine ear and a knack for good
tunes. His music is not particularly
memorable but always well crafted and
unfailingly attractive. The Beaux Arts
players respond to the four trios here
(Opp. 12, 35, 65, and 96) with warm-
hearted enthusiasm, and the sonic focus
is just right. R.F.

PUCCINI Preludio Sinfonico; "Le Villi"
Intermezzo; Capriccio Sinfonico
CATALAN! Scherzo; Contemplazione
PONCHIELLI Elegia
Philharmonic of La Scala, Riccardo Muti
cond. (Sony 63025, 54 min) * * *
These short orchestral works by Italian
opera composers make surprisingly plea-
surable listening. Two of Puccini's stu-
dent works and the intermezzo from his
first opera, Le 1411i, foreshadow his gift
for melody and luminously colorful scor-
ing. Catalani's Scherzo, self-consciously
Classical in form, abounds with cheery
charm; Contemplazione is more elabo-
rately wrought, overlaying haunting mel-
odies in constantly shifting moods. In
Ponchielli's Elegia, as passionate a piece
of orchestral writing as ever came out of
Italy, the soaring finale sings as elo-
quently as any human voice. The La

Scala orchestra performs it and the rest
with fire and polish. J.J.

SHOSTAKOVICH Quartets
Nos. 14 and 15
Eder Quartet (Naxos 8.550976, 62 min)
* * * *
The 14th and 15th Quartets were written
near the end of Shostakovich's life,
when he was in frail health. The four su-
perb musicians of the Eder Quartet do
themselves proud in every measure of
this music, especially cellist Gyorgy
Eder. The recording, done in a small
church, has an ideal acoustic, combining
intimacy and tonal warmth. There are
several other fine Shostakovich string -
quartet cycles on CD, but at the price,
you can't go wrong with this one. D.H.

VIVALDI Soprano Cantatas
Randall Wong, male soprano;
instrumentalists (Helicon 1032. 60 min)
***tf
Randall Wong has dug up a batch of lilt-
ing cantatas on bucolic themes, mostly
lovelorn shepherds sighing after fled
shepherdesses, that prove Vivaldi's me-
lodic gifts were as well suited to the voice
as to instrumental music. Wong's lumi-
nous, flexible voice, seamless throughout
a true soprano range, altogether lacks the
shrillness that mars the work of so many
countertenors. J.J.

WAGNER Orchestral Music
Philadelphia Orchestra. Christian
Thielemann cond. (Deutsche Grammophon
453 485, 70 min)* * * *
Thielemann's somewhat freewheeling in-
terpretive style is well suited to Wagner.
The Meistersinger prelude has nice heft
and moves along in fine style, and the
Lohengrin preludes are properly seraph-

ic and jubilant in turn. The real excel-
lence comes with the music from Parsi-
fal and Tristan. which calls for a long
sustained melodic line. The Tristan pre-
lude here ranks with that of Furtwangler
in his prime. Good, honest sound but a
shade lacking in warmth and body. D.H.

gian soul or just love superlative pianism,
don't miss this CD. David Hall

JANE EAGLEN Mozart and Strauss Arias
Israel Philharmonic, Zubin Mehta cond. (Sony
60042. 65 min)
* * *

Jane Eaglen, who has provided her own
informative liner notes here, apparently

enjoys provocative pairings: her Sony debut
CD of Bellini and Wagner is now followed
by a disc of Mozart and Strauss. In general,
the Strauss arias come off more impressive-
ly. The soprano captures Salome's sensuous
passion, she soars into the high tessitura of
Guntram's and Helena's arias with splendid
assurance, and, except for a somewhat un-
supported low-lying passage, she brings off
Ariadne's "Es gibt eon Reich" convincingly.
The high-octane outpourings of Mozart's
Donna Anna (Don Giovanni) and Elettra
(Idomeneo) are excitingly done, but the rec-
itative preceding Anna's "Non mi dir" is
rather bland, partly because of suprisingly
placid orchestral support. George Jellinek
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GETS IT ALL!
PRICE  DELIVERY  SERVICE

TOSHIBA
SD71 08

The 1st DVD Video Player with
3-DNR, Progressive Scan &

'Color Stream Pro'
*ColorStream Color
Difference Output

'Composite Video
*S -Video
*Video Black Level Expander
'DAC 10 bit
*Custom Picture Settings
*Picture Zoom - Moving/Still
*Screen Saver
'Resolution 24 bit/96kHz
*Advanced Jitter Reduction
*Coaxial Digital Output
'Optical Digital Output
"Analog Output 2 pr
*Dolby Digital Compatible

*DTS Compatible
*Built-in Dolby Digital Decoding
*Spatializer N-2-2
*Headphone
*Headphone N-2-2
*Zoom
*Fl. Dimmer
*Bit Rate Display
*Disc Playback DVD/CD/VCD
*Slow Motion
*FF x Rew
*Remote/Backlite Univ.
w/Jog Shuttle

*A/V Cables
*S -Video Cable

0-540-0900
AX:(509)838-4387
onecall@onecall.com

Developed together with

Microsoft
& the VER 10 Group

7 Days a Week 7am to 6:30pm PST
418 W. Riverside Spokane, WA 99201
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For advertising information
call 1-800-445-6066,

or fax 1-212-767-5624.

CD/VHS CASE
CD -504M

$12995

30 Day Unconditional
Alone/ Back Guarant

(SPECIAL SALE)
V. Holds 504 CD's or Combination

of CD's.Tapes. Cassettes
ar- Furniture Quality

Oak Construction
ar Fully Assembled Dowel

Shell Unit
w Hand -Rubbed

Danish Oil Finish
w- Immediate Delivery

In Oak or Black

We ON.. comploto Ime al polo.
Is pill aiN block

1-800-878-7458
= VISA/MC/DISCOVER =

HY-0 ENTERPRISES  14040 MEAD ST  LONGMONT. CO 00504

The Shelving Shaped
By Your Needs.
Archetype System® features modular
elements that you combine and, as needs
change, reconfigure. Shelves are rigid, neo-
prene isolators damp vibration and solid
steel threaded support posts provide infinite
vertical adjustability. Options include
acoustic mounting spikes, large -capacity
drawer, bookends and section -bridging
shelves. In solid hardwood or fiberboard.
Call or fax for our free color brochure.

Salamander Designs Ltd.
800.201.6533 Fax: 860.313.0526
Visit our web site: www.mander.com

Imagine 270 CDs in one drawer.
Then, imagine modular media cabinetry.

Now, let your imagination run wild...
41L-71.4. """

Please call to receive a catalog on +
storage cabinets you can't outgrow.

"Ica" 800-387-9790
Fax: 905-475-1154 www.can-am.ca

ARCHETYPE SYSTEM

4110P

NEW SERIES B
MODULAR HARDW

CABINET SYSTE'.'

PROVIDES UNLIMITED STORAGE

FOR CDS, DVDS, VIDEOS, LPs,

LASERDISCS, CASSETTES & a,MPONENTS.
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FIND OUT JUST HOW AF.'ORDARLE TOP QUALITY IS.

REQUEST INFO KIT 3 IL GET ALL THE FACTS...

CALL: 800-432-E005
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PO BOX 747-3A. NUTLEY. NJ 07110
HTTP:I.WWW.SORICE.ODM
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'Well even design a piece to your exact specifications."
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Storage Rack
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CD -R

Stores

306 CD's
or any combination

 Foaming OUT patented ALL571IP s I r IN AGE SYSTEM. no slots.
no plastic molds. no wasted space  Full,,ten.ton draAer

slides  From high quality oak veneers and hardwood
 23" H it 19 W n17 D  Full) a.seinhled  Stack.ahle 

css 800-933-0403
to order or for a free, color brochure detailing

all our disc, tape & component storage CUBES.

LDE Inc.  P.O. Box 277  Loneshore, MN 55949
Fax: 507-467-2468  Or e-mail us your

brochure request at lorentz polarlstel.net
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,

the
-Ha n DSOsOWs
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T STAL .A110N
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www.HappyMediLm.com

 ADS  NAD

 AMC  NAKAMICHI

 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  NILES AUDIO
 BANG & OLUFSEN  PANAMAX

 CARVER  POLK AUDIO

 CELESTION  PSB SPEAKERS
 GRADO  SANUS SYSTEMS

 HARMAN KARDON  SUNFIRE

 JVC  SONY
 KEF  SONY HIFI

 LEXICON  TARGET

 MONSTER CABLE  THORENS

430 Slate Street  Madison WI 53700  FAX ' i : : : : -=:

1-800-906 HI-FI (4434)
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Sound Seller

Authorized Dealer For:

Stereo Review

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Intomeatton Coll 1-800-445-6066, 9om-5prn EST

AUTHORIZED

One of America's Finest
AudioNideo Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands of Audio.

Video and Car Stereo, only a few
stores in America can make this statement
and virtually all of us are located in college

towns adjacent to hi -tech Ilniversities-Kt,

Straight Talk...
for 39 Years

14 Showrooms
106 Quality Manufacturers

KIEF'S AUDIO/VIDEO
2429 Iowa St., Lawrence, KS 66046
Monday through Saturday 10am-6pm

htt p: //w ww.kielsa v . (In 1/

A UDI()/VII3FAI
785-842- 1 81 1

FRIENDLYADVICE1FREESHIPPING! MIRAGE, KINEPGERCS, NAD.
PARASOUND. KEF, AUDIOQUEST, KIMBER, STRAIGHTWIRE,
MORE!, READ BROTHERS, 593-B KING. CHARLESTON. SOUTH
CAROUNA 29403 S343)723-7276 ReS4chorleston net

SAVE 40% on High End Speakers, Subwoofers
Amps and Processors. Shipped direct to you
FREE CATALOG 800-283-4644.

OW ELECTRONICS
HOME THEATER  OVO

800-359-8200
AUTHORIZED DEALER

FOR EVERY COMPONENT SOLD!

1585 ROUTE 46 EAST , LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424
TEL: 973 25-6-1 1 22  FAX: 973 256-5388

www.avielectronics.com

OUR 23RD YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0520. *
ADCOM * NAJ * SONY ES * °Nat) * CARV-
ER * KEF * HARMAN KARDON * LEXICON *
NAKAMICHI * AMC * PSB SPEAk ERS * VE-
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BLANK TAPES

 SANUS FURNITURE 1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
 ATLANTIC TECACLOGt  MONSTER CABLE

 SONY Well beat any price' 6.95 SHIPPING  FREE CAT.
 AUDOCONTROL

 BELLES

 NAD

 NAKAMICH
 SONY H,F
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69
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MAXELL TDK FUJI
1, ISL 1 49 11
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 HARMAN KARDON  PANAMA%  TiCE AUDIO TAPE WORLD

 INFINITY  POLK AUDIO  VELOOVNE

2808 Cahill Road. P.O. Box 224
Marinette. WI 54143  (715) 735-9002

1-800-826-0520

NEW PRODUCTS

ACOUSTICAL ?ANELS AS EVERY COMMERCIAL
STUDIO AND THEATER HAS. ATTRACTIVE FABRIC

COVERED PANELS FOR YOUR HOME LISTENING
ENVIRONMENT. DEALERS WELCOME. ACOUS-
TICS BY TEGAN 608-294-0583.

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers,
inclucing product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
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Quality Audio Furniture at 20% off Retail Price! Featunng
Archetype System from Salamander Designs Ltd. MEI,
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800.947.4434
so. cal. 310.517.1700

fax 310.517.1732
www.reference-ay.com

Competitive Prices  Courteous Service Expert Advice

Authorved denier fur the finest audio 8. video brands

ADA Celeshon
ATI Citation
Allard,. Tech Creek

Audible Illusions DCM
Audio %introl Denon

Audio 'owe, Fanfare

Audioc_rest Grado
Bag Er -1 Haller
Balanmd Audio Hales
Brysto Harman Kardon
Bybee infinity
Cal Aulio Labs Jarno
Cardas JBL Synthesis
Carver KEF

Cary Kimber Kable

Magnum Dynalab
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Mirage

Mitsubishi
NAD
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Niles

Nitty Gritty
Nordost Flatline

Pioneer Elite
ProAc

PSB
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Roomtune

Sharp
Sonance

Sony

Spectron
Straightwire

Target

Thorens
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Toshiba

Townshend
Von Schweikert

VPI

Wireworld
510

and more

18214 Gallon Ave.. Dept. SP. Gardena. CA 90248
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WHOLESALE
11800122612800

CONNECTION www.wholesaleconnection.com-
JVC
1301024 Call
11X884. 664 .Call
Technics
SAAX720 Call
SAAX6 Call

Pioneer
VSX0607. 907 Call
VSXD557.457 Call

KelIMANI
V62090 Call
VR2080 Call
1090VR . Call
Harmon/Kardon
AVR40, 55 Call
AVR75. 85 Call

r(akyc

TXDS939. 838 Call
TXDS747, 545 _Call
11=3JVC=11
FS5000. 7000 Cal

FSMD9000 .Cal
M00402.602 Cal

Aiwa
NSXA707. 909 Cal
NSxMT720 Cal
NSXMT920. 960 .Cal
XRH33MD .Cal
XRH66MD Cal
ZVR55 Cal

Panac
SCAK25. 75 Cal

MaLigIMMI
Pioneer
PDF1007 Call
PDF957 Call
P0604 Call

Kenwmd
CD2260. 80 Call

CDM224M Call

Technics
SLMC6 3 Call
SPLD988. 888 Call

Hamlon/Kardon
FL8300 Call
OnKyo
DXC540. 730 Call

selc
XLMC333 Call
CDPCX220 Call

CDPCX240 Call

EM=2:2
Cason
XLI Call
ZR Call
OPTURA .Call

01C
GRAXM700 Call
GRAXM900 Call

GRDVM5 . Call

GRDVL9000 .Call

Panasonic
PVL858, 958 Call

PVDV710 Call
Call For Other Brands

&rail=
Panasonic
DVDA310 Call
DVDA110 Call
DVDLI 0 Call

Pioneer
DV505 Call
0I/6060 Call
DVL909 Call

Toshiba
S03108 Call
SD7108 Call
Call For Other Brands.5=CE
Sony
TCKE500 Call

Jyc
TDR462 Call
TDW718 Call

tl_dranshn
DC520 Call
Technics
RSTR575 CallEluti==
Panasonic
KXTG200, 210 Cal
KXTGM240 Cal
KXTCC942 902 Cal
KXTCC912 Cal
KXTCM939 Cal

Sony
SPPSS961. 965 Cal
SPPA967. 957 Cal
SPPM932 Cal

l".1'.'"71.22Di
Sharp
MOS;c,.Cal
MDR2 Cal

MDR3 Cal

MDSJE510 Cal

MDBUNDLE..Cal
MZEP11..Cal
TCDD8. 100 Cal12=1
B.I.C.
DV52. DV62 Call

PT12 Call

V636 Call

ADATTO Call

IoThady
OUTRIGGER Call

OVTR1. 2 3 Call

OPS1 Call

RS SERIES ®.Call
SM SERIES Call

US1G Call
Home Subwoofers

Ban9121011

1050SW Call

NOM
BU1.2 Call

SAS.
V1000. 12000 Call

MIZREMIN
Call For Brands

We Have What You're Looking For! We Ship FedEx
sat 24 Hr. Fax (516) 564-9593  P.O.'s Welcome!

=3=1
BIBBY
CC1, 3 Call
SMVIDEO Call

DV32CLR Call
DV52CLR Call

DV62CLR Call
Radar Detectors

W1

1585WH Call
1595SE Call
Bel
8401.8461 Call
945STI. 855 Call

Cobra
ESD6100. 200 Can

ESD6500 Call
widen
LRD2200 Call
LRD6500. 6200 Call

Portable CD'

DES55,51
DE406CKT

JVC
XLP84CR
XLP64XR

Fanssok
SLSX500. 300
SLSW515

Kenwood
DPC792 692

Call

Call

Call
Call

Call
Call

Call

K.003=.
KEHP424, 616 Cal

KEHP8I 8 ...Cal
DEH45DH. 59DH Cal
FHP700 Cal
DEH36. P56 Cal

DEXP1R. 98 Cal

CDXP1230 Cal
CDXFM1239 Cal
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Kenweed
KRCS305. 505 Cal
KDCS2009. 3009 Cal
KDCS5009 Cal
KDCC461 ,, Cal

Jyc
KSFX230. 430 .Cal
KSRT520 Cal
KDSX1000R Cal

KDSX830. 930 .Cal
CHX99. 99RF Cal

Sony
XRC6100. 7200 Gil

CDXC480. 680 C31

CDX505RF C11

CDX715 Ctl
MDXC7900 Crl
Panasonic
CODP930 CI
CODFX85 CII

CODPG570.605.Cr1
CODPX60 Ca

Call For Brands 8 Models Not Listed
361 Charles St  West Hempstead, NY 11552

FRIENDLY PEOPLE, EXPERT ADVICE, and THE LOWEST PRICES!

HOME THEATER SPECIALISTS

r
American Buyer's Club International

1-800-354-1324
130 Highway 33  Englishtown, NJ 07726

THX - AC -3 Consultants
For info & customer

service call
732-780-6600

Fax orders
732-294-7480

LE-Sc

WVVVV.ABCSTEREO.COM

YAMAHA
RX-V992 AC -3 749
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YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS
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VISA

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the price.
2. Understand the seller's return and
refund -policy, including the allowable
return period, who pays the postage for
returned merchandise, and whether
there is any "restocking" charge.
3. Understand the product's warran-
ty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-
facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufac-
turers warranty card, if you purchase
from an unauthorized dealer, you are
not covered by the manufacturer's
warranty. If in doubt, contact the
manufacturer directly. In addition to,
or instead of, the manufacturer's war-
ranty, the seller may offer its own war-
ranty. In either case. what is covered by
warranty, how long is the warranty peri-
od, where will the product be serviced,
what do you have to do, and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You
may want to receive a copy of the writ-
ten warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. If you pay by cred-
it card, you may have a greater recourse
in the event the advertiser does not per-
form. (Check the complaint procedures
of your credit card companies). For
phone orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of the
order, you generally have the right to
cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a let-
ter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the sell-
er's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guide-
lines, you experience a problem with a
mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.
WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,
NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.
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SINGERS REMOVE
Unlimited Low Cost. Instantly Available

Background Music from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Heller and gives you the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator'
Free lirochure & Demo Tape
LT Sound Dept SR- I5
7980 LT Paikwaylithonia,GA 10H751w imp.
Internet-http: Itsound.com - - 
24 Hour Demo/info Request Line (7 70)482-2485.Ext 50
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

p pr63d§ir"omPraAtids,
%I And Morel

1.800.419.2323
Receivers  CO Players

MiniOisc  DVI:Cs

Mini Systems  Car Stereo

3550 ,an Blvd SW  Oceanside NY 11572 Subwooters  Speakers

RADAR CITY
Radar Detectors  Scanners

.ir Stareos  Car Speakers  Telephones
2 -Way Radios  Car Amplifiers

I-88 8-25 7-7 500
electronics.net/RadarCity/

Professional Lighting & Sound
DJ Gear  Effects Lighting  Pro Audio  Nightclubs

.77
C UFor Your Free Catalog!
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CABLE TV

CALL 1(800)-72-BOXES(26937) FOR UNBEATA-
BLE PRICES ON ALL YOUR CABLE EQUIPMENT.
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. DEALERS WELCOME.

VISA/MASTERCARD/DISCOVER/C.O.D. QUALITY
ENTERTAINMENT. WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD!!!
CABLE TV EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES. Quality products at af-
fordable prices. 30 day money back guarantee. 1 -year war-
ranty. Quantity discount Dealers welcome. 1-888-828-7712.

FREE TV CABLE CATALOG. Revoluhonary new productsl Con-
verters, Full viewing boxes, Gold or Saver that do al boxes.
Open 7 days a week. 1-800-676-6342.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS-BUY WHERE THE DEALERS BUY1
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES ON NEW EQUIPMENT. CRAZY
ICS aEcuotac VirrliRBIOUSE 1-800-391-7803.

CABLE DESCRAMBLER 1(17. Only $14.95! See all premium
& pay -per -view channels. Why pay hundreds more? For more
informahon. 1-800-752-1389.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERNIDEO OUTLET. 30 DAY
TRIAL -1 YEAR WARRANTY. ALL NEW EQUIP-
MENT. MOST CREDIT CARDS & C.O.D. CALL
NOW: 1-800-586-9920.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS &

DESCRAMPLERS
Ar

EPA
AEL TRONICS

Visit us 0

4111111111611111:tkaelectronics.com

FOR A FREE CATALOG OR TO ORDER CALL

800-729-1776
CABLE T V.CONVERTERSSAVES1000AILMODELSAVAILABLEIN
STOCK. LOWEST PRICES 1 YEAR WARRANTY QUALITY PRODUCTS
FRIENDUEST SERVICE OPEN WAYS. IL ELECTRONICS TO FREE

1-888-823-6047.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS: "AB-

SOLUTELY'THE BEST PRICES! WHOLESALERS
WELCOME! FREE CATALOG. START YOUR OWN
BUSINESS. DETAILS: 1-800-827-1115 OR
wvAv.sestv.com

RECORDS

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES Bels--Expert Consultations, Al Major
Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including Old/
Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620.
www.needieexpresscom

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT 8 SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz, Audiophile,
Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St.. Princeton,
NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881. htip://www.pres.corn

SATELLITE TV

FREE DSS TEST CARD iriormakon package. Works with new
system. WAN SIGNAL SOLUTIONS, 2711 Buford Rd, Stile 180,
RIchnond VA 23235.

SATELLITE DESCRAMBLER. PROGRAMMING PACKAGE ALTHO-
RIZES ANY SATELIJTE TO RECEIVE ALL CHANNELS AVAILABLE,
INCLUDING PREMIUMS AND PAY -PER -VIEWS 599.95.
80D -333-615a www.satellite2OZO.net

LOUDSPEAKERS

Read about the famous NEW -FOAM Repair
process in Stereo Review June 1996

Standard and Deluxe NEW -FOAM Kits

NEWFOAM ."IEFHLOILE

Satisfaction Guaranteed  Se liable Espanol
!t-trt  .t t l< I t f tit: 124-11.1t, I tic TIT Punts

X't tt Is Service Situ,. 1'179
1 -800 -NEW -FOAM = 1-800-487-249
WORLDWIDE SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS, AND
ACCESSORIES. Call us with your speaker
problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC.
www.NEWFOAM.com

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY SPEAKERS AT FACTORY DI-

RECT PRICES. BUY ENCORE HI -END IN -WALL
SPEAKERS AND SAVE HUNDREDS. FOR MORE IN-

FORMATION CHECK OUR WEBSITE
(WWW.CYBER-IA.COM/ENCORE) OR CALL
(800) 987-8877.

YOURSELF!
 Save 55$ with original kit'
 Kits to fit any speaker- Advent. AP JBL.

Bose. Infinity. EV etc
 Surrounds, adhesive & instructions
 MC/VISA/Discover AMEX no CODs
 Call with make R. mode, for hest price

 Phone 24 res 828-697-9001
or Toll Free 800.747-3692

1,.H. 1 is

STEPP
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

ROTTEN SPEAKER FOAM? Toll Free 1-800-767-4041 SIMPLY
SPEAKERS 11203 49th St. N., Clearwater, FL 33762.
www.simply-speakers.com. D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS FOR ANY
SPEAKER. FACTORY SERVICE-ALL BRANDS. SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED!! VISA/MC/DISC/AMEX.
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For your tree catalog on this and other
exciting products, please contact

MENISCUS
MENISCUS AUDIO GROUP

4669 S. Division  Wyoming. MI 49548
1-800-536-3691

E-mail: meniscusgiserv.net

LASERTOWN VIDEODISCS

DVD'S-LASERDISCS
800-893-0390 215-721-8688

LASERTOWN VIDEO DISCS
50 SCHOOL HOUSE RD www.lasertown.com
KULPSVILLE PA 19443 FREE CATALOG
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ADVERTISERS

Reach proven
mail order buyers!

They turn to us when they are
looking for purchasing informa-
tion and advice. Advertise your
products and services in a low-
cost environment that sells.

Millions of your prime prospects
can be found in the industry
leading titles of

Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply
call us Toll -Free and reserve
your space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am- 5pm EST)

or
FAX: 212-767-5624

Copies of articles
from this
publication are
now available
from UMI Article
Clearinghouse.

U -M -I
A Bell 8, Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA

800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from
Alaska and Michigan

800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada
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PAGE ADVERTISER WEB SITE/E-MAIL PHONE

C4 Alpine www.alpinetcom 800 -ALPINE -1

14 America Online www.aol.com 800-603-8181

48 Atlantic Technology www.atlantictechnologi.com 718-762-6300

26 138K Components www.bkcomp.com 800-543-5252

37 The Basic Repertory on CD StereoDM0aol.com 212-767-6012

100 The Binaural Source www.binaural.com 800-934-0442

7 Bose www.bose.com/lifestyle 800-444-BOSE, ext.684

36 Bose www.bose.com 800-681-BOSE, ext. R8646

27 Boston Acoustics www.bostondirect.com 877-333-4001

35 Boston Acoustics www.bostonacoustics.com 978-538-5000

51, 53,
55, 57

Cambridge Sound Works www.hifi.com 800-FOR-HIFI

C2-1 Camel

93 CEMA www.CESweb.org 888-CES-SHOW

111 CompuServe www.compuserve.com 800-848-8199

12 Crutchfield www.crutchfield.com/md 800-955-9009

10-11, 13
15, 16,17

Definitive Technology www.definitivetech.com 410-363-7148

29 DTS www.image-entertainment.com 818-407-9100

C3 Energy Speakers www.energy-speakers.com 416-321-1800

27 800 Every CD www.everycd.com 800 -EVERY -CD

86-89 J&R Music World www.jandr.com 800-221 -8180

32 JBL www.harman.com 800-336-4JBL

41 Kenwood www.kenwoodusa.com 800-536-9663

23 Marlboro

31 Mirage www.miragespeakers.com 416-321-1800

21 NCT www.gekkoaudio.com 800-278-3526

105 One Call onecallaonecall.com 800-540-0900

37 PARA (Professional AudioNldeo Retailers Association) 800-4-PARA-94

43, 45,
46, 47

Paradigm WNW. paradigm.ca 905-632-0180

36 Phase Technology www.phasetech.com 888-PHASE-TK

18 Pioneer -Home www.pioneerelectroncs.com 800-746-6337

39 Pioneer -Car www.pioneerelectronics.com 800 -PIONEER

2-3 Philips www.philips.com 800-531-0039

74 Polk Audio www.polkaudio.com 800-992-2520

99 Pro Sound Stage 8 Lighting www.pssl.com 800-672-4268

49 Radio Shack www.radioshack.com 800 -THE -SHACK

4,25 Sony www.sony.com 800-222-7669

95, 97 Sound City www.soundcity.com 800-542-7283

58 TDK www.tdk.com 800-835-8273

100 The Sound Approach 800-368-2344

101 Uncle's Stereo www.unclestereo.com 800-978-6253

Complete.
Dependable information.

In-depth forums on the

subjects that interest you.

The best source for news,

research and professional

discussion groups.

Comprehensive.
It's the service that's got

everything you're online for...

e-mail, the Internet and

exclusive areas. It's like

owning your own reference

library, and it's all organized

for fast and easy access.

CompuServe.
For Tbose Serious About Internet Online

To Receive FREE Software
And A One Month FREE

Trial;(' Call 1-800-848-8199.

how Available, NEW CompuServe 4.0!

Better. Faster. Easier.

' For trial conditions and membership details, install trial

solware Premium charges and communications surcharges

may apply Telephone bill charges may be incurred,

depending on member's location and calling plan.

0 1998 CompuServe Interactive Services, Inc



THE HI H END
COREY GREENBERG

Rose -Colored Asses
ONE OF THE MORE interesting phe-
nomena surrounding high -end audio is
the quartz -locked certainty that hard-core
audio nuts will always prefer an older,
dirtier AN format to its newer, better re-
placement. Part of this has to do with
simple skepticism, which is always a
good thing. But for the most part, the au-
dio-geek elite will always circle their
wagons around yesterday's audio format
because it's got I) rolled -off highs and 2)
a cloudier, more distorted midrange.

In print, those two things seem like
they'd spell worse sound, not better. We
all want treble response out to the stars
and a midrange so clean you could eat off
it, right? But time and time again I've
seen serious audiophiles. when they're
presented with something newer and bet-
ter, suddenly go all gooey for the same
old format they spent years carping about.
All of a sudden the older format is "musi-
cal" and "organic," while the new one
sounds "bright" and "sterile." It happened
with the analog LP and digital CD, and,
incredibly, we're seeing it happen again
with the analog laserdisc and digital
DVD. How anyone could look at these
two and seriously declare laserdisc the
winner is beyond me, but these people are
out there, fighting AN progress every
step of the way.

Now we find ourselves on the verge of
a worldwide standard for DVD-Audio,
the higher -fidelity, multichannel successor
to the CD, and I predict we will not only
see bitter complaints in certain quarters of
the audiophile press about the "cold,"
"sterile" sound of DVD-Audio's higher -
bit -rate, higher -bandwidth, uncompressed
PCM audio, but you will read passionate
odes to none other than Dolby Digital
(AC -3) as the better -sounding alternative.
That's right, good ol' AC -3, once the
scourge of the high end for being a com-
pressed -data audio format, will soon be
the high end's darling for two very simple
reasons: it's got rolled -off highs and a
cloudier, more distorted midrange.

I predict this change of heart because I
just returned from a very interesting day
spent at Dolby Laboratories' new multi-
channel music studios in Los Angeles, lis-
tening to comparisons between 5.1 -
channel digital recordings pumped first
through the Dolby Digital process and

then straight through, uncompressed. And
what I heard during these comparisons re-
minded me uncannily of the differences I
hear between the same music on LP and
CD, and see between the same movies on
laserdisc and DVD.

Dolby invited me to this demo for sev-
eral reasons. Naturally, the company
wanted to show off its new state-of-the-art
surround -sound production facility, but it
also wanted to set the record straight
about its position regarding DVD-Audio.
While rival DTS has, in its own bumbling
way, tried without success to jockey for
adoption as the audio -coding portion of
DVD-Audio, Dolby's official position on
the matter is refreshingly honest and real-
istic. The company recognizes and ac-
cepts the superior sound quality afforded
by uncompressed 24 -bit PCM digital au-
dio and supports it for the DVD-Audio

bass channel. Discrete digital recordings
were played back on a Tascam DA -38
eight -track digital recorder, and then the
same recordings were fed through Dol-
by's professional AC -3 encoder, decoded
back into 5.1 -channel audio by one of the
company's pro -grade decoding proces-
sors, and then fed to the same amps and
speakers. The levels of the two sources
were matched to insure a fair comparison,
but even though I was told in advance
which was which, the differences be-
tween AC -3 and the uncompressed audio
were unmistakable: rolled -off highs and a
cloudier, more distorted midrange.

That's not to say that AC -3 fell flat. Far
from it - I've said it before and I'll say it
again, Dolby Digital does an amazingly
good job at squeezing 5.1 channels of
high -quality audio into a very small space.
When I listen to AC -3 soundtracks on
DVD, I marvel at how clean Dolby Digi-
tal sounds if the original audio was good
to begin with. But in direct comparison
with the uncompressed version of the
same audio, it's easy to hear the coder's

Good 01' AC -35 once the scourge
of the high end for being a compressed -data
format, will soon be the high end's darling.

standard. Where Dolby Digital fits in, the
company says, is in formats like DVD-
Video, HDTV, and DSS, where there's a
pressing need to squeeze 5.1 channels of
high -quality digital audio through a nar-
row pipeline (bandwidth).

So the comparison between AC -3 and
straight PCM digital wasn't meant to
show that Dolby Digital playback is in-
distinguishable from the original audio -
even Dolby doesn't claim that. Instead.
the point was to show just how little AC -3
audibly affects the audio even as it shaves
most of the digital data away. This is sig-
nificant, because no matter how cheap
and plentiful bandwidth becomes, wheth-
er on an optical disc or up in the broad-
cast airwaves, there will always be a place
for a good -sounding, data -efficient per-
ceptual -coding format.

Dolby's demo setup was straightfor-
ward, with five M&K satellite speakers
driven by a stack of big Bryston power
amplifiers, augmented by a pair of M&K
powered subwoofers fed the same mono

effect on an audio signal, and it's eerily
reminiscent of the coloration I hear on an-
alog LPs. Contrary to the high end's man-
tra that Dolby Digital adds brightness, I
actually heard a slight dulling of the highs
when we switched to the AC -3 version.
Even more noticeably, the diamond -sharp
clarity and focus I heard from the straight
PCM digital source was replaced with a
less distinct sense of space and fuzzier
imaging in the Dolby Digital version.

Clever, those Dolby folks: Even though
their demo clearly highlighted the audible
artifacts of AC -3, I came away more im-
pressed with the process than before. For
a format that throws away most of the
original data, Dolby Digital sounds far
more transparent than it has a right to.
But the big surprise was that the artifacts
from this digital coding process don't
make it sound more digital but more like
analog. That's why I fully expect many
audiophiles to prefer AC -3, in their ana-
log -loving hearts, to 24 -bit DVD-Audio.
Old habits die hard.
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Naturally, for home theater
lovers, this powerful,
magnetically shielded line
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systems, a snap.
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high performance sound
looked so good - at such
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LOOKING FOR CLEANER, PURER SOUND? Listen to the Alpine 7842 CD/Receiver with it's exclusive new BBE sound

processor. With a push of a button, there's depth and detail you've never heard from your CDs before. You get a feeling of

greater power with even less noise. And you can crank up this radio with a lot less distortion, all because of the new MaxTuneSQ

tuner. The 7842 is so versatile, it will integrate into any system you dream up. All from Alpine, so you can DRIVE EASY.
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